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Chapter 1

General Introduction
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1.1 Foreword

We stay blissfully unaware of the vast amount of information that our brain is

constantly processing. And that is a good thing. Without it we would quickly be

overwhelmed trying to make sense of half a billion photons that get absorbed by

our retina every second. In order to successfully separate the important things

from the unimportant ones in the tidal wave of incoming information, the brain

had to develop a number of sophisticated tricks, some of which I will investigate

in the context of this thesis.

Imagine sitting on your bike at a red traffic light. There are many cues that

your brain subconsciously uses to help you know when you can safely cross the

street. Is the light to your left or your right? Which of the three lights is the

important one? How long has it been red already? How frequently do I have

to check? Obviously some of these questions are about the right location but

interestingly some of them are also about the right timing.

How does the brain manage to collect the right amount of information, from

the correct location at the correct time? More and more research suggests that

periodic fluctuations in our brains activity, so called brain oscillations, play an

important role in this process. During my thesis I tried to investigate this the-

ory by manipulating neural oscillations and demonstrated that this changes the

way that the brain collects information over time.

1.2 Perceptual Rhythms

Perception varies from moment to moment. Some of the fluctuations in target

detection, reaction times or discrimination tasks can be explained by taking a

closer look at the momentary state of brain oscillations that accompanies the

presentation of stimuli (Box ”Dense Sampling Method). More precisely we can

relate the phase of certain oscillatory frequency bands to perceptual outcomes,

with some ”good” phases being beneficial for perception and some ”bad” phases

being detrimental. This relationship implies that neural oscillations and with

them perception, continuously alternates between periods of higher and lower ef-

ficiency. Over the last two decades two dominant oscillatory components, one in

the 4-7 Hz theta range and one in the 10 Hz alpha range, have emerged from ex-

periments that investigated these perceptual fluctuations (Figure 1) (VanRullen,
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2016).

Figure 1. Phase-Dependent Perception. The plot depicts the time-frequency
representations of 10 independent studies conducted at our laboratory. Hot col-
ors indicate the time and frequency at which the phase of the respective oscilla-
tion influenced perceptual outcome in the corresponding task. In other words,
if a specific oscillatory phase led to a certain outcome (e.g. target detected)
then the opposite phase favoured the opposite outcome (target not detected).
As can be seen in the figure, studies consistently reported phase effects in the 10
as well as 7 Hz frequency range with the strongest effect around 100 ms before
stimulation. Figure adopted from VanRullen (2016).

Paradigms in which two stimuli compete for attentional resources, for exam-

ple those in which both stimuli have to be monitored to detect a change, often

show that attention alternates between the two competing stimuli at a frequency

of 4 to 8 Hz. This attentional ”sampling” manifests as a periodic modulation of

reaction times or target detection rates over time, observed for both stimuli but

in anti-phasic relationship (Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Landau & Fries, 2012;

Fiebelkorn, Saalmann, & Kastner, 2013; Landau, Schreyer, van Pelt, & Fries,
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2015; Dugué, Roberts, & Carrasco, 2016; Gaillard et al., 2020). We demon-

strated this effect in the study found in chapter V. This observation has led to

the characterization of this attentional dynamic as an ”attentional spotlight”

that highlights one stimulus after the other (Figure 2B) (VanRullen, Carlson, &

Cavanagh, 2007). Importantly the attentional spotlight is highly flexibel, seem-

ingly being able to sample stimuli of different set sizes at arbitrary locations in

the visual field. It is task-context dependent as can be seen in cueing studies

and seems to be partially object based (Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; Davidson, Alais,

van Boxtel, & Tsuchiya, 2018; Gaillard et al., 2020). Primarily targets that are

relevant are sampled and increasing the number of targets, hence distributing

attentional resources, leads to a decrease in performance and sampling rate for

individual targets (Holcombe & Chen, 2013; Fiebelkorn & Kastner, 2018). How

exactly this attentional rhythm samples stimuli and which effects this has on

perception is not well understood. In chapter V and VI I investigate how two

different types of experimental manipulation lead to changes in attentional sam-

pling and its perceptual consequences.

The second oscillatory component that can be observed in behavioral time

courses is a 10 Hz perceptual rhythm. I refer to it as perceptual because it seems

to relate more to a general low level fluctuation of excitability in the early visual

pathway, not object based and associated most frequently with the occipital al-

pha rhythm (Figure 2A) (Busch, Dubois, & VanRullen, 2009; Lőrincz, Kékesi,

Juhász, Crunelli, & Hughes, 2009; Haegens, Nácher, Luna, Romo, & Jensen,

2011). Interestingly the fluctuations at 10 Hz do not only modulate perceptual

sensitivity but also seem to influence time perception in a periodic manner. We

can observe experimentally that at regular intervals perceived time is distorted,

leading to errors in judgments of relative timing. (Chakravarthi & Vanrullen,

2012; Samaha & Postle, 2015). This intriguing observation has given rise to

several theories about the temporal structure of our conscious visual perception

(Valera, Toro, Roy John, & Schwartz, 1981; VanRullen & Koch, 2003; Van-

Rullen, 2016). Up until now the question which causal role the occipital alpha

rhythm plays in our temporal perception has not been answered. In chapter II

and III I investigated if we can manipulate the occipital alpha rhythm and ob-

serve how this changes the temporal dynamics of our visual temporal perception.
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Figure 2. Perceptual versus Attentional Sampling. A. Discrete perceptual
sampling of a single visual location. This sensory mechanism is hypothesized
to be implemented by occipital alpha oscillations. B. Attentional sampling
mechanism, dynamically and sequentially processing different objects in the
visual field. We assume that this mechanism is related to theta oscillations in
the 4 to 8 hz range. Figure adopted from VanRullen (2016)

As evident in the title I refer to these periodic fluctuations as sampling mecha-

nisms. This implies that they have an active function, namely that of periodi-

cally collecting visual information and reducing complexity. This is contrary to

the believe of some researchers who claim that the observed fluctuations, either

in perception and/or on the neuronal population level are a side effect of other

processes. A substantial part of this thesis is dedicated to provide evidence

against this viewpoint by providing causal evidence for the involvement of brain

rhythms in sampling processes. I shortly review the question of causality in the

General Discussion at the end of this thesis.

1.3 Neural oscillations

1.3.1 Alpha

For both attentional and perceptual behavioral fluctuations we have began to

find neurophysiological correlates in the brain. Since behavior changes periodi-

cally it is most likely that periodic neural oscillations give rise, or relate in some
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way to these observations. However connecting the right oscillatory signature

to the right behavioral observation is difficult since neural oscillations are ubiq-

uitous in the brain (Box ”EEG”) (Buzsaki, 2006).

Among brain rhythms the alpha rhythm is the most easily observed one with

a frequency of 8 to 12 Hz (Berger, 1931). Initially thought of as a cognitive

idling rhythm (Pfurtscheller, Stancák, & Neuper, 1996) it has since been im-

plicated in a vast number of cognitive functions such as attention, memory

and inhibition (Klimesch, 1999; Klimesch, Sauseng, & Hanslmayr, 2007; Tu-

ladhar et al., 2007; Jokisch & Jensen, 2007; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Foxe

& Snyder, 2011; Bonnefond & Jensen, 2012; Jensen, Bonnefond, & VanRullen,

2012; Klimesch, 2012). A large body of literature investigates the effects of

alpha amplitude on perception, linking high alpha power to high inhibition and

lower target detection rates (Thut, Nietzel, Brandt, & Pascual-Leone, 2006;

Babiloni, Vecchio, Bultrini, Luca Romani, & Rossini, 2006; Hanslmayr et al.,

2007). More specifically, alpha power has been shown to increase in task irrel-

evant areas, whereas it decreases in task relevant areas, demonstrating its role

in spatial attention (Sauseng et al., 2005; Kelly, Lalor, Reilly, & Foxe, 2006;

Foxe & Snyder, 2011). Alpha oscillations play an even more dynamic role in

the context of temporal attention, decreasing/increasing their amplitude at the

moment when a target/distractor is expected (Rohenkohl & Nobre, 2011; van

Diepen, Cohen, Denys, & Mazaheri, 2015). On an even finer temporal scale we

find that the phase of ongoing oscillations in the 5-15 Hz range influences per-

ception. Busch et al. (2009) and Mathewson et al. (2009) demonstrated that

the phase of alpha oscillations is predictive of stimulus detection performance,

implying that excitability in the visual cortex oscillates at around 10 Hz (Busch

et al., 2009; Mathewson, Gratton, Fabiani, Beck, & Ro, 2009). These findings

have been replicated several times using rhythmic entrainment at 10 Hz via

periodic visual stimuli or alpha-TMS. (Mathewson, Fabiani, Gratton, Beck, &

Lleras, 2010; Romei, Gross, & Thut, 2010; Thut et al., 2011; Spaak, Lange, &

Jensen, 2014; Dugué & VanRullen, 2017). In chapter II and III we apply such a

rhythmic entrainment protocol to influence the alpha rhythm and observe how

excitability fluctuations change time perception.

While alpha de-synchronization in response to visual stimulation is a relatively

robust effect observed in this context, there has been an intriguing finding that

shed doubt on the interpretation of its relationship to perception. By presenting
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participants with white noise luminance sequences and cross-correlating them

with the resulting EEG signal, one can calculate the brain’s mathematical im-

pulse response function (IRF)(VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012). Theoretically

this IRF should resemble an ERP since both can be considered the brains re-

sponse to an impulse, however the IRF showed an up to 1 second long reverbra-

tion of the input sequence that had a strong oscillatory 10 Hz component, and

was thus coined ”perceptual echo” (Figure 3). Importantly these reverbrations

were only present when the EEG was cross-correlated with the exact luminance

sequence of that trial and not when a random luminance sequence was used.

This indicates that it is the precise visual information that is ”echoed” in the

brain instead of arbitrary luminance sequences leading to oscillatory entrain-

ment . In the remainder of the manuscript I will use the term perceptual echo

and IRF interchangeably. A striking observation here is that, in contrast to

traditional ERP’s, where we find strong de-synchronization after stimulation,

the echoes show a clear increase in oscillatory power. The fact that the broad-

band input sequence did not favour any specific frequencies suggests that a basic

property the visual system is to processes information at an intrinsic frequency

of 10 Hz. The oscillatory component of the echoes initially does seem to reflect

the periodic sampling of external stimuli in the fashion of chapter II and III.

Theoretically the echoes can be understood as a filter that turns a continuous

signal into a periodic signal, similar to what we would expect from said rhythmic

sampling. However, since the IRF’s are a result of the cross-correlation we must

remember that their temporal unit is in lags which means that in theory every

successive luminance increment is associated with a phase locked IRF. In con-

trast, chapter II and III hypothesize that rhythmic sampling is implemented by

a single oscillation that samples all stimuli in ”real-time” instead of lags. These

considerations make the relationship between discrete sampling and echoes a

complex one to disentangle.

A different way to understand the mechanism that generates the echoes is to

assume that they are a result of an internal process that periodically reactivates

specific stimuli sequences. These rhythmic reactivations could be a signature

that might be expected of intra-cortical sampling, or information transfer, where

one layer in the visual hierarchy samples the information in another one in a

recurrent fashion. Along these lines the echoes could reflect predictive cod-

ing processes where bottom up information and top down predictions need to

be aligned for comparison while taking into account neural transmission delays
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(Hogendoorn & Burkitt, 2019; Alamia & VanRullen, 2019). In any case, if these

findings could be extended to other sensory modalities we would have intriguing

evidence that rhythmic processing is intrinsically linked to neural oscillation in

the respective sensory processing areas. In chapter IV we tested if perceptual

echoes can be found in the somatosensory system.

Figure 3. Perceptual Echoes. A. Visual Perceptual Echoes of two individual
subjects. Cross correlation between white noise sequence and corresponding
EEG leads to 1 second long periodic reverbrations. Surrogate echoes are cal-
culated by cross-correlating white noise sequences with the EEG signal of a
random trial and show no reverbrations. B. The power spectrum of the percep-
tual echoes shows strong oscillatory components at 10 Hz. C. Group average
of the power spectrum. D. Average time-frequency representation of individual
perceptual echoes. We can observe significantly high alpha power for up to 1
second. E. The Topography of the power spectrum indicates that the origin of
the echo lies in parieto-occipital regions. Figure adopted from VanRullen and
Macdonald (2012).

Several theories have tried to provide a broader explanation for the role of the

alpha rhythm (Başar, Schürmann, Başar-Eroglu, & Karakaş, 1997; Klimesch,

Sauseng, & Hanslmayr, 2007; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Mathewson et al., 2011).
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EEG
EEG is a an invaluable tool to measure brain activity with a high tem-
poral resolution. It uses multiple electrodes distributed across the scalp
to measure changes in the electric potential. The EEG signal is assumed
to stem from large groups of pyramidal cells with parallel axional ori-
entation, that reside in deep cortical layers.

EEG measurements were used in chapter 4 to measure oscillatory re-
sponses to different input frequencies as well as broad band stimulation.
Since EEG data tends to be subject to several sources of noise like line
noise, eye blinks and muscle contractions, we used independent compo-
nent analysis and a generalized eigenvalue decomposition approach to
improve the signal to noise ratio. This allowed us to identify the chan-
nels that best represented the brains frequency response. Illustration
by Nikola Vukovic (2014).

Generally these ideas agree that alpha exhibits some form of inhibitory effect

on the neural population, modulated by amplitude and/or phase. It is not clear

however what exactly is inhibited and at which stage(s) of the visual processing

pipeline this inhibition takes place. The thalamus, more specifically the lateral

geniculate nucleus (LGN), has been implicated in utilizing alpha to gate infor-

mation flow towards primary visual cortex (Lőrincz et al., 2009). The LGN

primarily relays information from the retina to V1 and serves as it’s main af-

ferent. It has been proposed that alpha is generated by this cortico-geniculate

circuit, effectively concentrating neuronal firing to certain phases of the alpha

cycle and temporally framing information transfer (Haegens et al., 2011; Vi-

jayan & Kopell, 2012). Visual information would therefore arrive periodically

in more or less discrete packages at primary visual cortex. In my thesis I was

specifically interested in the consequences that this temporal framing structure

has on the temporal dynamics of time perception. Of critical importance here

is the theory of discrete perception which I investigated in chapter II and III.

I will go into more detail on this hypothesis in the chapter ”Discrete Perception”.
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1.3.2 Theta

Behavioral theta fluctuations in reaction times and performance measures are

commonly found during attentional tasks. (Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Landau

& Fries, 2012; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; Landau et al., 2015; Dugué, McLel-

land, Lajous, & VanRullen, 2015). Previously the theta rhythm, as measured

with EEG, has been related to attentional processes (Busch & VanRullen, 2010;

Clayton, Yeung, & Cohen Kadosh, 2015; Landau et al., 2015). Using EEG and

TMS, Dugue et al. have shown that performance in a visual search paradigm

was dependent on the phase and amplitude of cortical theta oscillations (Dugué,

Marque, & VanRullen, 2011). Furthermore they showed that information in vi-

sual cortex is vulnerable to TMS pulses every 160 ms (6 Hz). Detection rates

of attended targets were demonstrated to be dependent on the phase of frontal

theta oscillations (Busch & VanRullen, 2010). However electrophysiological

evidence that maps behavioral attentional oscillations directly to intracortical

regions displaying neural oscillations has long been missing. A recent upsurge in

studies has changed this however (VanRullen, 2018). In a series of experiments

it was shown that behavioral signatures of attention relate to theta oscillation

in Prefrontal Cortex (PFC), highlighting its function as a top-down mechanism

and finally providing convincing evidence for the the cyclic nature of attention

and its oscillatory substrates (Helfrich et al., 2018; Spyropoulos, Bosman, &

Fries, 2018; Fiebelkorn, Pinsk, & Kastner, 2018; Gaillard et al., 2020). These

recent developments have given rise to more wholesome theories of attentional

processes, incorporating several neural systems assumed to be involved in atten-

tion sampling. Fiebelkorn et. al. (2018) identified two attentional states that

directly relate to two opposite phases of theta oscillations in the FEF. During

one of these states, the ”poor theta phase”, they observed high alpha power over

parietal regions (LIP), effectively inhibiting visual processing at the current lo-

cus of attention and allowing for attentional shifts to different potential targets.

This state is related to the periods of low performance in periodic behavioral

measures. On the other hand the ”good theta phase” was associated to high

beta band activity in the FEF and high gamma band activity in LIP. Burst

of beta power were hypothesized to reflect surpressed attentional shifts away

from the locus of attention whereas increases in gamma in the LIP is assumed
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to reflect enhanced processing, leading to the observed increases in performance.

Figure 4. The Frontoparietal attentional network. Fiebelkorn (2018). Atten-
tional sampling can be characterized as alternating states of processing (good
phase) and shifting (bad phase). Both states map onto certain phases of FEF
theta oscillations. During good phases alpha power in parietal regions (LIP) is
low, a signature associated with high excitability and thus allowing for effective
processing. During bad phases one can observe high alpha power, associated
with increased inhibition, which allows the attentional network to shift the focus
away from the now-inhibited locus of attention. Figure adopted from Fiebelkorn
(2018).

Through sophisticated decoding of intracranial recordings it was demonstrated

for the first time that neural signals recorded from the PFC could be used to

track the locus of attention in real-time in macaque monkeys (Astrand, Wardak,

Baraduc, & Ben Hamed, 2016). Recently the investigators further build upon

their initial study by showing that the decoded spotlight rhythmically explores

the visual field in line with previously proposed rhythmic theories of attention

(Gaillard et al., 2020). The rhythmically sampled locations were highly depen-

dent on prior expectation on the target location as well as general expectation

about sensory events. Interestingly however attentional sampling was shown to

not be solely restricted to the cued relevant locations in the visual field (exploita-

tion) but also occasionally sampled uncued locations (exploration), a trade-off

that potentially aids the attentional system in case of unexpected events.
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In a recent study in macaques it was demonstrated that theta oscillations in

V4 play an important role in attention related stimulus competition, resulting

in behavioral oscillations at 6 Hz, a finding that we have since reproduced in

humans (Kienitz et al., 2018; Chota et al., 2018). These studies represent impor-

tant steps towards finding the neural implementation of the system that gives

rise to attentional fluctuations. In chapter V I closely reproduce the behavioral

findings of the macaque experiment by Kienitz in order to fill in the missing

link between neural theta and behavioral theta oscillations. For a more detailed

discussion of their findings I refer the reader to the introduction in chapter V.

Most of the studies I described in the previous paragraph were concerned with

covered attention, that is, attention without explicitly fixating the object of

interest. However one of the most useful tools of our attentional system is the

ability to make saccades towards relevant stimuli in our environment (Zhao,

Gersch, Schnitzer, Dosher, & Kowler, 2012). Previous research in combina-

tion with our findings in chapter V support the idea that specific theta phases

are better for processing than others (Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Dugué et al.,

2011; Kienitz et al., 2018; Chota et al., 2018; Gaillard et al., 2020). It thus

seems important that the phase of theta is aligned with saccade execution to

optimally process the stimulus that falls on the fovea when the saccade lands.

Indeed saccades have been found to phase align theta oscillations in humans

and non-human primates (Hoffman et al., 2013). Further evidence links theta

oscillations to preparatory processes right before saccade onset (Womelsdorf,

Johnston, Vinck, & Everling, 2010; van Noordt, Desjardins, Gogo, Tekok-Kilic,

& Segalowitz, 2017). Most interestingly for our purpose, theta phase has been

related to the amount of peri-saccadic mislocalization, suggesting it as a pos-

sible substrate for several peri-saccadic phenomena (McLelland, Lavergne, &

VanRullen, 2016). In chapter VI we investigate if full field masking, assumed to

trigger peri-saccadic mechanisms, leads to a distortion of relative time percep-

tion, another peri-saccadic illusion potentially caused by oscillatory processes.

1.4 Discrete Perception

Our everyday visual perception is usually experienced as a ”continuous flow”.

However, people under the influence of certain psychedelic substances like LSD

or those who suffer from akinetopsia (motion blindness) can experience it more
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like a discrete series of static images (Dubois & VanRullen, 2011). This in-

triguing observation raises an interesting question. Can our visual experience

generally be considered continuous and certain substances artificially discretize

it? Or is our visual experience generally discretized and certain substances

break the neural mechanism that hides the empty spaces in-between from con-

scious perception? The theory of discrete perception explores this second idea,

proposing that a discrete sampling mechanism governs the temporal structure

of our conscious visual perception (VanRullen & Koch, 2003; VanRullen, 2016).

The question whether perception is discrete or continuous outdates the use of

EEG or the knowledge about brain rhythms. First considered by William James

in 1890 the theory gained popularity when the first EEG recordings were per-

formed and it became obvious that the brain is a highly rhythmic organ (Berger,

1931; Johnson & Henley, 2013). The first hypotheses were strongly influenced

by the emergence of the cinema, leading to the assumption that visual sampling

mechanisms with fast enough sampling rates would appear to be continuous,

just like observed with the ”novel” opto-mechanical projectors used at the time

(Pitts & McCulloch, 1947; Harter, 1967). One of the most prominent concepts,

that of the ”perceptual moment” was promoted by Stroud, and describe a basic

interval of time within which all events are subjectively perceived as co-temporal

(Stroud, 1956). Stroud’s ideas formed the basis of the modern theory of discrete

perception.

Modern discrete sampling in the visual system can loosely be understood in

analogy to a digital camera that collects a certain number of frames per second.

The idea is that the brain periodically divides the visual input into discrete

windows or “perceptual moments” (VanRullen, 2016). Two stimuli that would

fall into a single perceptual moment would therefore be perceived as occurring

simultaneously, while two stimuli in separate subsequent perceptual moments

would be perceived as sequential (Figure 4). A recent upsurge of psychophysio-

logical and electrophysiological studies have investigated discrete perception in

the context of the alpha rhythm (VanRullen & Koch, 2003; Busch et al., 2009;

Lőrincz et al., 2009; Haegens et al., 2011; Vijayan & Kopell, 2012; Samaha &

Postle, 2015). One of these studies demonstrated that participants with faster

alpha rhythms showed higher visual temporal resolution in a two-flash fusion

task (Samaha & Postle, 2015). Similarly, when entraining a slightly faster or

slower alpha rhythm (IAF ± 2 Hz), using visuo-auditory entrainment, percep-
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tion could be sped up or slowed down in a segregation/integration task (Ronconi,

Busch, & Melcher, 2018). Aiming at implicating the occipital alpha rhythm in

a causal manner, we demonstrated that visual entrainment at 10 Hz leads to a

periodic modulation of temporal perception in the flash lag effect (FLE) (Chota

& VanRullen, 2019). The flash-lag effect is a visual illusion that has been sug-

gested to arise from discrete sampling in the visual system (Chakravarthi &

Vanrullen, 2012; Schneider, 2018).

Figure 4. Alpha Phase and perception of relative timing. A. Relative tim-
ing between alpha phase and the appearance of two sequential flashes with
fixed SOA. Beginning and end of discrete perceptual moments are indicated by
camera symbols. Note that in the first case the two flashes fall into the same
perceptual moment whereas in the second case the flashes fall into two sepa-
rate perceptual moment. B. Two stimuli that fall within the same perceptual
moment are perceived as occuring simultaneously whereas two stimuli in suc-
cessive perceptual moments are perceived as sequential. Figure modified from
VanRullen (2003)

It is believed that discrete sampling is serving two primary roles. One is the the

reduction of complexity and the other is to facilitate communication in the brain

(VanRullen & Koch, 2003; Vanrullen & Dubois, 2011). Complexity reduction

is always a trade-off between resources and information.
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Dense Sampling Method

The dense sampling method is a behavioral method that allows the

researcher to probe the behavioral correlates of dynamic brain processes

over time. In the course of this project I made extensive use of this

method because it lends itself nicely to investigate oscillatory processes.

Usually oscillatory phase is arbitrary at the onset of a trial. The key

challenge therefore lies in resetting the phase of the oscillation that

is assumed to influence behavior periodically. This reset can be done

via visual or auditory stimuli or with TMS pulses. A phasic reset is

performed at the beginning of every trial. In the illustration below we

see that the phase reset causes the peak of the oscillation to always be

at the same time relative to trial onset. Over the course of many trials

we can now probe all possible positions and reconstruct the dynamic

influence that the hidden underlying process has on behavior.

The dense sampling method is especially useful to investigate fast dy-

namical cognitive processes that exceed the number and frequency with

which human participants can report perception within a single trial.

On the downside this method usually requires an extensive number of

trials, increasing the length of experiments.
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Fast sampling rates might require the brain to make more computations in

a shorter amount of time (Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009). Slow sampling rates

might deteriorate perception too severely for efficient interaction with the envi-

ronment. Facilitation of communication is assumed to be at least partially al-

lowed by synchronizing the phase of two brain regions, therefore aligning phases

of excitation and inhibition and maximizing information flow (Fries, 2015). This

process, while most likely periodic, is very well compatible with a continuous

rhythmic form of information processing and does not require strictly discrete

frames. Neural communication however is much more complex than just to op-

timize information flow between regions. Stimuli that are processed in different

brain regions, potentially different modalities need to be compared, an endeav-

our that is immensely complicated by neural communication delays. On top

of that a promising new model for brain functioning, that has emerged in the

form of hierarchical predictive coding, runs into similar difficulties (Rao & Bal-

lard, 1999). In it’s simplest form a predictive coding model is constantly trying

to make sense of it’s environment by comparing bottom-up evidence with top-

down predictions. If the two do not match then the residual error is propagated

up the hierarchy. This process is assumed to run in parallel on all hierarchical

layers. Evidently this requires a fine mechanism that allows predictions and

evidence to find each other in neural space-time. Discretizing input into quanta

might be an elegant solution to create defined ”feature” packages that can be

compared. Moreover by concentrating processing to certain phases of the os-

cillation the brain creates a defined temporal structure that reduces temporal

uncertainty, therefore allowing more precise timing e.g. of top down predictions

(Hogendoorn & Burkitt, 2019). The perceptual echoes described in chapter IV

have been implicated in predictive coding processes and might be reflective of

the propagation of top-down and/or bottom up information along the visual

hierarchy, potentially aiding this matching problem in the light of neural time

delays (Alamia & VanRullen, 2019).

In the chapter on alpha oscillations we described how the phase of alpha os-

cillations relates to excitability fluctuations. This feature of alpha phase is an

important one to consider because it introduces a potential alternative expla-

nations for the findings in integration/segregation tasks. Alpha phase might

modulate task performance not via changes in temporal perception but by de-

creasing visibility of one of two stimuli. In this way alpha phase would still

periodically modulate time perception but via different secondary mechanisms.
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We will refer to this account as the ”soft” version of rhythmic perception. Sepa-

rating ”hard” and ”soft” accounts of rhythmic perception necessitates intricate

task design that controls for fluctuations in visibility. We describe such a design

in chapter III. Our approach was successful and together with the previous lit-

erature, supports the idea that the visual system discretely samples the visual

scene at a 10 Hz rhythm analogous to the “hard” version of periodic perception

(VanRullen, 2016).

1.5 Rhythmic entrainment and phase resets

Now that we have discussed the relationship between behavioral and neuronal

oscillations we need to tend towards the directionality of this relationship, that

is, what is the causal link between them. Most of the above mentioned studies

do not provide evidence on the question if the neural oscillations actually cause

the periodicities in behavior. Manipulating stimuli and investigating how brain

rhythms change does gives us causal evidence only in one (complex but rather

unsurprising) direction. To proof if the neural oscillations are the underlying

cause of perceptual and behavioral findings we need to manipulate the oscilla-

tions themselves and observe if perception and behavior changes.
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TMS

Transcranial Magetic Stimulation is a non-invasive brain stimulation

technique. By running a strong biphasic pulse through a form-of-eight

coil we can generate a directed magnetic field. When placed on top of

the scalp the magnetic field generates a current flow in the superficial

parts of the brain which in turn depolarizes cortical cells and causes

action potentials. The exact way in which TMS interferes with the

brain is unknown, it is however assumed that it targets mostly cortical

pyramidal cells. TMS not only lets us target very specific brain regions

but also gives us precise temporal control over the stimulation pattern.

Recently investigators have started to apply multiple pulses with fixed

frequency to measure the brains response to rhythmic input.

I used rhythmic TMS in chapter II to entrain alpha oscillations. Of-

ten TMS is used in combination with preceding structural fMRI scans

to determine the exact location of the brain to which the coil should

be aligned. It is possible to circumvent these extra measurements by

using a phosphene mapping procedure: By stimulating the brain over

primary visual areas it is possible to elicit visual sensations at specific

locations in the visual field. This allows the investigator to map the

stimulated location on the scalp to the reported location on the screen

and enables precise positioning of the experimental stimulus over the

stimulated area. Reproduced from Spronk (2011).

One prominent way to interfere with oscillatory brain activity is to reset the
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phase of an ongoing oscillation and therefore control the phase in the subsequent

time windows. This can be done with single impulses of visual stimulation or

TMS in accordance with the following principle: Hypothetically if the stimu-

lation is strong enough it depolarizes and homogenizes a subset of the affected

neural population (Box ”TMS”) (Savers, Beagley, & Henshall, 1974; Makeig et

al., 2002; Klimesch, Sauseng, Hanslmayr, Gruber, & Freunberger, 2007; Romei,

Gross, & Thut, 2012). If the neurons involved are intrinsically oscillatory then

also their oscillatory phase is reset (Paus, Sipila, & Strafella, 2001; Fuggetta,

Fiaschi, & Manganotti, 2005; Rosanova et al., 2009; Herring, Thut, Jensen, &

Bergmann, 2015). Over the course of many trials in an experimental setup we

can use this to create more or less equal conditions, with respect to the oscil-

latory phase, in each trial. We assume that this mechanism at least partially

underlies our observations in chapter V and VI. Although this method is very

useful it also comes with its limitations. It offers no control over which oscilla-

tion we want to phase-reset. This however might be an advantage if one does

not want to have prior assumptions on the frequency. Another problem is that

single pulses might not be sufficiently strong to reset a behaviorally significant

subset of the population. These issues can be resolved by applying multiple

pulses as described in the next paragraph.

Another method to interfere with brain oscillations is through rhythmic stim-

ulation. Presenting visual stimuli or applying rhythmic TMS pulses at specific

frequencies is assumed to directly interfere with the corresponding frequency

band. This effect, presumably a result of multiple successive phase resets, can

lead to power increases in the respective frequency band (Figure 5) (Herrmann,

2001; Schwab et al., 2006; Spaak et al., 2014; Helfrich et al., 2014). Furthermore

we can observe that the increase in power outlasts the stimulation period and

critically these short lived effects are behaviorally significant. Entrainment at

10 Hz has been shown to decrease target detection rates, an observation that is

frequently linked to high alpha power (Romei et al., 2010; Thut et al., 2011).

However we can not only investigate the resulting changes in oscillatory power

but we can also probe the effect of phase with this method. Probing different

time-points after entrainment reveals fluctuations in target detection and tem-

poral perception (Ronconi & Melcher, 2017; Ronconi et al., 2018). I make use

of this method in chapter II and III. In chapter IV we use tactile stimulation to

probe entrainment effects in the somatosensory system.
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Figure 5. Rhythmic TMS stimula-
tion at 10 Hz leads to Alpha entrain-
ment. Alpha TMS was applied per-
pendicular to a target gyrus (Row
1). The time-frequency represen-
tation shows increased alpha power
compared to baseline in the 300 ms
window following stimulation. Row
2,3 and 4 are direct comparisons
between the main condition (Row
1) and control conditions in which
the coil was rotated by 90 degrees
(Row 2), a-rhythmic TMS was ap-
plied (Row 3) or the tms mode was
set to inactive. We can observe that
broad band activity emerged for all
active conditions during stimulation
(w1). Contrasts (second column)
show that lasting alpha oscillations
are only present in the main con-
dition (w2). Figure adopted from
Thut (2011).

1.6 Main Research Questions

Oscillatory activity seems to have profound effects on multiple aspects of our

perception and might be strongly involved in the way we sample our visual en-

vironment. Many of these relationships however are poorly understood, specif-

ically in their causal-directional nature. This poses a problem since a purely

correlational link between perception and brain states does not allow us to in-
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fer if the two are functionally linked at all. It might simply be the case that

oscillations arise as a irrelevant by-product of other cognitive processes, as a

mere epiphenomenon. This theoretical possibility is demonstrated in a recent

publication by Alamia et. al. who implemented a simple predictive coding in-

spired network with biologically plausible time constants (Alamia & VanRullen,

2019). The network uses inhibitory feedback to predict the activity of lower

layers in a recursive manner. Most importantly the network is not constructed

to make use of rhythmic processing to solve the task. When stimulated with

random noise sequences however we can observe strong oscillatory activity with

frequencies dependent on the choice of time constants. The oscillations in this

specific implementation of the network correlate with the input sequence but

do not serve any functional purpose. Hypothetically we could expand this idea

to the whole brain since the generation of oscillatory activity is very easily ac-

complished e.g. using inhibitory feedback (Wang, 2010). So how can we know

if a certain brain rhythm is actively involved in solving a specific task instead of

being an epiphenomenon? In order to answer this question we need to be able to

directly modulate rhythmic activity and observe the changes that occur in per-

ception and behavior. As described above, non-invasive stimulation techniques

like TMS or rhythmic visual stimulation, and even random noise stimulation

have proven useful tools to manipulate brain rhythms.

In this thesis, I make use of these non-invasive methods to investigate the

causal role of neural oscillations in temporal sampling mechanisms. The origi-

nal manuscripts in chapter II and III are dedicated to perceptual sampling in

the alpha band. Early behavioral studies have found that the minimal delay

between two offset stimuli to induce a perception of motion was around 100 ms

(Wertheimer, 1912; Anstis, 1978). It was logically followed that the duration of

the frame that allowed for integration of two stimuli and their relative timing was

around 100 ms. If stimuli were closer together, then relative timing could not

be discerned. The alpha band became a interesting subject in explaining how

the brain might implement such frames because it naturally cycled every 100

ms (Valera et al., 1981). Several decades of research later the alpha band is still

an interesting candidate proposed to implement discrete windows in vision so

that visual information is periodically compressed at a rate of approximately 10

Hz. (VanRullen, 2016). While we have many correlational studies showing it’s

relationship to temporal perception, there is still no clear evidence that alpha ac-

tively implements a mechanism to discretely sample visual input (Chakravarthi
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& Vanrullen, 2012; Samaha & Postle, 2015). The matter is further complicated

by the findings that alpha phase modulates cortical excitability (Busch et al.,

2009; Haegens et al., 2011; Dugué et al., 2011). This observation had led to the

distinction between ”hard” and ”soft” version of discrete perception, where the

hard version refers to true modulations of time perception and the soft version

refers to indirect modulations of time perception through excitability fluctua-

tions (e.g. occlusion of one stimulus). In chapter II and III we therefore set out

to test if rhythmic stimulation, via visual entrainers or TMS at 10 Hz, could

modulate the alpha rhythm in such a way that perception of relative timing

could be changed. More specifically we stimulated at an alpha rhythm and

probed temporal perception at different phases of the entrained oscillation. If

specific phases of the alpha cycle mark the beginning of discrete frames then

behavior should be dependent on the phase were stimuli were presented. Impor-

tantly we aimed at controlling for the previously described effect of excitability

to ensure that our findings support the ”hard” version of discrete perception.

Besides the behavioral oscillations investigated in chapter II and III there are

also neural signatures that hint at the intrinsic periodicity with which sen-

sory cortices collect information. When presented with random noise lumi-

nance sequences the visual system responds with long lasting reverbrations at

10 Hz (VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012). These reverbrations, revealed by cross-

correlating input sequences with the concurrent EEG signal, have been termed

perceptual echoes. An especially stunning feature of these echoes is that they

suggest that the visual system periodically ”re-activates” the 10 Hz component

of the stimulation sequence for up to 1 second. Since alpha oscillations usually

de-synchronize very consistently in response to visual stimulation (Klimesch,

Sauseng, & Hanslmayr, 2007) the echoes indirectly implicate alpha in active

stimulus processing. However, few studies have provided concrete insights into

the functional role of these echoes (Chang, Schwartzman, VanRullen, Kanai,

& Seth, 2017). It has been proposed that perceptual echoes reflect a mech-

anism by which the brain transforms a continuous visual input stream into

periodically structured activity (Schwenk, VanRullen, & Bremmer, 2020). The

cross-correlation between EEG and white noise,(which per definition containing

equal power in all frequency bands) produces the Impulse Response function of

the brain, in other words the echoes reflect the function that the brain applies to

the incoming signal. Thus one interpretation is that the brain filters the visual

input at 10 Hz which is very similar to periodic sampling at 10 Hz.
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Other sensory modalities have been hypothesized to sample their input in a

similar fashion compared to the visual system. Beta oscillations in the so-

matosensory system have been demonstrated to modulate temporal integration

performance in a periodic fashion (Baumgarten, Schnitzler, & Lange, 2015). If

beta oscillations serve the same function in the visual as compared to the tactile

domain then we should expect to find perceptual echoes in the tactile domain

as well, although at the beta frequency. Extending the existence of perceptual

echoes to other modalities would provide evidence that 1. these other modali-

ties also process information periodically and 2. that they utilize similar neural

mechanisms for this purpose. In the original manuscripts in chapter IV I inves-

tigated if we can find perceptual echoes in the tactile domain.

The periodic sampling mechanisms of the brain seem to be dissociable into

a more low-level perceptual and a more high-level attentional sampling mech-

anism. Attentional sampling is assumed to be more flexible, task dependent

and has been hypothesized to be caused by theta rhythmic activity in PFC.

Providing support for these findings in humans would help us to identify the

oscillatory mechanism that is responsible for behavioral attentional fluctuations

found in many studies. The original manuscript in chapter V presents a study

in which we replicate behavioral findings of the macaque-study in humans.

Which location in the visual field attentional sampling mechanisms collect in-

formation from depends strongly on the position of our eyes. Saccades and

attentional sampling need therefore be highly coordinated. One way to syn-

chronize these two systems is through oscillatory activity. It has been proposed

that saccades, and surprisingly also strong visual transients, can reset the phase

of theta oscillations which in turn allow for well timed processing of relevant

stimuli. If this mechanism indeed relies on rhythmic activity then we should

be able to disrupt it and observe corresponding errors in attentional sampling.

The original manuscript in chapter VI investigates which effects strong visual

disruptions have on the perceived relative timing of two stimuli.

During my doctorate I sought to answer the following research questions:

1. Is the occipital alpha rhythm causally involved in discretely sampling vi-
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sual information? (chapter II and III)

2. Is there a link between oscillatory activity and rhythmic sampling in the

somatosensory system?(chapter IV)

3. Can we manipulate theta rhythmic activity to modulate attentional sam-

pling? (chapter V and VI)
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Chapter 2

Visual Entrainment at 10

Hz Causes Periodic

Modulation of the Flash

Lag Illusion

The following chapter contains the original manuscript that appeared as: Chota,

Samson, and Rufin VanRullen. ”Visual Entrainment at 10 Hz causes periodic

modulation of the Flash Lag Illusion.” Frontiers in neuroscience 13 (2019): 232.
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2.1 Abstract

It has long been debated whether visual processing is, at least partially, a dis-

crete process. Although vision appears to be a continuous stream of sensory in-

formation, sophisticated experiments reveal periodic modulations of perception

and behavior. Previous work has demonstrated that the phase of endogenous

neural oscillations in the 10 Hz range predicts the “lag” of the flash lag effect,

a temporal visual illusion in which a static object is perceived to be lagging in

time behind a moving object. Consequently, it has been proposed that the flash

lag illusion could be a manifestation of a periodic, discrete sampling mechanism

in the visual system. In this experiment we set out to causally test this hypoth-

esis by entraining the visual system to a periodic 10 Hz stimulus and probing

the flash lag effect (FLE) at different time points during entrainment. We hy-

pothesized that the perceived FLE would be modulated over time, at the same

frequency as the entrainer (10 Hz). A frequency analysis of the average FLE

time-course indeed reveals a significant peak at 10 Hz as well as a strong phase

consistency between subjects (N = 25). Our findings provide causal evidence

for fluctuations in temporal perception and indicate an involvement of occipital

alpha oscillations.

2.2 Introduction

It has been suggested that perception may be a periodic process (VanRullen,

2016). The detection probability of near-threshold stimuli has been shown to

oscillate between 5 and 15 Hz in vision (Busch et al., 2009). Reaction times

are governed by similar periodic fluctuations in the 10 Hz range (Callaway &

Yeager, 1960; Başar, Başar-Eroglu, Karakaş, & Schürmann, 2001). While it

was theorized that the endogenous alpha oscillations of the brain might give

rise to these periodicities, their functional relevance is an ongoing enigma. One

possible functional role for these neural rhythms is that of a periodic sampling

mechanism (VanRullen & Koch, 2003; Busch et al., 2009; Lőrincz et al., 2009;

Haegens et al., 2011; Vijayan & Kopell, 2012; Samaha & Postle, 2015; Van-

Rullen, 2016): in order to reduce the complexity of the visual stream, the brain

is repeatedly dividing the incoming visual information into temporal chunks

or windows; these chunks are then passed on for further processing and sub-

sequently made consciously available. Few studies have explicitly tested the

periodicity of temporal perception (and thus, the more conservative or “hard”
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definition of discrete perception). Samaha and Postle demonstrated that the

individual alpha peak frequency is predictive of the performance in the two-

flash-fusion paradigm (Samaha & Postle, 2015). Opposite phases of the alpha

rhythm are related to perception of synchronicity and a-synchronicity, respec-

tively (Valera et al., 1981; Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016). Of high importance

for this study are the findings by Chakravarthi and VanRullen (2012), relating

the perceived flash lag duration to the phase of endogenous alpha oscillations

using EEG.

In this study we were interested in providing causal evidence for a periodic

modulation of time perception. To our knowledge only one study has succeeded

in this so far. In a recent publication by Ronconi et al. (2018) it was shown that

visuo-auditory entrainment at the individuals alpha frequency + or -2 Hz was

able to modulate the integration or segregation of two stimuli in close tempo-

ral proximity. In this study we seek to provide an important addition to these

findings by demonstrating a causal influence of alpha on the perception of time,

using a well investigated visual illusion, the flash lag effect (FLE).

Discrete sampling in the visual system has previously been hypothesized to

underlie the FLE (Chakravarthi & Vanrullen, 2012; Schneider, 2018). In the

FLE a stationary object is shortly presented (“flashed”) alongside a moving

object. Although the position of both objects is identical at the onset of the

flashed, stationary object, observers systematically judge the flashed object to

be lagging behind (Figure 1A). In the past years a new hypothesis regarding the

FLE has been suggested, most prominently by Schneider (2018). He suggests

that the FLE and other related illusions are a natural result of a discrete pe-

riodic sampling process. The theory states that visual information is collected

over the time course of a so called “perceptual moment.” While information is

collected continuously, the position of the object is registered only at the end

of the perceptual moment and at its last known position. We can imagine a

scenario where the static object is flashed right at the beginning of the percep-

tual moment (Figure 1A). The moving object would then move on for a specific

period, until the end of the perceptual moment, at which the position of both

objects is registered. In case A the perceived offset between moving and static

object would be maximal. On the contrary, if the static object is flashed right

at the end of the perceptual moment, the moving object would not move any

further before the positions are registered, and the perceived offset would be
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minimal (Figure 1B). Based on the findings that the average perceived FLE is

around 50 ms, with a standard deviation of 50 ms, the duration of a perceptual

moment should be around 100 ms, which was verified by Schneider who inves-

tigated a large FLE dataset by Murakami (2001).

In this account, whether a long (Figure 1A) or short (Figure 1B) flash-lag illu-

sion occurs on a given trial is mainly determined by the phase of the discrete

sampling cycle at the moment of the flash onset. As this phase is generally un-

known to the experimenter, the trial-to-trial variability in the illusion strength

is often interpreted as noise. Some studies, however, have directly measured

this phase with EEG, and verified that it influenced the flash-lag magnitude

(Chakravarthi & Vanrullen, 2012). Here, our aim was to causally modulate the

phase of the discrete sampling cycle by modulating the luminance of an annulus

that surrounded a clock stimulus, and to prove that this phase had a causal

influence on the flash-lag illusion. The FLE was randomly probed at 120 con-

secutive time points over the course of the entrainment (Figure 2). A frequency

analysis of the average time course revealed a modulation of the perceived FLE

duration at 10 Hz. We conclude that the visual stimulus entrained the discrete

neural sampling mechanism, leading to a periodic modulation of the FLE.

2.3 Materials and Methods

2.3.1 Participants

Twenty five participants (aged 18–30, 13 females) with normal or corrected to

normal vision participated in the experiment. Informed consent forms were

signed before the experiment. The experiment was carried out in accordance

with the protocol approved by the Centre National de la Recherché Scientifique

ethical committee and followed the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Asso-

ciation (Declaration of Helsinki).
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Figure 1. The flash lag illusion as a consequence of discrete sampling. Fol-
lowing the hypothesis of Schneider (2018), the visual system samples the visual
scene, here a clock with rotating clock hand, during reoccurring intervals (“per-
ceptual moments,” indicated by spaces between camera symbols). The end of
these perceptual moments or “snapshots” (camera symbols) marks the registra-
tion of the stimulus position [the orientation of the clock hand and the flashed
cue (red circle)]. The stimuli are registered at the last known position. This
is always the correct position for the clock hand, since it is moving at a fixed
speed and constantly updated, but not for the transient red cue since the pre-
sentation dates back in time, and instantaneous updating cannot occur. Hence,
a systematic lag of the red cue is perceived, its magnitude depending on the
relative onset between cue and snapshot (camera symbol). In Panel A the red
cue is presented very early in the perceptual moment. The temporal distance
between the cue presentation and the end of the snapshot is large, leading to a
long perceived flash lag. In Panel B the red cue is presented very shortly before
the end of the perceptual moment. A short amount of time passes until the
stimulus position is registered, and the perceived flash lag is brief.

2.3.2 Protocol

Stimuli were presented at a distance of 57 cm with a LCD display (1920 × 1080

resolution, 120 Hz refresh rate) using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard,

1997) running in MATLAB (MathWorks). Stimuli consisted of a central fixa-

tion dot (diameter = 0.3°), a central clock stimulus (radius = 2°) with a black

border (width = 0.3°), 60 evenly spaced clock markers (12 with length = 0.4°,
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48 with length = 0.3°) and a rotating clock hand (length = 0.7°). The gap

between the clock hand and the clock border was 1.3° and between clock hand

and long clock marker 0.9°. The entrainer annulus and the clock hand were

separated by 1.5°. The clock was surrounded by an entrainer annulus (outer ra-

dius = 11.5°, inner radius = 3.5°). Stimuli were presented on a gray background.

Trials started with the fixation point on the screen (Figure 2A). Participants

initiated the trial via button press. Directly after the button press the entrainer

annulus as well as the clock stimulus appeared on the screen with the clock

hand rotating with 1 rotation/s. The luminance of the entrainer annulus was

modulated sinusoidally at 10 Hz with the luminance ranging from 0 to 255 (0.68

to 100.8 cd/m2). At a random time point between 1000 and 2000 ms (SOA win-

dow) a cue was presented (the frame of the clock stimulus turned red) for 66 ms

(eight frames). Afterward the clock hand continued rotating until the 3000 ms

mark was reached. After a delay of 1000 ms an identical clock with a static hand

was presented. The participant could rotate the clock hand with the arrow keys

to indicate the perceived location of the clock hand at the time point of Cue

onset. The Cue onset was randomly chosen from a discrete uniform distribution

of the 120 SOAs between 1000 and 2000 ms. Participants each performed 480

trials resulting in 4 responses per SOA. Participants were instructed to maintain

central fixation during the 3 s window when the clock was on the screen. The

starting position of the clock hand was randomized between subjects but was

kept constant for a single subject.

2.3.3 Control Experiment

We conducted a control experiment to verify that the observed modulation was

due to neural entrainment and not simply due to the luminance of the annulus.

A new set of participants (N = 25) conducted a similar experiment where the

luminance of the annulus was kept constant throughout the trial. Instead of

testing all 7 luminance values we tested the most extremes ones (black and

white) as well as 50% luminance (gray) at which the annulus is indistinguishable

from the background. In the original experiment 40 trials were collected for each

of the two extreme luminance values and 80 trials for the 50% luminance per

participant. In the control experiment we collected 40 trials for each of the three

luminance values resulting in 120 trials per subject. To compare the perceived

FLE between the luminance values a one-way-ANOVA was conducted.
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2.3.4 Data Analysis

Attributing one SOA (frame 1 to frame 120) to every position of the clock hand

we can define the FLE duration as the temporal distance (in frames) between

the actual onset of the Cue (position of the clock hand when clock border turns

red) and the orientation of the clock hand that the participant indicated. Note

that we define SOA as the temporal distance to the onset of the central 1 s

window, within which the Cue could appear. We restricted our analysis on

responses that were within 3.5 times the standard deviation of each individual

participant (mean: 290.2 ms, SEM: ±22.3 ms) before or after the actual Cue

onset. Single trial responses were averaged over the respective SOA (4 per SOA,

120 SOAs). The resulting time course represents the average FLE as a function

of time for one individual. The individual time course was then down-sampled

from 120 to 60 Hz. To eliminate effects of the position of the clock hand on

the flash lag illusion, we fitted a 1 Hz sinus function and subtracted it from the

individual time course. The frequency of the fit was determined by assuming

that any effects stemming from the clock hand position should influence the

flash lag illusion at a frequency identical to the revolution frequency 1 Hz. We

then normalized the data by applying a moving z-score window of length 116

ms. A 116 ms window (7 SOAs) of the original data was z-scored and the central

value was saved in a separate array. The window was then shifted by 16 ms (1

SOA) and the process was repeated resulting in one normalized time course per

subject. We validated in a separate re-analysis that the length of the window

did not affect our findings. Window lengths of 60 ms up to 208 ms lead to

comparable modulations at 10 Hz.

Individual time courses were then averaged and analyzed in the frequency do-

main using FFT. 60 SOAs at 60 Hz allowed for a Nyquist frequency of 30 Hz.

Only frequencies from 1 Hz to 2/3 of the Nyquist frequency (1 to 20 Hz, 20

values) were considered. The complex FFT coefficients were squared to obtain

oscillatory power at each frequency. To statistically test if the power at 10 Hz

is significant we calculated 5000 surrogates by shuffling the SOA-labels between

trials, and repeating all analysis steps for each surrogate as explained above

(60 Hz down-sampling, 1 Hz detrending, normalization). The original power

spectrum was then compared to the surrogate distribution and p-values were

corrected for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate. Individual

Phase angles were extracted from the 10 Hz component of the FFT of the down-
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sampled and normalized time-courses. Rayleigh’s test for non-uniformity was

used to statistically test if individual phases were significantly coherent.

Figure 2. Experimental Paradigm. (A) We presented a clock consisting of a
static frame and a rotating clock hand for 3000 ms. The clock hand was rotating
at one revolution per second and was surrounded by an entrainer annulus that
periodically changed its luminance (from white to black) with a frequency of 10
Hz. At a random time point, within the central 1000 ms, a cue was presented
in the form of the clock frame flashing red for 67 ms. Subsequently Partici-
pants reported the orientation of the clock hand at the onset of the cue. (B)
Behavioral Data. The mean perceived FLE duration was 32.4 ms (SEM across
subjects: 6.48 ms). (C) The mean std. across trials was 75.4 ms (SEM across
subjects: 6.42 ms).
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2.4 Results

In the current study, we investigated the causal influence of a periodic entrainer

on the perceived FLE duration. We presented participants with a clock stimulus

containing a clock hand revolving at 1 Hz. The clock stimulus was surrounded

by an entrainer annulus that changed its luminance from black to white peri-

odically (following a sine function) at 10 Hz. At random SOAs we presented a

cue by turning the frame of the clock red. Participants were then instructed to

indicate the position of the clock hand at the onset of the Cue.

The mean FLE duration (misperception in milliseconds) across observers was

32.4 ms (±6.48 ms, SEM) (Figure 2B). Across trials the perceived FLE had an

average standard deviation of 75.4 ms (±6.42 ms, SEM across subjects) (Figure

2C). Large standard deviations have been previously reported and have been

shown to be unaffected by low level stimulus features (Linares et al., 2009;

Chakravarthi and VanRullen, 2012). We were specifically interested in explain-

ing this variability over trials in the context of a discrete sampling framework.

2.4.1 Visual Entrainment Modulates the Perceived FLE

In order to verify an effect of the visual entrainment on the perceived FLE we

calculated the average FLE time-series over individuals across the 120 SOAs.

The original FLE time-series were down-sampled from 120 to 60 Hz, de-trended

by subtracting the 1 Hz Fourier component and normalized using a moving z-

score, before averaging (window length 116 ms. See “Materials and Methods”

section). Initial inspection of the time course (Figures 3A,B) indicates a strong

oscillatory component, coupled with the background luminance modulation, in

the 10 Hz range. To quantify this, we performed a frequency analysis on the

preprocessed FL time-series. The resulting power spectrum revealed a dominant

oscillation at 10 Hz (Figure 3C). To statistically test the significance of this

peak we created 10.000 surrogates by shuffling the 120 SOA-bin labels within

subjects and recalculating the power spectrum. P-values were computed as the

percentile of the mean power values within the bootstrapping distribution. This

allowed us to test the null-hypothesis that the power spectrum of the average

FLE time course does not show a peak at a specific frequency. All preprocessing

steps were kept identical for the surrogates. The FLE time course oscillatory

power at 10 Hz was significantly higher compared to the surrogate distribution
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(Figure 3C, p = 0.028, FDR corrected). Further peaks at 2 Hz as well as 4

Hz were significantly higher than the surrogate distribution. These oscillatory

components might reflect slower attentional or strategic effects that have been

shown to influence performance at low frequencies (Wyart et al., 2012). As we

only manipulated the 10 Hz component via flicker stimulation, we elected to

focus on this component.

Figure 3. Main findings. (A) Average time course of FLE (N = 25). Before
averaging the individual time courses were down-sampled from 120 to 60 Hz,
detrended by subtracting the 1 Hz Fourier component and normalized using a
moving z-score (window length 116 ms. See “Materials and Methods” section).
The gray bars in the background indicate the luminance of the entrainer annulus
at the moment of cue presentation. Transparent area shows the inter-subject
SEM for the respective time point. (B) Average cycle of the oscillation observed
in (A). Background Gray-scale bars indicate the luminance of the annulus at
cue onset. Note that due to the down-sampling of the time course the six
points of this average cycle always fall between two consecutive luminance bars.
(C) power spectrum of the average FLE time-course. The peak at 10 Hz was
statistically compared to a surrogate distribution (10.000 surrogates) and was
significant after correcting for multiple comparisons (p = 0.004, FDR-corrected:
p = 0.028). Colored areas: Dark gray, mean of the surrogate distribution; Light
gray, 95% confidence interval; Green, 99% confidence interval; Brown, >99%
confidence interval. (D) Rose plot of the 10 Hz phases angles of individual FLE
time-courses. The Rayleigh’s test of non-uniformity reveals a significant phase
coherence between individual 10 Hz phases (p = 0.007).

We also analyzed the phase-consistency of the 10 Hz oscillation across sub-

jects. The complex FFT coefficients at 10 Hz were extracted to calculate indi-

vidual phase angles. We then compared these angles using Rayleigh’s test for
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non-uniformity testing the null hypothesis that the phase angles are randomly

distributed. Phase angles were significantly clustered (Figure 3D, p < 0.05).

2.4.2 Control for Annulus Luminance

Figures 3A,B show that bright luminance values tend to induce lower FLE

values compared to dark luminance values. In accordance with our hypothesis,

we interpret this effect as a result of the entrainment of the discrete sampling

mechanism to the rhythmic luminance modulation. However, an alternative

interpretation could be that the luminance of the background (even when it is

not rhythmically modulated) has an effect on FLE. In order to control for the

possible confound that the modulation in perceived FLE was caused merely by

the luminance values of the annulus rather than neural entrainment caused by

the dynamics of the stimulus, we conducted a control experiment (N = 25).

The experimental parameters were kept identical to the dynamic entrainment

condition with the exception of the annulus, which had a static luminance of

0% (black), 50% (gray) or 100% (white) throughout the trial. We statistically

compared the perceived FLE in the three static luminance conditions using a

one-way ANOVA (Figure 4). No significant difference in perceived FLE was

observed between luminance conditions [F(2,2955) = 1.616, p = 0.19]. We

conclude that the luminance of the entrainer is not the main factor that explains

the observed FLE modulation in the main experiment. Instead, it is likely

that the rhythmic modulation of this luminance played a key role via rhythmic

entrainment, in line with our hypothesis.

Figure 4. Control experiment.
Static luminance annuli were used
to measure the effect of back-
ground luminance on the per-
ceived FLE. The task paradigm
was kept constant to that of the
main experiment with the excep-
tion of the static annulus lumi-
nance. We did not find a sig-
nificant effect of annulus lumi-
nance on the perceived FLE be-
tween any luminance conditions
(one-way ANOVA, F(2,1977) =
0.02, p = 0.98).
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2.5 Discussion

In this study we tested the causal influence of a visual entrainer at 10 Hz on the

flash lag illusion. We found that the perceived FLE duration was periodically

modulated at the entrainer frequency of 10 Hz and that these oscillations in the

individual FLE time-series were strongly phase coherent between subjects. The

oscillatory fluctuation in the perceived temporal offset between the moving and

flashed object in the flash lag illusion is a direct demonstration of a rhythmic

modulation of time perception. Our findings therefore provide strong causal

evidence for the “hard” theory of discrete perception.

Our experiment was based on the discrete sampling hypothesis of perception

(Valera et al., 1981; VanRullen & Koch, 2003; Busch et al., 2009; Lőrincz et al.,

2009; Haegens et al., 2011; Vijayan & Kopell, 2012; Samaha & Postle, 2015; Van-

Rullen, 2016), which claims that the visual system periodically divides incoming

visual information in discrete chunks. In the context of the flash lag illusion,

visual information is assumed to be periodically collected over the course of a

fixed time frame, sometimes called a “perceptual moment,” at the end of which

the last known positions of the objects are registered (Schneider, 2018). If two

objects are presented, one static and flashed and another moving continuously, a

systematic offset between real and registered position is introduced, depending

on the relative timing between presentation of the static object and the end of

the perceptual moment (Figure 1).

The idea of a discrete sampling mechanism in vision affecting temporal per-

ception has enjoyed a recent upswing in interest. Most recently it was shown

that audio-visual entrainment at a participant’s individual alpha frequency in-

fluences performance in a visual integration/segregation task (Ronconi et al.,

2018). Similarly, the phase of alpha oscillations can predict performance in a

synchronous/asynchronous task (Valera et al., 1981; Milton & Pleydell-Pearce,

2016). Furthermore the frequency of individual alpha oscillations has been re-

lated to the participant’s two-flash fusion threshold, suggesting that visual sys-

tems with faster alpha rhythm sample the visual scene more frequently (Samaha

& Postle, 2015). The above findings forward the existence of a certain integra-

tion window in the visual system within which information is merged. The fact

that these windows can be dynamically modulated by rhythmic stimulation in

psychophysical experiments as well as the correlational evidence provided by
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electrophysiological measurements hint at a neuro-oscillatory origin in the 8 to

12 Hz range, the alpha rhythm. Our findings fit well in this context, by pro-

viding causal evidence that a prominent temporal perceptual illusion can be

dynamically modulated under the assumption of this discrete sampling mecha-

nism.

What is the physiological explanation for our findings? The phase of alpha

oscillations has been shown to be predictive of cortical excitability (Busch et

al., 2009; Dugué et al., 2011), of neuronal firing rates (Lőrincz et al., 2009;

Haegens et al., 2011; Vijayan & Kopell, 2012) as well as of the amplitude of

gamma oscillations (Osipova, Hermes, & Jensen, 2008; Voytek et al., 2010). As

these neural signatures have been frequently implicated in neuronal processing

it seems therefore logical that visual processing is concentrated on specific reoc-

curring intervals. The brain might use these naturally occurring periodicities,

in the form of oscillations, to reduce the complexity of incoming information by

compressing it into discrete packages. This compression might come at the cost

of a reduced temporal resolution, leading to systematic errors in the perceived

timing of stimuli as shown in this study (Schneider, 2018).

While our experimental paradigm was successful in eliciting the flash lag illusion,

the mean perceived lag (32.4 ms) and the variation within participants (mean

std: 75.4 ms) was different compared to some previous studies (Eagleman &

Sejnowski, 2000; Murakami, 2001; Kerzel, 2010; Schneider, 2018). We attribute

this discrepancy mainly to the paradigm that was applied in this experiment.

Previous experiments have typically used only two visible stimuli to assess the

FLE. In our paradigm multiple reference objects (i.e., minute markers) are on

the screen that may aid the correct localization of the stimuli. An almost iden-

tical paradigm using the same clock stimulus was used by Chakravarthi and

VanRullen (2012) and a similar mean FLE (27 ms) was observed, supporting

this account. The mean std. across trials found here is somewhat closer to what

has previously been reported. We think that the increase in variability might

be a result of the highly dynamic entrainer annulus which might have had a

distracting effect on attention. Without further experiments, however, we will

not be able to explain these discrepancies fully. In the future it could be helpful

to use individual EEG recordings to tailor flicker stimulation parameters for

single individuals.
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Two important questions remain unanswered by our findings. First of all we

only tested one specific frequency for the visual entrainment. While the alpha

band has been previously related to the flash lag illusion (Chakravarthi & Van-

rullen, 2012) and visual entrainment seems to be most effective at the brains

endogenous alpha frequency (Herrmann, 2001), we cannot exclude the possibil-

ity that entrainment at a different frequency could lead to a similar modulation

of the FLE (see also: Keitel et al., 2014). In order to address this question,

this experiment should be repeated in the future, using different frequencies for

entrainment. Second, it is unclear if a periodicity of the entraining stimulus is

necessary. In our case it is unlikely but imaginable that transient annuli of white

(or black) could be interpreted as single events by the brain, and lead to a sub-

sequent dynamic modulation of the FLE. If this FLE modulation by each white

(or black) transient was fast enough, this would become apparent as a 10 Hz

oscillation in our FLE time-series. Unfortunately the two possibilities are close

to impossible to disentangle, because single impulses, visual or applied with

TMS, are often sufficient to elicit alpha oscillations as measured by EEG, and

in turn would rhythmically influence the perceived FLE, which would also be

consistent with our theory (VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012; Herring et al., 2015).

Last we would like to mention that the idea of discrete perception is not entirely

undisputed (Fekete, Van de Cruys, Ekroll, & van Leeuwen, 2018; White, 2018).

While our findings indicate an involvement of the occipital 10 Hz rhythm, the

range of frequencies at which perception was found to fluctuate varies between

studies (White, 2018). Additionally, the effect of alpha phase on perception is

not found systematically, e.g., in one study it was reported only when alpha

power was high (Mathewson et al., 2009). Furthermore the reported effects of

phase are often very small, which makes it difficult to convincingly conclude

that perception is subject to discrete frames (Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016).

We hope that our findings contribute to resolve these mysteries.

2.6 Conclusion

In this study, we successfully demonstrated that visual entrainment at 10 Hz

leads to a periodic modulation of the FLE at an identical frequency. Further-

more this modulation was evident in most subjects, demonstrated by a strong

inter-individual phase coherence of the individual FLE time courses. Our find-
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ings cannot be explained by static luminance states of the entrainer annulus,

which we verified in a separate control experiment. In conclusion, we were able

to provide causal evidence for the existence of a discrete sampling process in

the visual system that gives rise to the flash lag illusion and can be dynam-

ically modulated using visual entrainment. Our findings are in support of a

“hard” version of discrete perception (whereby oscillations modulate not only

sensory excitability, but also time perception), and hint at an involvement of

the endogenous alpha rhythm of the brain.
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Getting closer to the source: From rhythmic vi-

sual stimulation to direct magnetic entrainment.

Visual Entrainment is efficient and easy to implement experimentally. While

it clearly influences the alpha rhythm, it comes with intrinsic limitations. The

occipital cortex serves many more functions than complexity reduction in time.

It is impossible for us to control or measure all of the processes that get initiated

when we present our entrainment sequences. We can therefore not unequivocally

attribute our observations of perception to the changes in the alpha rhythm as

compared to all other potentially influenced processes. We need a way to influ-

ence the alpha rhythm at it’s source with the recruitment of as few other visual

processes, like memory or attention, as possible.

In our previous study we presented our perceptual probes during ongoing visual

entrainment. This makes it potentially more likely that we probe secondary

perceptual processes, directly following the entrainer, that are not intrinsically

linked to the alpha rhythm. True entrainment is often required to be demon-

strated as oscillatory activity that outlasts the entrainment period. Presenting

stimuli outside of the actual entraiment window will therefore strengthen our

confidence in an actual causal relationship to the alpha rhythm.

In the following study we addressed, among other things, both of these problems

in a TMS-entrainment study.
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Chapter 3

Occipital Alpha-TMS

causally modulates

Temporal Order

Judgements

The following chapter contains the original manuscript that appeared as: Chota,

Samson, Rufin VanRullen, and Phillipe Marque. ”Occipital Alpha-TMS causally

modulates Temporal Order Judgements: Evidence for discrete temporal win-

dows in vision.” bioRxiv (2020).
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3.1 Abstract

Recent advances in neuroscience have challenged the view of conscious visual

perception as a continuous process. Behavioral performance, reaction times and

some visual illusions all undergo periodic fluctuations that can be traced back

to oscillatory activity in the brain. These findings have given rise to the idea

of a discrete sampling mechanism in the visual system. In this study we seek

to investigate the causal relationship between occipital alpha oscillations and

Temporal Order Judgements using neural entrainment via rhythmic TMS. We

find that certain phases of the entrained oscillation facilitate temporal order

perception of two visual stimuli, whereas others hinder it. Our findings support

the idea that the visual system periodically compresses information into discrete

packages within which temporal order information is lost.

3.2 Introduction

A large body of literature investigates the effects of alpha amplitude on per-

ception, linking high alpha power to high inhibition. More specifically, alpha

power has been shown to increase in task irrelevant areas, whereas it decreases

in task relevant areas, demonstrating its role in spatial attention (Sauseng et al.,

2005; Kelly et al., 2006; Foxe & Snyder, 2011). Alpha oscillations play an even

more dynamic role in the context of temporal attention, decreasing/increasing

its amplitude at the moment when a target/distractor is expected (Rohenkohl

& Nobre, 2011; van Diepen et al., 2015). On an even finer temporal scale we

find that the phase of ongoing oscillations in the 5-15 Hz range influences per-

ception. Busch et al. and Mathewson et al. (2009) demonstrated that the

phase of occipital alpha oscillations is predictive of stimulus detection perfor-

mance, implying that excitability in the visual cortex oscillates at around 7-10

Hz (Busch et al., 2009; Mathewson et al., 2009). These findings have been repli-

cated several times using rhythmic entrainment at 10 Hz via periodic visual

stimuli or alpha-TMS (Mathewson et al., 2010; Romei et al., 2010; Thut et al.,

2011; Spaak et al., 2014; Dugué & VanRullen, 2017). Interestingly the ongo-

ing fluctuations of the occipital alpha cycle also influence temporal perception

periodically, giving rise to the idea that alpha implements discrete perceptual

windows in vision, vaguely similar to the frames of a camera.

More precisely the idea of a strictly discrete sampling mechanism (or ”hard”
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version of discrete temporal perception (DTP)) states that the brain periodi-

cally divides the visual input into discrete windows or “perceptual moments”

(VanRullen & Koch, 2003; Busch et al., 2009; Lőrincz et al., 2009; Haegens

et al., 2011; Vijayan & Kopell, 2012; Samaha & Postle, 2015). Hypothetically

two stimuli that fall within one perceptual moment are perceived as occurring

together whereas two stimuli falling in separate moments are perceived as occur-

ring in succession. Recently the idea has gained renewed support by psychophys-

iological and electrophysiological studies linking it more directly to the occipital

alpha rhythm (VanRullen, 2016). It was shown that participant’s individual

alpha peak frequencies are predictive of performance in a two-flash fusion task

(Samaha & Postle, 2015). Following these lines it was demonstrated that visuo-

auditory entrainment at the individual alpha frequency ± 2 Hz could facilitate

or impair performance in a temporal segregation/integration task (Ronconi et

al., 2018). Further evidence comes from studies investigating the flash-lag effect

(FLE), a visual illusion that has been suggested to arise from discrete sampling

in the visual system (Chakravarthi & Vanrullen, 2012; Schneider, 2018). We

demonstrated that visual entrainment at 10 Hz leads to a periodic modulation

of temporal perception in the FLE (Chota & VanRullen, 2019). Given that

alpha cycles most likely modulate cortical excitability it is critical to separate

the effects of visibility fluctuations from the effects of discrete windows on time

perception. The former can be thought of as a “soft” version of DTP, giv-

ing rise to fluctuations solely due to differences in excitability/visibility i.e. by

suppressing one of two stimuli and therefore indirectly biasing relative timing

perception. The latter can be thought of as a stricter “hard version” of DTP,

implemented by discrete perceptual windows. A key aspect in the studies de-

scribed above (Chakravarthi & Vanrullen, 2012; Ronconi et al., 2018; Chota &

VanRullen, 2019) is that there is not only a fluctuation of perception (detection

probabilities, perceived intensities), which is predicted by the soft version of

DTP, but also a fluctuation of time perception itself (relative timing, temporal

integration/segregation) which is the key prediction of the hard version of DTP.

Building on top of the previous findings we set out to causally link the ”hard”

version of DTP closely to the occipital alpha rhythm as well as to separate ob-

served effects from “soft” modulations of excitability. We tested this hypothesis

causally by utilizing TMS to manipulate the occipital alpha rhythm and probed

temporal order judgments (TOJ) at different phases of the entrained oscillation.
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3.3 Materials and Methods

3.3.1 Participants

25 participants (aged 18-31, 9 females) with normal or corrected to normal

vision enrolled in the experiment. 7 participants had to be excluded during

the first phosphene localization session because of their inability to see TMS-

induced phosphenes, leaving 18 participants for the complete experiment and

the final analysis. Note that this number of subjects excluded for this reason is

very common in the TMS literature. Dropout rates of 40% due to inability to

perceive phosphenes (at medial stimulation intensities) are commonly reported.

Informed consent forms were signed before the experiment. The experiment was

carried out in accordance with the protocol approved by the Centre National

de la Recherche Scientifique ethical committee and followed the Code of Ethics

of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

3.3.2 TMS apparatus, parameters and phosphene local-

ization

The TMS stimulation was performed using a Magstim Rapid2 stimulator of 3.5

tesla, producing a biphasic current. At the beginning of the first session par-

ticipants were tested on their ability to detect TMS-induced phosphenes. TMS

stimulation was initiated at 55% of the maximum stimulator output applying

7 pulses at 20 Hz over occipital cortex. At the beginning of each phosphene

localization trial participants were asked to fixate a central cross. Participants

closed their eyes without changing the direction of their gaze. TMS was ap-

plied, participants opened their eyes and used the mouse to draw the outline

and location of the perceived phosphene onto the screen. If no phosphene was

perceived the coil position or stimulation intensity were changed manually and

the procedure was repeated. When a reliable phosphene was found the coil was

fixated using an armed pedestal. We successfully elicited phosphenes in 18 out

of 25 subject in the right (N = 9) or left (N = 9) visual field (Figure 1). Later,

we used the phosphene location to place stimuli and scale them according to

the cortical magnification factor (see section Stimuli below). Using a two-down

one-up staircase procedure, we then determined the individual phosphene per-

ception intensity threshold. Mean phosphene perception intensity threshold was

54.3% of maximum stimulator output. During the experimental TMS sessions

we adjusted the TMS intensity to 75% of the individual phosphene perception
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intensity threshold (no subject reported perceiving a phosphene during the test

trials).

3.3.3 Stimuli

Stimuli were presented at a distance of 57 cm with a LCD display (1920 x 1080

resolution, 120 Hz refresh rate) using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard,

1997) running in MATLAB (MathWorks). Stimuli consisted of a central fixa-

tion cross (diameter = 0.3°), a square placeholder (black, 4°*4°), Gabor patches

(Stim A and Stim B) of two orientations (45° and 135°, diameter = 3°, spatial

frequency = 1.076 cycles/degree) as well as a mask in the form of a plaid (di-

ameter = 3°), (Figure 2A). We included a masking stimulus in order to prevent

subjects from using the persistence or the afterimage of Stimulus B to solve

the TOJ task. Stimulus A will always be referring to the first stimulus of the

sequence, whereas Stimulus B or ”target” will be referring to the second stimu-

lus of the sequence, irrespective of their orientation. During the task Stimulus

A and B were presented in quick succession and participants gave Temporal

Order Judgements by identifying the orientation of stimulus B. Additionally

we included a single stimulus condition where only one stimulus (Stimulus A

or Stimulus B) was presented. Participants reported these trials using a third

button. The single stimulus condition was included in order to control for the

possibility that TMS entrainment could lead to a significant decrease in stimulus

visibility for one of the two stimuli (A or B). In that case we would expect an

increase in single stimulus reports. We will show later in the behavioral results

that this was not the case.

The experiment consisted of a training condition and a TMS condition. We

included a rather extensive training session in order to minimize any potential

practice effects that could influence our TMS sessions and to reduce potential

biases towards stimulus visibility, as we will explain later. The training condi-

tion was run with the parameters described above. The location of placeholder

and stimulus sequence was fixed in the lower right or left visual field with equal

probability (eccentricity 7°). The stimulus parameters in the TMS condition

were identical to the training condition except for the size and position of the

stimuli and placeholder which were adjusted based on the phosphene location

acquired during the phosphene localization described in the previous paragraph.

The location of the stimuli was chosen to be within the reported phosphene area,
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and as close to the position of the training stimuli as possible (Figure 1). This

ensured that stimuli in the TMS condition were not presented further than 7°

visual angle from the position of the training stimuli in 96% of trials to keep

training and TMS conditions comparable. The stimuli were scaled based on

their eccentricity according to cortical magnification (Horton and Hoyt, 1991)

in order to match the cortical representation of the stimulus to the actual corti-

cal stimulation site during TMS. For example, the stimulus diameter measured

3° at 7° eccentricity and 3.78° at 10° of eccentricity. The contralateral stimulus

position was determined by flipping the ipsilateral position around the central

y-axis. Left and right stimulus trials were matched pseudo-randomly. Stimuli

were presented on a gray background.

We modulated the contrast of our stimuli in a subset of trials. This was done

for two reasons. First of all, it allowed us to control for the potential effects

of TMS on the visibility of the stimuli. We hypothesized that any detrimental

effects of TMS on visibility should be maximal when target contrast is mini-

mal. More specifically, this potential confound should manifest as a reduction

in performance for stimuli that were presented on the hemisphere contra-lateral

to TMS, with high contrast stimuli being least and low contrast stimuli being

most affected. As we will show later in the Results section, this was not the

case. Second, by having stimuli vary in contrast, we aimed to discourage partic-

ipants from basing their TOJ judgments on visibility (e.g. always judging the

most visible stimulus as occurring first or last), by making stimulus visibility

inconsistent across trials while at the same time providing feedback. Therefore,

even if the entrainment oscillatory phase should affect visibility, participants are

actively encouraged to neglect visibility cues and base their decision purely on

the perceived temporal order. For this second reason we decided to include sev-

eral intermediate contrast conditions to better simulate perceptual ambiguity

and increase the sense of unreliability of stimulus visibility. 5 Contrast condi-

tions were used (Figure 2C): Normal (100% contrast for A and B), low contrast

10% (Stimulus A: 90% contrast, Stimulus B: 10% contrast), low contrast 90%

(Stimulus A: 10% contrast, Stimulus B: 90% contrast), low contrast 25% (Stim-

ulus A: 75% contrast, Stimulus B: 25% contrast), low contrast 75% (Stimulus

A: 25% contrast, Stimulus B: 75% contrast). Condition names (e.g. low con-

trast 75%) refer to the contrast value of the second stimulus of the sequence

(Orientation of Stimulus B which had to be identified in the TOJ task) and

will be used for later reference. Low percentage values represent low contrast
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or small difference to background luminance. The percentage values represent

the Michelson contrast, defined as the ratio between the minimal/maximal lu-

minance value of the stimulus and the gray background ((max. Luminance –

min. Luminance)/(max. Luminance + min. Luminance)).

Figure 1. Stimulus locations for all subjects. The stimulus locations during the
TMS blocks were determined during the phosphene localization. Participants
had their eyes closed and received 7 TMS pulses at 20 Hz either over left or
right occipital cortex. The red coil symbol over the blue head inset indicates
the hemisphere of stimulation. The mouse was used by the subject to draw
the outline of the perceived phosphene on the screen. Stimuli (here represented
as superimposed white disks) were positioned inside the phosphene regions and
scaled according to the cortical magnification factor (Horton and Hoyt, 1991).
Note that due to slight changes in head position, the location of the phosphenes
could change during the experiment. We re-localized phosphenes and adjusted
the stimulus position at the beginning of every block.

3.3.4 Experimental Protocol

On the first session only, participants performed an extensive pre-training con-

sisting of 12 Training Blocks (23 trials each). Training blocks were identical to

the TMS blocks with few exceptions. No TMS-pulses were applied during train-

ing and the placeholder as well as sequence presentation was in the lower right

or left (equally balanced) visual field. Participants received positive or negative

feedback in the form of the fixation cross turning green or red. One goal of the

Training Blocks was to prevent participants from basing their TOJ judgements
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on the visibility of stimuli by making the contrast maximally uninformative as

described above. Furthermore, it served to keep performance on a steady level

by providing frequent feedback to the participant. In the training blocks 44.3%

of trials were low contrast trials, 22.3% were single stimulus trials and 33.3%

were normal contrast trials.

Afterwards subjects performed the main experimental procedure, which was

repeated on session 2 and session 3. In the main experimental procedure partici-

pants performed 19 blocks (15 TMS blocks, 5 Training blocks) with 23 trials per

block (In the last TMS block only 20 trials were collected). 3 TMS blocks were

interleaved with 1 Training Block. Over the course of 3 sessions this resulted

in 1035 trials in the TMS and 345 trials in the training condition per subject

(50% trials contralateral to TMS, 50% trials ipsilateral to TMS). Per SOA and

per visual field 57 trials were collected. Before each of the 45 TMS blocks par-

ticipants performed a phosphene localization to make sure that the coil position

had not changed and the correct cortical area was stimulated. Trials started

with the central fixation cross and the placeholder on either side of the screen

(Figure 2 A). The placeholder served as a cue to indicate location of the stimu-

lus sequence with 100% cue validity. This served to avoid potential attentional

confounds by always directing attention to the precise location of the upcoming

stimuli. Participants initiated the trial via button press. 1000 ms after the

button press 5 TMS pulses (100 ms between pulses) were administered over the

course of 400 ms. Starting with the last TMS pulse, after a variable delay (25

– 158 ms in steps of 16.7 ms) the stimulus sequence was presented inside the

square placeholder. The orientation of Stim A and Stim B was pseudo-randomly

chosen every trial (45° and 135° or vice versa).The presentation length for Stim

A, Stim B and the mask was 42 ms each. The ISI between Stim A and Stim B

was 16 ms. The ISI between Stim B and the mask was slightly longer with 24

ms. During Piloting we observed a forward and backwards masking effect on

the second stimulus which we compensated by shifting the onset of the mask

to a later time-point. This was done to equalize visibility between Stim A and

Stim B which we verified during piloting in 4 subjects. After a delay of 1000

ms participants reported either the orientation of Stimulus B (arrow key left

or right) or reported perceiving a single stimulus (arrow key up). Trials were

randomly chosen from the normal condition (66.3% probability) [Stim A (nor-

mal contrast), Stim B (normal contrast), Mask], low contrast condition (22.3%

probability) [Stim A (low contrast), Stim B (low contrast), Mask] or a sin-

gle stimulus condition (11.3% probability) [Stim A (normal contrast), omitted,
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Figure 2. Paradigm. A. Experimental Design. Participant’s initiated trials
via button press while fixating at a central fixation cross. After 1000 ms 5 TMS
pulses at 10 Hz were administered. We probed TOJ performance at nine time
points between 25 ms and 158 ms after the last TMS pulse. This was done
by presenting a sequence of two gabor patches with different orientation (Stim
A and Stim B, 45° or 135°, stimulus length: 42 ms, ISI 58 ms), followed by
a mask to prevent stimulus persistence or long afterimages. Participants had
to identify the orientation of the second stimulus which was different on every
trial. Alternatively participants could report (using a different key) a single
stimulus condition where either the first or second stimulus was omitted (see C.).
In the TMS Blocks no feedback was provided. B. Protocol. The experiment
was performed on 3 separate days within 5 days. On the first session only,
participants performed an extensive training consisting of 253 trials without
TMS, with feedback and with a predefined stimulus location. Afterwards the
main experiment was performed consisting of 5 repetitions of the Block sequence
indicated in the figure. These 5 repetitions were repeated on session 2 and 3. C.
In order to control for an effect of TMS on the visibility of the stimuli we used
5 different contrast conditions. In a subset of trials the contrast of the stimuli
in the sequence was separately reduced to either 10%, 25%, 75% or 90%. The
contrast of the Mask was identical in all conditions. Additionally we included
a single stimulus condition where one stimulus was omitted.

Mask] or [omitted, Stim B (normal contrast), Mask] (See Figure 2C). During

the phosphene localization and the experiment, the participants head was fixed

between a chinrest and the TMS coil, leading to a stable position. In total, a
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maximum of 2215 TMS pulses were administered per session.

3.3.5 Data Analysis

We analyzed the data collected during the training blocks and the TMS-blocks

separately. The 11 pre-training blocks at the beginning of session 1, which were

included to prevent visibility biases, were not included in the analysis because

of potential practice effects. Only training blocks that were collected during the

main experimental procedure (interleaved with the TMS blocks) are included

in this analysis (3 × 5 blocks of 23 trials per subject).

Training Blocks mean performance

Due to the significantly smaller number of trials collected in the training blocks

compared to the TMS-blocks we did not analyze the time course of TOJ perfor-

mance during training but looked at the overall performance for all 6 conditions

(normal contrast condition, 4 low contrast conditions, single stimulus condition).

The 4 low contrast conditions (Figure 2C) were merged into two groups based

on the contrast of the stimulus B (target), separating them into a low target

contrast group (Stimulus B contrast 10% and 25%) and high target contrast

group (Stimulus B contrast (75% and 90%). Note that the major aim of includ-

ing several fine grained contrast conditions in the first place was to counteract

potential visibility biases, by preventing subjects from relying on visibility in-

stead of TOJ. The separation based on Stimulus B contrast was done to control

for possible effects of TMS on Stimulus B (target) visibility which should be

maximal for the low contrast stimuli (for which orientation was reported) in

the low target contrast group. Mean performance (Hits/Misses) was averaged

within each subject for 1. normal contrast, 2. low target contrast (low contrast

10%, low contrast 25%), 3. high target contrast (low contrast 75%, low con-

trast 90%) and 4. single stimulus conditions separately. For the low contrast

conditions we acquired 41.9 trials (low target contrast) and 42.2 trials (high

target contrast) on average per subject. For the normal contrast and the single

stimulus conditions on average 81.3 and 29.5 trials were collected per subject.

The behavioral performance for each condition during training was quantified

using a repeated measures ANOVA.
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TMS Blocks

Analysis of mean performance

The analysis of the mean performance for the 6 conditions (normal contrast

condition, 4 low contrast conditions, single stimulus condition) was done simi-

larly to the analysis in the previous section by merging low contrast conditions

into 2 groups (low target contrast, high target contrast). Mean performance per

subject in the resulting 4 conditions and for each visual field (contraTMS and

ipsiTMS) was analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA.

Analysis of TOJ time-series

For our main results, the effect of TMS on subsequent TOJ-performance was

analyzed as a function of the delay between the last TMS-pulse and presentation

of the first stimulus of the sequence. Since the other contrast conditions only

served to ensure that participants engaged in unbiased TOJ judgments Oonly

the normal contrast condition (66.3% of trials) was included in this analysis.

We removed all responses where subjects erroneously reported single stimuli

(5.4%), counting only left/right responses (making chance performance 50%).

We probed TOJ performance at 9 time points (SOA’s) after TMS (25 ms, 41.7

ms, 58.3 ms, 75 ms, 91.7 ms, 108.3 ms, 125 ms, 141.7 ms, 158.3 ms). On aver-

age 712.5 trials (24.2 SEM) were collected per subject. Performance (Hits/Total

number of trials) was averaged within each subject at each of 9 SOA’s for stimuli

presented contralateral and ipsilateral to TMS respectively. The resulting time

series were normalized by subtracting the mean and averaged over subjects, re-

sulting in a grand average contralateral (contraTMS) and ipsilateral (IpsiTMS)

time series.

In an additional analysis the individual 133 ms long TOJ time-series were sub-

tracted on a subject by subject basis in order to calculate the difference waves

between the two conditions. These difference waves were averaged resulting

in the grand average difference wave (contraTMS minus ipsiTMS). Time-series

were zero-padded to a length of 6 times the original window length (6*133.3

ms) and analyzed in the frequency domain using FFT (frequency resolution 1.1

Hz). 9 SOA’s at 60 Hz allowed for a Nyquist frequency of 30 Hz. The complex

FFT coefficients were squared to obtain oscillatory power at each frequency. To

statistically test if the time-series contain significant oscillatory power we calcu-
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lated 1.000.000 surrogates by shuffling the SOA-labels between trials for every

subject, and repeating all analysis steps for each surrogate. The original power

spectrum was then compared to the surrogate distribution and p-values were

corrected for multiple comparisons using the False Discovery Rate. The FFT

revealed a peak at 10 Hz for contraTMS and a peak at 7.8 Hz for the ipsiTMS

condition.

Phase Analysis

For the phase analysis, we therefore decided to extract individual phase angles

from the center frequency 8.9 Hz component of the FFT of the down-sampled

and normalized contraTMS and ipsiTMS time-courses as well as the contraTMS

minus ipsiTMS difference wave. Individual contraTMS and ipsiTMS phase an-

gles were subtracted (contra minus ipsi, pairwise subtraction) to investigate the

phase relationship in individuals. Rayleigh’s test for non-uniformity was used

to statistically test if individual phases were significantly coherent.

3.4 Results

In this study we seek to provide causal evidence for the hard theory of dis-

crete perception. Specifically we aim to show that discrete perception entails

a periodic compression of time information. Our hypothesis therefore states

that within a perceptual moment, perception of the temporal order of events is

impaired. To test this hypothesis we entrained participants’ alpha oscillations

using 10 Hz-TMS over early visual areas. We probed TOJ performance, an

index of perception of relative timing, at different phases of the entrained os-

cillation after stimulation. A significant oscillatory component at 10 Hz at the

entrained location (as measured by a frequency analysis on the average TOJ

time-course) would suggest a rhythmic modulation of time perception.

3.4.1 Mean performance and low contrast control condi-

tions

Mean performance in the normal and low contrast conditions was compared

between Training blocks (no-TMS) and TMS blocks. During Training the mean

performance across subjects and visual fields was 63.14% (±3.5% SEM) for

the normal condition, 56.4% (±4.4% SEM) for the low target contrast condi-
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tion, 63.1% (±3.4% SEM) for the high target contrast condition and d’=0.69

(±0.117% SEM) for the single stimulus condition. In the TMS blocks the mean

TOJ performance across observers in the normal contrast condition was 64.4%

(± 2.6% SEM) for stimuli contralateral and 62.4% (± 2.5% SEM) for stimuli

ipsilateral to the cortical entrainment site. For the single stimulus condition

d’ was 1.61 (± 0.083% SEM) for stimuli contralateral and d’ = 1.59 (±0.106%

SEM) for stimuli ipsilateral to the cortical stimulation site. In the low target

contrast condition average performance was 63.6% (±3.3% SEM) for the con-

traTMS condition and 57.4% (±3.7% SEM) for the ipsiTMS condition. Last,

in the high target contrast condition performance was 65.8% (±3% SEM) for

the contraTMS and 62.1% (±1.8% SEM) for the ipsiTMS condition.

To investigate if TMS or contrast asymmetries had a detrimental phase-independent

effect on performance when stimulus visibility is low, both TMS blocks and

Training blocks were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA with factors

TMS (TMS versus Training), hemisphere (contra versus ipsilateral to TMS)

and contrast (normal, low target contrast, high target contrast, single stimu-

lus). We were particularly interested in 1. verifying that TMS did not cause any

phase-independent decreases in task performance, as this would indicate that

changes in excitability (here not via phase fluctuations but e.g. via increases in

alpha power) could potentially deteriorate orientation identification and 2. to

verify that asymmetries in stimulus contrast did not impair TOJ performance,

as effects of rhythmic entrainment might lead to asymmetries in orientation

perception and thus might influence TOJ performance.

Next we also investigated the relative number of single stimulus responses for

all conditions. We hypothesized that if TMS leads to an occlusion of a single

stimulus this should be apparent in an increase in the ratio of single-stimulus

responses. Moreover this should especially be the case for stimuli presented

contralateral to TMS. The repeated measures ANOVA revealed a main effect

of contrast (F(3,51) = 71.1, p < 0.005) but not of TMS (p = 0.12) or hemi-

sphere (p = 0.69). Post hoc tests revealed significantly different ratios of single

stimulus reports between all contrast conditions (Normal contrast: 5.4%, high

target contrast: 10.9%, low target contrast: 28.8%, single stimulus condition:

51.9%, p<0.05 respectively). This finding comes as no surprise and shows that

our contrast manipulation successfully created distinct levels of target visibil-

ity. Importantly however no interaction effect between TMS and hemisphere (p
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= 0.2), TMS and contrast (p = 0.73) or TMS, contrast and hemisphere (p =

0.1) was found, indicating that TMS did not lead to a higher number of single

stimulus responses. To avoid confusion, we would like to mention again that,

although an increase in single stimulus responses should lead to a decrease in

overall performance, the results of both ANOVA’s are not contradictory, since in

the first ANOVA the single-stimulus reports were removed in all but the single

stimulus condition.

We interpret the above presented findings as evidence that TMS did not have a

general, time-unspecific effect on stimulus detection or orientation identification,

which could have indirectly led to a modulation of TOJ performance, but rather

modulated perceived relative timing of the stimuli. Similarly we can conclude

that severe asymmetries in stimulus contrast, potentially causing difficulties in

orientation detection, do not lead to differences in TOJ performance and cannot

cause modulations in performance.

3.4.2 Alpha-TMS leads to periodic modulation of TOJ

performance

In order to verify that TOJ performance was rhythmically modulated by alpha-

TMS we calculated the average TOJ time-series over individuals. This was

done by calculating the average performance p(correct—2 stimuli) for each of

the 9 SOA’s. Performance was analyzed separately for sequences presented con-

tralateral (contraTMS) and ipsilateral (ipsiTMS) to alpha-TMS. Only normal

contrast trials (66.3% of all trials) were included in this analysis, in order to dis-

card any possible influence of contrast differences on stimulus visibility. For this

analysis we excluded trials in which participants reported only a single stimulus:

when both stimuli are visible, we can reasonably assume that subjects’ reports

reflect their perceived temporal order, as per the task instructions.
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Figure 3. Main findings. A. Average TOJ time-series (N = 18) for stimuli pre-
sented contralateral to TMS. Error bars represent standard error of mean. The
vertical gray line indicates the hypothetical time point of the next TMS pulse
if the entraining sequence had continued. B. TOJ time-series for ipsilateral
stimuli. C. Difference wave between contraTMS and ipsiTMS time series. D.
Power spectrum of the contraTMS time-series. We compared the peak at 10 Hz
to a surrogate distribution (1.000.000 surrogates) which revealed a significantly
higher power at this frequency compared to other frequencies after correcting
for multiple comparisons (p = 0.00006, FDR-corrected: p = 0.005). Colored
areas: Dark gray: Mean of the surrogate distribution; Light gray: 95% Confi-
dence Interval; 99% CI; 99.9% CI; 99.99% CI; 99.999% CI; 99.9999% CI; White:
>99.9999% CI. E. Power spectrum of the ipsiTMS time-series. We observed a
relatively strong oscillatory component at around 8 Hz. Analogous to (D) we an-
alyzed oscillatory power at 8 Hz and found significantly more power compared to
the surrogate distribution (p = 0.00038, FDR-corrected: p = 0.0039). F. Power
spectrum of the contraTMS minus ipsiTMS time-series. Oscillatory peak was
at 9 Hz and showed significant power (p < 0.0005, FDR-corrected: p = 0.0005).
Note that 9 Hz oscillatory power was 71% higher in amplitude compared to the
10 Hz oscillation in the contraTMS condition, indicating an anti-phasic relation-
ship. G,H,I. Same as D,E,F but for the time-series of single-stimulus reports
p(single-stimulus report — 2 stimuli). No significant oscillatory peak was ob-
served in contraTMS or ipsiTMS conditions and neither in contraTMS minus
ipiTMS time-series compared to the surrogate distribution at our frequencies of
interest (5-15 Hz, FDR-corrected: p > 0.5 respectively).

TOJ time-series were normalized by subtracting the individual mean before

applying the FFT. Figure 3A shows the original, un-normalized time-series. Ini-

tial inspection of the time course for contraTMS indicates a strong oscillation

in the TOJ performance lasting for more than 158 ms. To quantify this effect

we performed a frequency analysis on the average TOJ-time -series. The result-

ing power spectrum revealed a dominant oscillation at 10 Hz (Figure 3D). For

statistical validation of this peak we created 1.000.000 surrogates by shuffling

the 9 SOA-bin labels within subjects and recalculated the power spectrum of

the resulting TOJ time series. P-values were computed as the percentile of the

mean power values within the bootstrapping distribution. This allowed us to

test the null-hypothesis that the power spectrum of the average TOJ time-series

does not show a peak at a specific frequency. The TOJ time-series power at 10

Hz was significantly higher compared to the surrogate distribution (Figure 3D,

10 Hz: p = 0.00006, FDR corrected). We analyzed the ipsiTMS TOJ time-series

in an identical fashion. Initial inspection indicated a slightly weaker oscillation
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peaking at a lower frequency of 8 Hz (Figure 3B). The frequency analysis and

statistical analysis of the ipsiTMS time-series showed significantly more power

compared to the surrogate distribution (Figure 3E). Power peaked at 8 Hz (p

= 0.0039, FDR corrected) but was still significant at the entrainment frequency

of 10 Hz (p = 0.015, FDR corrected). Additionally, a visual inspection of the

individual TOJ time-series revealed clear peaks in 16 out of 18 subjects in the

6.6 to 12.2 Hz range (mean 9.8 Hz, SEM ±0.51).

To test if the oscillation in the ipsiTMS time-series is caused by a non-specific

effect of TMS on both hemispheres, we tested whether oscillations in contra

and ipsilateral TOJ time-series were consistent in phase. We therefore sub-

tracted ipsiTMS time-series from the contraTMS time-series for each subject

individually. Should both fluctuations in the time-series be caused by the same

non-specific effect of TMS they should cancel out and the resulting contraTMS

minus ipsiTMS time-series should show reduced amplitude. On the contrary,

the resulting difference wave showed markedly higher fluctuations (71% increase

in range) compared to the contraTMS time-series. By performing another fre-

quency analysis, this time on the contraTMS minus ipsiTMS time-series, we

could attribute this increase to a strong oscillatory component in the 9 Hz

range (Figure 3F, 9 Hz: p < 0.00005, FDR corrected). The increase in oscilla-

tory power in the difference wave is likely a result of subtracting two oscillations

that share a common (or neighboring) frequency but are in anti-phasic relation-

ship.

As a control analysis we investigated if alpha-TMS leads to a periodic mod-

ulation of the ratio of single stimulus responses. To exclude the possibility that

certain phases of the entrained alpha oscillation lead to perceptual occlusion

of one or both stimuli, and in turn might periodically modulate the ability to

perform temporal order judgments, we repeated the above presented analysis

on the ratio of single stimulus responses p(single-stimulus report — 2 stimuli).

This ratio can be considered a measure of excitability/visibility as it indicates

how often participants reported a single stimulus when actually two stimuli were

presented, thus presumably missing one stimulus due to occlusion. All analytic

and statistical parameters were kept identical. The frequency analysis of con-

traTMS and contraTMS minus ipsiTMS revealed no peaks in oscillatory power

that were significantly higher compared to the surrogate distribution (Figure 3

G,I; 5 to 25 Hz: p > 0.5 respectively, FDR corrected). We observed a signif-
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icant peak at 24 Hz in the ipsiTMS time-series (Figure 3 H; p = 0.048, FDR

corrected). Since this oscillatory component was far away from our frequency

of interest 10 Hz and not significant in any other control condition we did not

investigate it further. Given that single-target reports were not modulated at 10

Hz we conclude that modulations of excitability cannot explain the modulation

of TOJ performance.

In addition to the results of our various control analyses we would like to ad-

dress a final potential confound to which our attention was drawn during the

review process. As mentioned previously, even if both stimuli have been de-

tected, failure to identify the orientation of one (or both) of the stimuli could

potentially bias TOJ performance in a phase-dependent manner. On the one

hand this situation might arise if the first or the second stimulus falls into the

“excitability trough” (note that due to the SOA of 58 ms this means that the

other stimulus necessarily falls into the preceding or following excitability peak).

On the other hand it might arise if the two stimuli fall evenly on the left and

right side of an excitability peak or trough (an “equilibrium configuration”)

and both suffer from a relative decrease in orientation identification compared

to the excitability peak. These 2 cases (peak/trough configurations and equilib-

rium configurations) might affect orientation identification to the same extent,

in which case we would not expect to see resulting fluctuations in performance.

If they differ however, e.g. if the orientation of stimuli in equilibrium states is

harder to identify, then we would expect a drop in performance two times per

cycle (when the stimuli fall on both sides of the peak and again when they fall

on both sides of the trough). Importantly, this should manifest not as a 10 Hz

oscillation but as a 20 Hz oscillation in our behavioral time-course. In fact we

did observe a slight modulation at 19 Hz in our behavioral time-course (Figure

3). However this oscillatory component did not reach statistical significance (p

= 0.11). We conclude that while excitability fluctuations might slightly modu-

late performance (at 20 Hz) they cannot explain the 10 Hz peak, which is better

explained by discrete temporal windows in vision.

3.4.3 10 Hz Phase analysis

To test if the oscillations observed in both hemifields are in anti-phase we ana-

lyzed the 9 Hz phase angles of the ipsiTMS and contraTMS time-series (Figure

4A) as well as the difference wave across subjects. The frequency of 9 Hz was
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chosen because it lies right within the frequency ranges of the contra and ipsilat-

eral peak components and both time series show highly significant power at this

frequency (contraTMS: p = 0.00017; ipsiTMS: p = 0.0039). Additionally we per-

formed a pair wise subtraction of the individual contraTMS and ipsiTMS phase

angles (phase domain difference) to test if a possible anti-phasic relationship is

visible on the single subject level. The complex FFT coefficients at 9 Hz were

extracted to calculate individual phase angles (Figure 4B). We then compared

these angles using Rayleigh’s test for non-uniformity testing the null hypothesis

that the phase angles are randomly distributed. Phase angles were significantly

clustered in ipsilateral as well as contralateral TOJ time-series (Figure 4B, con-

tralateral: p = 0.000062, ipsilateral: p = 0.0017). We were further interested

in the phase relationship between 9 Hz oscillations in contraTMS and ipsiTMS

time-series (time domain difference). To test the two sets for phase opposition

we subtracted the phase angles for each subject and performed Rayleigh’s test

for non-uniformity on the resulting phase differences. Phase difference angles

were significantly clustered at 180 degrees, indicating anti-phasic oscillations

at opposing hemispheres (CI lower bound: 120.5 degrees, upper bound: 199.8

degrees, mean: 160.2 degrees, p < 0.01). The difference wave was analyzed

in an identical fashion as contraTMS and ipsiTMS time-series, showing highly

significant 9 Hz phase clustering (p=0.000001).

3.5 Discussion

We tested the influence of alpha-TMS on subsequent temporal order judgments

at varying SOA’s. 5 Pulses at 10 Hz were administered over left or right oc-

cipital cortex. alpha-TMS was intended to entrain alpha-oscillations in a local

neural population. We probed temporal order perception of two Gabor patches,

at the spatial location presumably affected by the TMS entrainment, at 9 SOA’s

between 25 ms and 158 ms after the last TMS-pulse. Behavioral performance at

every SOA was averaged to obtain a 133 ms long TOJ time-series. The frequency

analysis of the TOJ time-series contralateral to TMS revealed a strong oscilla-

tion at our entrainment frequency of 10 Hz. We found no evidence of potentially

confounding effects of excitability fluctuations on TOJ in our control conditions.

In line with previous accounts of discrete perception we hypothesize that the

rhythmic modulation in TOJ was caused by a TMS-evoked entrainment of oc-

cipital alpha-oscillations. The phase of alpha-oscillations has previously been
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Figure 4. 9 Hz Phase Analysis. A. Time Course of normalized contraTMS
(stimulated hemifield) and ipsiTMS (non-stimulated hemifield) time courses for
direct comparison. Note the clear antiphasic relationship between the two. B. 9
Hz phase angles of contraTMS (blue) and ipsiTMS (red) time-series. Rayleigh’s
test reveals significant phase clustering for both conditions. C. Pairwise subtrac-
tion of 9 Hz contraTMS minus ipsiTMS phase angles (phase domain difference).
Phase angles were significantly clustered around 180 degrees indicating an an-
tiphasic relationship between individual contraTMS and ipsiTMS time-series.
D. 9 Hz Phase analysis of the difference wave (contraTMS minus ipsiTMS, time
domain difference). Phase angles were significantly clustered.

related to so-called “perceptual windows” that serve to discretize visual input

into compressed packages. Here we specifically tested the hypothesis that this

compression leads to a deterioration of temporal order information. Depending

on the relative timing to the last TMS pulse (SOA) the two stimuli fall either

in the same or separate perceptual windows, leading to decreased or enhanced
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TOJ performance respectively. Our findings are in line with a “hard” theory of

discrete perception suggesting that temporal order information is limited within

perceptual windows. We provide causal evidence for an involvement of occipital

alpha-oscillations in this process.

Correlational evidence for an involvement of the occipital alpha-rhythm in the

discretization of visual input is frequent (Valera et al., 1981; VanRullen & Koch,

2003; Lőrincz et al., 2009; Busch et al., 2009; Haegens et al., 2011; Vijayan &

Kopell, 2012; Samaha & Postle, 2015; Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016; Van-

Rullen, 2016). Yet it was not clear if the alpha-rhythm merely modulates

excitability, leading to continuous fluctuations in visual performance or if it

implements discrete non-overlapping perceptual windows. It is important to

note that fluctuations in performance do not need to be all-or-none to support

the “hard” version of temporal perception. All-or-none effects can rarely be

expected due to noise in the phase entrainment and phase measurement meth-

ods or due to inter-individual differences in oscillatory frequency and optimal

phase. We argue that it is sufficient to show that temporal perception itself

fluctuates and that these fluctuations cannot simply be explained by changes in

excitability (e.g. stimulus detection), leaving discrete temporal windows as the

most plausible explanation.

Recent work shows that the alpha-rhythm can be causally modulated via visual

entrainment, leading to fluctuations in temporal parsing performance (Ronconi

et al., 2018; Chota & VanRullen, 2019). While these studies help to link alpha-

oscillations and perception, they are limited since a visual entrainer passes vari-

ous processing stages e.g. the LGN before arriving at V1. The LGN is hypothe-

sized to project not only to V1, but also directly to higher cortical areas like V2

and V3 (Schmid et al., 2010). Strictly speaking every possible target of visual

entrainment could serve as a potential source for the behavioral observations

previously reported (Mathewson et al., 2010; Spaak et al., 2014; Ronconi et al.,

2018; Chota & VanRullen, 2019). TMS allows for a direct and relatively local-

ized interaction with endogenous cortical rhythms and is especially efficient at

10 Hz, even when individual alpha-peak frequencies differ (Romei et al., 2010;

Thut et al., 2011). Furthermore phosphene-based TMS localization procedures

have been successful in modulating rhythmic behavior (Romei et al., 2010). As

the target of our entrainment is confined to the early occipital cortex we can

say with relative certainty that the occipital alpha-rhythm gives rise to the per-
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ceptual effects demonstrated in this study. We therefore provide a direct link

between occipital alpha-oscillations and temporal order judgements. Former ex-

periments have mostly used integration versus segregation tasks (IvS), i.e. the

two-flash fusion paradigm, to quantify temporal parsing performance (Valera et

al., 1981; Samaha & Postle, 2015; Ronconi et al., 2018). These tasks present

two stimuli in quick succession and subsequently probe participants’ temporal

segregation abilities (simultaneous vs. non-simultaneous, one vs. two). How-

ever, perceptually it is principally sufficient to detect changes in luminance over

time, irrespective of the stimulus characteristics. Flicker fusion experiments

show that temporal changes can be detected at far higher frequencies than 10

Hz (Simonson & Brozek, 1952). TOJ’s however require precise perception of

temporal relationships between individual stimuli and cannot be solved purely

by identifying transient changes in luminance. We therefore suggest that TOJ

is better suited to investigate the effect of alpha-phase on temporal perception.

While the effect of alpha-TMS on the contralateral visual field was somewhat

expected, we were surprised to find a TMS-evoked oscillatory pattern also in

the ipsilateral visual field. The ipsiTMS time-series showed a relatively weaker

amplitude, oscillated at around 8 Hz and fluctuated in antiphase compared to

its contralateral counterpart for at least 160 ms. It is unlikely that the magnetic

field of the TMS-pulse directly interacted with the contralateral hemisphere be-

cause first, all subjects reported phosphenes only contralaterally, and second,

TMS pulses seemed to have opposing effects depending on the stimulus loca-

tion. Previous work has shown that alpha-TMS can affect target detection

performance in the visual field contra- and ipsilateral to the entrainment site,

possibly through a transcallosal “push-pull” effect (Romei et al., 2010). Our

findings suggest that alpha-phase is modulated by this network effect, poten-

tially releasing one hemisphere from inhibition when the other hemisphere enters

a state of inhibition. One possible interpretation of the frequency difference is

that the ipsilateral oscillation reflects a slower attentional rhythm that is usu-

ally placed in the 3 to 8 Hz range, potentially lower than our frequency analysis

allows us to investigate (VanRullen et al., 2007; VanRullen, 2013; Fiebelkorn &

Kastner, 2018; Fiebelkorn et al., 2018). Another possibility is that the change in

frequency relates to differences in alpha-power between hemispheres. As men-

tioned before a push-pull effect might lead to a significant reduction in 10 Hz

power in the ipsilateral hemisphere (Romei et al., 2010). Since this oscillatory

frequency is likely relevant for stimulus processing the brain might hypotheti-
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cally try to compensate by modulating excitability at a lower frequency.

The phase of alpha-oscillations is predictive of cortical excitability (Busch et

al., 2009; Dugué et al., 2011), of neuronal firing rates (Lőrincz et al., 2009;

Vijayan & Kopell, 2012; Haegens et al., 2011) and of the amplitude of gamma

oscillations (Osipova et al., 2008; Voytek et al., 2010). As these neural signa-

tures have been implicated in neuronal processing it seems logical that visual

processing is concentrated on specific reoccurring intervals. The brain might

use these naturally occurring periodicities, in the form of oscillations, to reduce

the complexity of incoming information by compressing it into discrete pack-

ages. Our findings suggest that this compression results in the loss of temporal

relationship between two stimuli. Note that the visual system is very robust to

subsampling in the 100 ms range (VanRullen, Zoefel, & Ilhan, 2014), presum-

ably because visual information is highly redundant, allowing the visual system

to reduce complexity via periodic discretization without losing too much rele-

vant information.

In this study we successfully demonstrated that TMS entrainment at 10 Hz leads

to a causal rhythmic modulation of temporal order judgements. This modula-

tion was evident in the majority of subjects, shown by a strong inter-individual

phase coherence in individual TOJ time-series. Furthermore we found that

ipsilateral TOJ time-series were modulated in antiphase to their contralateral

counterparts; this cross-hemispheric effect is unlikely to be caused directly by

the TMS, but may result from a secondary trans-callosal pathway. We hypoth-

esize that the visual system periodically discards temporal order information

in order to reduce the complexity of incoming visual information. Further, we

hypothesize that this mechanism is implemented by occipital oscillations in the

alpha-range.

3.6 Conclusion

In this study we successfully demonstrated that TMS entrainment at 10 Hz leads

to a causal rhythmic modulation of temporal order judgements. This modula-

tion was evident in the majority of subjects, shown by a strong inter-individual

phase coherence in individual TOJ time-series. Furthermore we found that

ipsilateral TOJ time-series were modulated in antiphase to their contralateral
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counterparts; this cross-hemispheric effect is unlikely to be caused directly by

the TMS, but may result from a secondary trans-callosal pathway. We hypoth-

esize that the visual system periodically discards temporal order information

in order to reduce the complexity of incoming visual information. Further, we

hypothesize that this mechanism is implemented by occipital oscillations in the

alpha-range.
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Different senses, common mechanisms: Rhyth-

mic reverbrations in the somatosensory system.

We know now that the alpha rhythm plays an important role in the visual sys-

tem. Our previous two experiments have shown that oscillations play a causal

role in perception and that one of their functional roles might be the reduction

of complexity in time. Not only the visual system is confronted with this chal-

lenge but other senses, e.g. the tactile system as well. To investigate if these

systems use similar mechanisms to solve similar problems we need to find out if

they express comparable dynamics in response to stimulation.

However the question gets more complicated if we take into account that the

structural make-up of different sensory systems varies. In addition, the prob-

lems that they need to solve might conceptually be similar but practically our

sensory systems receive very different types of information that require different

computations. The same process in one sensory domain might look very differ-

ently in another domain.

One way to disentangle which processes express in which way is to find sim-

ple baseline measures that give us an idea of the basic dynamic principles of

different cortical architectures. One such principle is the idea of the natural

resonance frequency. Similar to physical objects, cortical areas tend to respond

to certain frequencies more strongly than to others. In the visual system this

frequency is assumed to be in the 10 Hz range. In somatosensory areas we

expect it to be in the beta band around 25 Hz. These resonance frequencies

could be indicative of basic computations that happen in respective regions and

allow us to relate other neural signatures or behavioral fluctuations to them. In

the next chapter we follow this approach by investigating the tactile IRF and

comparing it to the somatosensory resonance frequency using a somatosensory

steady state evoked potential paradigm.
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Chapter 4

Random Tactile Noise

Stimulation reveals periodic

Reverbrations in the

Somatosensory System

The following chapter contains an original manuscript in preparation: Chota,

Samson, Rasa Gulbinaite and Rufin VanRullen. ”Random Tactile Noise Stim-

ulation reveals periodic Reverbrations in the Somatosensory System.”
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4.1 Abstract

The brain is an intrinsically rhythmic organ. Different brain regions express

different oscillatory profiles that can be coarsely classified by frequency and are

assumed to result from inhibitory circuits on a local and cortico-cortical network

dynamics on a global scale. Moreover different brain regions exhibit enhanced

responses when presented with rhythmic stimuli at specific frequencies, support-

ing the idea that different networks have different resonant frequencies. Since

these resonant frequencies are a result of several underlying factors determined

by function and makeup of the respective region, investigating them will pro-

vide valuable information about the regions fundamental properties. Here we

apply tactile broadband stimulation to participants’ index fingers and measure

the resulting impulse response function over somatosensory areas. We find that

the impulse response function does not follow a regular ERP shape but has a

strong oscillatory component at around 25 Hz suggesting that the somatosen-

sory system reverberates information periodically, similar to the visual system.

4.2 Introduction

Neural oscillations are ubiquitous in the brain and are assumed to serve sev-

eral fundamental functions (Buzsaki, 2006). While their functional role is still

poorly understood, recent work has helped in developing tools that enable us to

directly modulate these rhythms and observe changes in neural dynamics and

behavior (Thut et al., 2011). Along these lines Steady State Evoked Potential

(SSEP) methods have proven valuable to investigate the oscillatory properties of

the visual system and the somatosensory system (Regan, 1977). Periodic stimu-

lation of sensory systems leads to a frequency specific response that is maximal

at the resonance frequency of the respective cortical region. Previous work has

identified the resonance frequency of the visual system to be around 10 Hz,

linking it closely to endogenous posterior alpha oscillations (Berger, 1931; Her-

rmann, 2001; Vialatte, Maurice, Dauwels, & Cichocki, 2010). Similar evidence

for the tactile domain is more sparse but places the resonance frequency of the

somatosensory system in the beta band (21 to 27 Hz) (Snyder, 1992; Tobimatsu,

Zhang, & Kato, 1999; Muller, Neuper, & Pfurtscheller, 2001). Functionally the

“visual” occipital alpha and the “somatosensory” fronto-parietal beta band be-

have similarly in that they de-synchronize before and during visual stimulation,

motor execution and tactile stimulation respectively (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da
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Silva, 1999; Ploner, Gross, Timmermann, Pollok, & Schnitzler, 2006; Kilavik,

Zaepffel, Brovelli, MacKay, & Riehle, 2013). Recently VanRullen et. al. have

shown that visual random noise stimulation leads to an up to 1 second long

reverberation of visual information in occipital regions at 10 Hz. The neural

signature was thus coined “perceptual echo” (VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012)

and represented intriguing evidence that alpha power might increase in response

to visual stimulation. The peak frequency of individual participant’s echoes was

strongly correlated with their alpha peak frequency during rest, hinting at a

common generative neural mechanism. Importantly the random noise sequence

was unbiased in its frequency content, supporting the claim that the visual sys-

tem selectively reverberates the 10 Hz component of its input. Although the

functional role of the perceptual echoes has up until now not been clearly iden-

tified, they strongly highlight the intrinsically alpha-periodic properties of the

visual system. The question remains if the perceptual echoes are unique to the

visual system or if we can find them in other modalities. Doing so would strongly

suggest that they reflect a common basic computing signature of sensory pro-

cessing areas and implicate them in an active role in stimulus processing. In this

study we aim at investigating the relationship between tactile perceptual echoes

and Somato-sensory steady state responses (SSSEP) in 18 human subjects (8

females). SSSEP’s were probed at multiple frequencies between 12 and 39 Hz

using a tactor device and extracted using a spatiotemporal source separation

method. Perceptual echoes were calculated by cross-correlating tactile white

noise input sequences, applied with a tactor to the right index finger, with the

corresponding EEG signal. We find that the Somatosensory System reverber-

ates the white noise input sequence at 25 Hz similar to the perceptual echoes in

the visual domain. Furthermore tactile perceptual echoes and SSSEP’s showed

a significant correlation in peak frequency. Our findings support the claim that

perceptual echoes are a signature of fundamental processing in the visual and

in the tactile domain and closely relate to the resonance frequency of the so-

matosensory system.

4.3 Materials and Methods

4.3.1 Participants

18 participants (aged 22-41, 8 females) with normal or corrected to normal vision

enrolled in the experiment. 1 participant had to be excluded due to excessive
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movement artifacts in the EEG recordings, leaving 17 participants for the com-

plete experiment and the final analysis. Informed consent forms were signed

before the experiment. The experiment was carried out in accordance with the

protocol approved by the Centre National de la Recherché Scientifique ethical

committee and followed the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association

(Declaration of Helsinki). Subjects were compensated with 10 Euro/hour.

4.3.2 Protocol

Participants performed a practice session to become acquainted with vibrotac-

tile stimulation and target detection task. We used a self-build tactor device

that was driven by an audio amplifier. The practice session consisted of 5 tri-

als of steady state stimulation (150 Hz carrier wave with constant frequency

sine-wave signal). All steady state stimuli contained a target in the form of a

frequency reduction by 15% for 1 second (127.5 Hz). After the practice session

participants were first presented with 200 pulse stimuli (200 ms duration, 150

Hz vibration) separated by an ITI of 1-1.5 sec. Thereafter participants com-

pleted 616 experimental trials: 400 trials of white noise sequences and 216 trials

of steady state stimulation. White noise sequences were created by randomly

modulating the amplitude of a 150 Hz carrier wave. The random amplitude

modulation was generated using a white noise signal and normalizing the am-

plitude of its Fourier components before applying an inverse Fourier transform.

The random amplitude modulation was applied to the 150 Hz carrier wave in

such a way that its amplitude was changed on a cycle by cycle basis (every

6.6 ms). Steady state stimuli were created by amplitude-modulating a 150 Hz

carrier frequency with a constant frequency sine-wave signal. In total we used

18 stimulation frequencies covering the beta frequency range (14-30 Hz) and a

few frequencies below and above: 12 to 20 Hz in steps of 2 Hz, 21 to 30 Hz in

steps of 1 Hz, and 33 to 39 Hz in steps of 3 Hz. Each frequency was presented

on 12 trials. 20% of all trials (White Noise and Steady State) contained a target

in the form of 15% (127.5 Hz) decrease in carrier frequency for 1 second. Trial

length was 6.7 seconds (6.6625 s, 301000 samples). Experimental trials were

divided into 8 blocks. To make sure that participants could not perform the

target detection task by using auditory information (vibrotactile electromag-

netic solenoid-type stimulators make a faint yet audible sound), they were using

earplugs.
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4.3.3 Data acquisition and preprocessing

We recorded participants EEG using a 64 channel ActiveTwo Biosemi system.

Two additional electrodes placed on the outer eye canthi recorded horizontal

and vertical eye movements. Data analysis was performed in Matlab using the

Fieldtrip toolbox. The EEG data was bandpass filtered between 1 and 20 Hz and

line noise was removed using a DFT-filter (50, 100 and 150 Hz). Thereafter the

data was epoched for SSEP, White Noise and ERP trials separately. Muscle and

eye-movement related artifacts were first removed manually. Then we performed

an ICA on the datasets separately to remove remaining artefactual components.

ERP analysis

Event related potentials were calculated by averaging epochs from 400 ms before

stimulus presentation to 600 ms after stimulus presentation. Absolute baseline

correction was applied by subtracting the average from the 400 to 0 ms pre-

stimulus time-window of the single trial ERP’s.

Impulse Response Functions

Figure 1. Cross Correlation Procedure. The cross-correlation between white
noise sequence and EEG epoch results in the Impulse Response function, the
brain response to a single Impulse. Theoretically this IRF should be similar to
a low frequency ERP, however the IRF was shown to have strong oscillatory
power in higher frequencies.

Impulse response functions (IRF) were calculated by cross-correlating the

z-scored single-trial EEG signal with the white noise sequence presented at that

particular trial. EEG trials were downsampled to 160 Hz before cross-correlating

(Figure 1). The surrogate echoes were computed similarly by cross-correlating

the EEG signal with the white noise signal of a different trial. All stimulus time
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points were entered in the cross-correlation except the first 500 ms and the last

1000 ms to avoid influences of the ERP. The cross-correlation was calculated

for lags between -300 ms and 500 ms as follows:

With stim and eeg denoting standardized stimulus sequence and correspond-

ing standardized EEG signal respectively.

Steady State Evoked Potentials

Frequency-specific SSSEP responses were obtained using a spatiotemporal source

separation method called rhythmic entrainment source separation as described

in (Cohen & Gulbinaite, 2017)

IRF and ERP Time Frequency/Power Analysis

Power and time-frequency analyses for IRF’s and ERP’s were performed using

multitaper time-frequency transformation using Hanning tapers based on mul-

tiplication in the frequency domain. We analyzed frequencies from 2 to 50 Hz

in steps of 1 Hz. TFR’s were calculated using an adaptive time-window encom-

passing 4 cycles of the respective oscillation. The length of the beta component

of the IRF was analyzed in a similar fashion using an adaptive time-window

that encompassed 1-cycle of the corresponding frequency. Powerspectra were

calculated using fast fourier transforms.

4.4 Results

In this study we were interested in verifying the existence of perceptual echoes

in the tactile domain as well as in comparing them to SSSEP’s. Participants

were stimulated at their right index finger using a Tactor device. SSSEP’s were

acquired by presenting 6.7 second long carrier waves that were amplitude mod-

ulated at 18 different frequencies covering the beta band. Random stimulation
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sequences consisted of 6.7 second long white noise sequences, amplitude mod-

ulated in a similar fashion. To compute Impulse Response functions the white

noise sequences were cross-correlated with the corresponding EEG signal of that

trial. We extracted SSSEP’s using spatial filters that were constructed using

generalized eigenvalue decomposition.

4.4.1 Random Noise Stimulation reveals oscillatory Im-

pulse Response Function

Cross correlating the white noise sequences with the EEG signal revealed a

strong oscillatory component, similar to the IRF’s found in the visual domain

(Fig. 2). Initial visual inspection of the average IRF and it’s TFR showed

that these reverbrations were present for lags up to 200 ms and had strong

oscillatory power in the beta band compared to the surrogate distribution. The

oscillatory peak was around 20 Hz. This served as a qualitative confirmation of

the existence of perceptual echoes in the tactile domain.

The impulse response functions were analyzed quantitatively by averaging them

across trials for each channel on a subject by subject basis. Time Frequency

representations were calculated for each subject and for each channel on the

trial-averaged IRF’s. Figure 3 A shows the group level TFR of the IRF aver-

aged over all subjects and channels. The time-frequency representation revealed

strong power in the beta range for positive lags. Based on visual inspection of

the TFR we defined the time and frequency window of interest between 0 and

200 ms and 15 and 35 Hz. The power in our two time-frequency windows of in-

terest was averaged and plotted topographically (Figure 3 B). We observed the

highest power over left parietal and frontal channels. Average power was statis-

tically compared between surrogates and IRF’s. The surrogates were computed

by cross-correlating the white noise input sequences with the EEG signal from

a random trial. The t-test (alpha = 0.005) revealed 19 channels in which beta

power was significantly higher in the IRF compared to the surrogate. These

channels were defined as our channels of interest for the estimation of the beta

peak frequency and for the comparison with ERP’s. The power spectrum (Fig-

ure 3C) was calculated based on our channels, time and frequency of interest.

The oscillatory peak of the grand average was 22 Hz.
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Figure 2. Two representative IRF’s with corresponding TFR. A. Perceptual
Echoes were calculated by cross-correlating tactile white noise sequences with
the recorded EEG signal. B. Time frequency representation of the single subject
IRF over channel CP5. C,D. Same as A,B but for separate subject.

Visual perceptual echoes can be observed for a maximum of up to 1 second

(on average 4 to 5 alpha cycles). We were interested if the short duration of

the tactile echoes ( 200 ms), relative to the visual echoes was related to the

difference in oscillatory frequency between tactile and visual IRF’s. We there-

fore quantified the length of the echoes by calculating a 1-cycle TFR. Power
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Figure 3. Echo ERP comparison. A. Time Frequency representation of IRF
averaged over all channels. Oscillatory power was strongest in the 12 to 35
Hz range between 0 and 200 ms. We selected this frequency band and time
window as our frequency and time of interest. B. Topography of the beta
power distribution (12 to 35 Hz) between 0 and 200 ms (black dashed box). A
left-frontal and a left-parietal beta power hotspots emerge in proximity to the
somatosensory cortex. Statistical analysis revealed 19 channels with higher beta
power compared to the surrogate IRF. These channels served as our channels
of interest. C. Average power spectrum of the IRF for our channels of interest
(determined from B). The oscillatory peak was found at 22 Hz. D. Time fre-
quency representation of ERP’s averaged over all channels. In contrast to the
IRF no comparable oscillatory component was identified in the beta band. Low
frequency oscillations can be observed as expected from classical somatosensory
ERP’s. E. Topography of the ERP waveform. F. Average power spectrum of
the ERP for significant channels from B. Identical to the IRF analysis the power
spectrum was calculated for the time window from 0 to 200 ms (black dashed
box) between 15 and 35 Hz. No oscillatory peak can be observed in the beta
range.

envelopes were extracted at the individual peak frequencies. IRF length was

determined as the time point where the power reached below 10% of the peak

power. These echo lengths were then normalized for the adaptive FTT window

length by subtracting half a cycle of the respective frequency. E.g. to the echo

length of subject AS (0 ms to below 30% of peak = 260 ms) at the individual
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frequency of 23 Hz was added half a cycle of the 23 Hz oscillation 17.4 ms.

for a total length of 277.4 ms. Spearman correlation between the echo length

and the echo frequency revealed no significant relationship between length and

frequency (Figure 5B, p < 0.05) indicating that echo length is independent of

frequency. Based on the raw estimated 1-cycle fft echo durations and the corre-

sponding peak frequency we estimated that tactile echoes lasted for an average

of 4.1 cycles (SEM +- 0.51) comparable to visual perceptual echoes. To high-

light the unique oscillatory dynamics of the IRF we directly compared their

frequency content to traditional somatosensory ERP’s. Figure 3D shows the

average time-frequency representation of the ERP’s of all channels. In contrast

to the IRF we find no increase in beta oscillatory power but characteristic low

frequency components that are usually found in ERP’s. Also the topography of

the ERP amplitude differs from the beta topography of IRF’s (Figure 3 E). Last

we investigated the ERP power spectrum (Figure 3 F) for the time-frequency

window in which we found the strongest beta increase in the IRF (Figure 3 A,D,

black dashed box). No peak in the beta range is observed for the ERP. These

findings support the claim that perceptual echoes, as in the visual domain, are

not simply evoked potentials but characterize unique oscillatory dynamics in

response to white noise input.

4.4.2 Steady State Stimulation evokes maximal response

at 25 Hz

Similar to the visual perceptual echoes the tactile IRF’s appear to oscillate at an

endogenous frequency of the somatosensory system. We were interested in ver-

ifying that the echoes reflect the natural frequency of the tactile domain which

has previously been shown to lie between 21 and 27 Hz (Snyder, 1992; Tobimatsu

et al., 1999; Muller et al., 2001). In order to do so we applied tactile stimulation

at multiple frequencies. We then correlated the peak frequencies acquired from

the SSSEP with the individual peak frequency of the echo. SSSEP’s were ex-

tracted using a spatiotemporal source separation method previously described

in (Cohen & Gulbinaite, 2017). The spatial filters acquired using Generalized

eigenvalue decomposition (GED) were mapped onto source space using a model

brain (Figure 4 A). Spatial filters were applied to the raw data to extract the

SSSEP signal with the best signal to noise ratio for every frequency. Figure 4 B
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shows the brains frequency response for every input frequency. We can see that

stimulation frequencies in the beta band (20 to 30 Hz) led to strong frequency

responses in the EEG signal at similar frequencies (Figure 4C). The mean peak

response frequency was 25 Hz. These findings verify previous accounts, placing

the resonance frequency of the somatosensory system in the 25 Hz beta range

(Snyder, 1992; Tobimatsu et al., 1999; Muller et al., 2001).

Figure 4. SSSEP analysis. A. We used Generalized Eigenvector Decomposi-
tion to generate spatial filters to extract the SSSEP signals. The Model brain
shows the average over individual filter weights. B. Average Input-Output fre-
quency spectrum. Input frequencies are along the y-axis and Output frequencies
along the x-axis. Hot colors indicate stronger responses at the respective fre-
quency. We observe strong oscillatory responses for the input frequencies in the
beta band. C. Average resonance profile of frequency responses. Blue: Raw
resonance profile of GED signal. Brown: Smoothed resonance profile of GED
signal. Green: resonance profile for GED noise.

4.4.3 Relationship between SSSEP’s and Perceptual Echoes

We were specifically interested in investigating how the SSSEP signals relate to

the tactile IRF’s. We therefore compared the peak frequency in the SSSEP’s,

defined as the frequency at which the strongest oscillatory response is observed,

with the peak frequency of individual IRF’s. We used the channels of interest

as well as the previously defined time frequency window to extract the peak fre-

quency of individual tactile perceptual echoes. Power spectra were calculated

for each channel of interest per subject. The channel with the highest power

between 15 and 35 Hz was selected and the peak frequency was extracted. The

average peak frequency based on this “best channel” approach was 22.7 Hz (std:
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+-2.52). SSEP peak frequencies where then correlated with IRF peak frequen-

cies. Spearman correlation revealed a significant positive relationship between

IRF peak frequency and SSSEP peak frequency (Figure 5A, p < 0.05).

Figure 5. Correlation analysis. A. Pearson correlation between IRF peak fre-
quency and SSEP peak frequency. We observed a positive correlation for the
peak frequencies of both neural signatures indicating a common neural genera-
tion mechanism (p < 0.05). B. Pearson correlation between IRF peak frequency
and normalized IRF length. No significant correlation was observed between
normalized echo length and echo frequency (p>0.05).

4.5 Discussion

Previously it has been shown that visual random noise stimulation leads to

a unique oscillatory Impulse Response function (perceptual echo) revealed by

cross-correlating the white noise sequence with the corresponding EEG trial

(VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012). This white noise sequence had strong power

in the alpha band which is frequently identified as the resonance frequency of

the visual system (Herrmann, 2001). The findings were intriguing because alpha

power is usually observed to de-synchronize in response to visual stimulation.

The fact that they can increase during visual processing highlight alpha oscil-

lations as active mechanism that plays a special role in the visual system. A

remaining question is if the perceptual echoes constitute a more general oscil-
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latory mechanism that can also be found in other modalities. We therefore

set out to investigate if we find perceptual echoes in the tactile domain. Our

research question was therefore 3-fold. 1. Can we find oscillatory IRF’s in re-

sponse to tactile white noise stimulation? 2. How do these IRF’s relate to the

resonance frequency of the somatosensory system? 3. Do the tactile perceptual

echoes constitute traditional ERP’s or are they a novel oscillatory signature?

We found that perceptual echoes can be found at 22 Hz in the somatosensory

domain. Furthermore their peak frequency correlates with the resonance fre-

quency of the somatosensory system. Last we demonstrated that tactile IRF’s

show fundamentally different oscillatory dynamics compared to somatosensory

ERP’s and therefore present a unique oscillatory signature.

The cross-correlation between tactile white noise (WN) sequences and corre-

sponding EEG signal revealed 200 ms long IRF’s that showed strong power

in the beta band ( 22 Hz). Theoretically the so-derived IRF should resemble

a classical ERP since both signatures represent the brains response to a sin-

gle Impulse. We found however that they differ drastically. The ERP shows

mostly low-frequency deflections reflecting classical ERP components. The IRF

showed very little low-frequency components but rather a burst of beta oscilla-

tions that lasted for about 4 cycles similar, to IRF’s found in the visual system

(VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012). This was only the case if the cross-correlation

was calculated with the correct WN/EEG pair. No reverberation was observed

in the surrogate echoes where WN/EEG pairs were shuffled. This demonstrates

that the somatosensory system selectively reverberates the specific beta com-

ponent that was present in the respective trial. Given that our WN sequences

were per definition frequency neutral, we can infer that the beta band plays a

special role in active stimulus processing in the tactile domain. Tactile stim-

ulation or electrical stimulation of the median nerve is accompanied by two

signatures in the SS-system. One is a classical somatosensory evoked potential

consisting of low frequency deflections and the other is a suppression of mu and

beta activity (Pfurtscheller, 1981; Pfurtscheller, Woertz, Müller, Wriessnegger,

& Pfurtscheller, 2002; Cheyne et al., 2003; Gaetz & Cheyne, 2006). These ob-

servations have given rise to the disputed hypothesis that a decrease in beta

power reflects an increase in excitability (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999;

Kilavik et al., 2013) whereas an increase in beta might reflect active inhibition

(Solis-Escalante, Müller-Putz, Pfurtscheller, & Neuper, 2012). Given these pos-

tulations the oscillatory characteristics of the IRF’s are rather surprising since
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one would expect a decrease in beta power following stimuli, similar to the one

observed in SS ERP’s. While the ERP could be considered an Impulse response

function as well there are some important differences between them and percep-

tual echoes. First of calculating the IRF using cross-correlation assumes that

the underlying system implements linear transformations which is clearly not

true for the brain. Non-linear relationships between WN and EEG will there-

fore not be captured. Second the cross-correlation is a measure of similarity

between two signals over time whereas ERP’s are measure of cortical activity.

Nevertheless these differences it is not trivial to explain the discrepancy between

the oscillatory dynamics between the two.

Similarly to alpha oscillations in the visual domain (VanRullen, 2016), beta

oscillations have been suggested to implement discrete perceptual cycles in the

tactile domain (Baumgarten et al., 2015). The idea of discrete perception has

been studied mostly in vision but potentially represents a general cortical mech-

anism for complexity reduction and metabolic efficiency in all sensory modalities

(Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009; Jensen, Gips, Bergmann, & Bonnefond, 2014). Dis-

crete perception proposes that continuously inflowing information is discretized

into separate perceptual moments, within which temporal information is dis-

carded. Two stimuli that fall within one such cycle would therefore be perceived

as simultaneous. In the visual domain perceived simultaneity was shown to be

dependent on the phase of alpha oscillations whereas in the tactile domain per-

ception was determined by the phase of low beta oscillations (Baumgarten et

al., 2015; VanRullen, 2016). Importantly these observations propose an active

role for beta oscillations in temporally organizing information. This is in line

with our observation that Two recent studies have implicated the perceptual

echoes in regularity learning and predictive coding processes. The repeated pre-

sentation of a single WN sequence leads to incremental increase in oscillatory

alpha power in the corresponding IRF (Chang et al., 2017). This increase is

persistent even when the repetition is intervened with a novel WN sequence.

The authors hypothesized that, in line with the idea that the visual system

dynamically encodes visual sequences, the perceptual echo is a signature of this

regularity learning mechanism. The authors discussed the possibility that the

echoes might reflect a rhythmic updating of predictions about expected stimu-

lation patterns thus giving rise to 10 Hz oscillations. Along these lines it was

demonstrated that a simple computational predictive coding model was able to

display similar echoes that showed characteristics of travelling waves moving
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along the visual hierarchy (Alamia & VanRullen, 2019). Their results were ver-

ified in human EEG echoes that showed similar travelling wave dynamics that

altered their direction depending on if visual input was present or not. Together

these results suggest that IRF’s might reflect predictive coding processes that

continuously generate and update predictions about incoming information at an

alpha rhythm (Friston, 2005; Linares, Holcombe, & White, 2009; Clark, 2013;

Seth, 2014). Their locus of generation might therefore lie in the interactions

between different columns in the visual hierarchy hypothesized to implement-

ing predictive coding computations, potentially through canonical microcircuits

(Bastos et al., 2012).

Endogenous beta oscillations can be observed in the somatosensory system (SS)

during rest (Crone et al., 1998; Fransen, Dimitriadis, van Ede, & Maris, 2016).

Experiments using rhythmic stimulation at various frequencies have shown that

the SS responds strongest to stimulation at beta frequencies (Snyder, 1992;

Tobimatsu et al., 1999; Muller et al., 2001). Using a spatiotemporal source sep-

aration method we investigated the resonance frequency of the SS of individual

subjects to replicate previous findings and enable a direct comparison to tactile

IRF’s. Confirming previous reports we found the mean resonance frequency to

be 25 Hz. A statistical analysis revealed a significant positive correlation be-

tween individual SSVEP peak frequencies and individual IRF peak frequencies

indicating similar underlying neural generators.

4.6 Conclusion

In conclusion we find that similar to the visual domain, perceptual echoes are

a signature of the somatosensory system as well. This means that incoming

temporal tactile stimulation sequences are reverberated in the beta band for 4

cycles. Perceptual echoes significantly correlate in frequency with the resonance

frequency of the SS system pointing at a common generator. Our findings

provide further evidence that the beta rhythm is actively involved in stimulus

processing. This active participation might be explained by predictive coding

processes that have been hypothesized to give rise to the IRF dynamics in vision.
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Rhythms of the brain, rhythms of attention: How

neural oscillations give rise to attentional selec-

tion.

The previous chapter provided us some insight into the oscillatory neuronal dy-

namics that govern the tactile domain. The next logical step would be to relate

this oscillatory activity to behavior to get a better understanding on which exact

functions they implement. The following chapter tackles this idea in the context

of attentional sampling. Although not directly correlating behavior with oscil-

latory activity, the motivation for this project stems from a study investigating

intracranial recordings in macaques that found exactly this kind of relationship.

In their paper, Kienitz et. al. (2018) were able to show that theta oscilla-

tions might help the brain to select attended targets and inhibit stimuli that

are unattended. They provided convincing behavioral data in support of their

hypothesis.

Attentional selection in humans has previously been related to frontal theta

oscillations but never has a causal link been established. Moreover the frontal

theta oscillations do often not correlate well with behavioral measures of atten-

tion. Given the direct link between theta and attention on macaques we hope

that by adapting an almost identical task design we could find similar patterns

in humans. This would, although not strictly causal, make a strong point that

the oscillations indeed implement attentional selection.
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Chapter 5

Rhythmic fluctuations of

saccadic reaction time

arising from visual

competition

The following chapter contains the original manuscript that appeared as: Chota,

Samson, et al. ”Rhythmic fluctuations of saccadic reaction time arising from

visual competition.” Scientific reports 8.1 (2018): 1-7.
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5.1 Abstract

Recent research indicates that attentional stimulus selection could be a rhythmic

process. In monkey, neurons in V4 and IT exhibit rhythmic spiking activity in

the theta range in response to a stimulus. When two stimuli are presented

together, the rhythmic neuronal responses to each occur in anti-phase, a result

indicative of competitive interactions. In addition, it was recently demonstrated

that these alternating oscillations in monkey V4 modulate the speed of saccadic

responses to a target flashed on one of the two competing stimuli. Here, we

replicate a similar behavioral task in humans (7 participants, each performed

4000 trials) and report a pattern of results consistent with the monkey findings:

saccadic response times fluctuate in the theta range (6 Hz), with opposite phase

for targets flashed on distinct competing stimuli.

5.2 Introduction

Many exploratory actions such as eye movements reveal a specific rhythmicity

upon closer inspection. During overt saccadic exploration of the visual field,

saccades occur approximately every 200 ms i.e. at 5 Hz (Otero-Millan, Tron-

coso, Macknik, Serrano-Pedraza, & Martinez-Conde, 2008; Hogendoorn, 2016;

McLelland et al., 2016). Moreover, even in the absence of eye movements, target

detection rates have been shown to vary as a function of the cue-target interval

at a similar frequency. It has been proposed that these behavioral fluctuations

emerge from rhythmic attentional processes in the theta range (VanRullen et

al., 2007; Landau & Fries, 2012; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; Holcombe & Chen,

2013; VanRullen, 2013; Song, Meng, Chen, Zhou, & Luo, 2014). Spatial covert

attention paradigms have suggested that multiple objects in the visual field

are rhythmically and sequentially sampled and that these attentional sampling

rhythms are related to brain oscillations in the 4-8 Hz range (Busch & Van-

Rullen, 2010; Dugué et al., 2015; Crouzet & VanRullen, 2017). In addition,

causal evidence was provided by Dugué, Marque VanRullen (Dugué et al., 2011)

who used non-invasive brain stimulation, demonstrating that stimulus process-

ing is vulnerable to disturbances via single TMS pulses at constant intervals in

the theta range.

In a recent study, Kienitz et al. linked theta oscillations in macaque V4 to

an attentional sampling process (Kienitz et al., 2018). V4 has been previously
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related to attention, e.g. via lesion studies (DeWeerd, Peralta, Desimone, &

Ungerleider, 1999). Furthermore, sporadic theta oscillations have been mea-

sured in V4 as well as in inferotemporal cortex when the animals were viewing

a single stimulus (Sato, Kawamura, & Iwai, 1980; Nakamura, Mikami, & Kub-

ota, 1991; Sheinberg & Logothetis, 1997; Tamura & Tanaka, 2001; Lee, Simpson,

Logothetis, & Rainer, 2005); when two stimuli were shown together, the compe-

tition between them resulted in intricate theta-band oscillatory phase relations

between the corresponding IT neural responses (Rollenhagen & Olson, 2005).

Building on these findings, Kienitz et al. (Kienitz et al., 2018) showed that the

presence of two visual objects, one in the excitatory center (”object”) and one

in the inhibitory surround (“flanker”) of a V4 neuron’s receptive field (RF), re-

sulted in theta-rhythmic multi-unit-activity (MUA). Furthermore, they showed

that the saccadic reaction times to targets presented in either of the two stimuli

were subject to similar fluctuations at 3-6 Hz. Most importantly, the phase

of both RT time-series and MUA oscillations depended on the order of display

onset between the object and flanker stimuli. The authors demonstrated that

these theta-rhythmic fluctuations emerge from competitive receptive field inter-

actions, and could at least partially underlie the rhythmic attentional sampling

of multiple objects observed in numerous human studies (Busch & VanRullen,

2010; Dugué et al., 2015; Crouzet & VanRullen, 2017).

In the current study, we investigate this question in human subjects, using

a behavioral spatial attention paradigm directly inspired by this monkey study

(Kienitz et al., 2018). A central disk object and two bar flankers were pre-

sented in the periphery with asynchronous sequential onset (500 ms SOA), and

remained on the screen while participants maintained fixation. After a varying

SOA following the second stimulus onset, a target was presented either in the

central object or the flankers. The subjects were instructed to perform a sac-

cade to the target. Reaction times was investigated as a function of the SOA

between the second stimulus and the target. As found in monkeys, the analysis

of RT time-series revealed an oscillation at approximately 6 Hz; furthermore

the phase of this oscillation was dependent on both the initial stimulus order

(object- or flanker-first) and on the location of the target (object or flanker).
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5.3 Materials and Methods

5.3.1 Participants

Seven volunteers (aged 19–25, 3 females, all right-handed) with normal or cor-

rected to normal vision participated in the experiment. Informed consent forms

were signed before the experiment. Te experiment was carried out in accordance

with the protocol approved by the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifque

ethical committee and followed the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Asso-

ciation (Declaration of Helsinki).

5.3.2 Protocol

Stimuli were presented at a distance of 50 cm with a cathode ray monitor

(1280×1024 resolution, 85Hz refresh rate) using the Psychophysics Toolbox

(Brainard, 1997) running in MATLAB (MathWorks). Eye movements were

recorded and monitored online using an EyeLink 1000 Desktop Mount (SR

Research). A 9-point calibration was performed before each block of trials.

Throughout the Methods section we will explicitly note the differences with the

monkey study by Kienitz et al. (Kienitz et al., 2018). If no mention is provided,

task parameters at hand were kept identical.

Stimuli consisted of a fixation dot (central black dot, diameter=0.3°; [0.07°

in Kienitz et al. 2018]), the object (a black disk in the lower right part of the

screen, 2° diameter, positioned 4° right and 2° down from fixation center [in

Kienitz et al. 14 the disk was positioned, within the RF of a V4 neuron]) and

the flankers (two bars above and below the disk, height=1°, width=0.25°, 1°

gap between disk and each bar) (Fig. 1). Stimuli were presented on a gray

background.

After a pseudo-random (400–800 ms [1000 ms in Kienitz et al. 2018]) in-

terval during which participants maintained central fixation, the first stimulus

of the sequence, either the Object or the Flankers, appeared. We introduced a

variable delay in this pre-stimulus interval to counteract potential attentional

effects that could be introduced by the predictability of the stimulus onset. The

second stimulus (the Flankers if the Object was presented first and vice versa)

was added to the display 500 ms later [Object was always presented first in

Kienitz et al. 2018]. After another variable SOA (250 to 1250 ms, in steps of 12

ms [0 to 750 ms, in steps of 37.5 ms in Kienitz et al. 2018]) a small target (0.2°
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Figure 1. Experimental Protocol. Trials started with a fixation period during
which participants maintained fixation for a variable delay between 400 and
800 ms. Following the fixation period the first stimulus (object or flanker) was
presented for 500 ms after which a second object (flanker if object first (OFX)
and vice versa (FOX)) was added. After a variable SOA of 250 to 1250 ms (in
steps of 12 ms) a target was presented for 12 ms, either in the center of the
object (XXO) or in the flanker (XXF). Participants were instructed to respond
to the target with a saccade towards the stimulus in which it appeared.

diameter white dot) then appeared for a single frame (12 ms [8.3 ms in Kienitz

et al. 2018]), either in the center of the upper flanker or the center of the disk

object. In one out of 16 trials ([1 out of 3 in Kienitz et al. 2018]), no target

was presented (catch trials). This reduction in the number in catch trials still

allowed us to reliably control for non-target related saccades.

For consistency and clarity we will now refer to the four possible (non-catch) trial

types as the conditions: OFO, OFF, FOO, FOF, where the 1st letter denotes

the first stimulus onset (O for object, F for flanker), the 2nd letter corresponds

to the second stimulus presented (identical notation), and the third to the stim-

ulus in which the target appeared (identical notation) (See upper part of Fig. 2).

The timing of the target relative to the onset of the second stimulus (so-called

stimulus onset asynchrony or SOA), was drawn from a uniform distribution with

85 steps from 250 to 1250 ms (corresponding to the refresh rate of the screen).

The SOA tested on each trial was optimized online to equalize the number of

trials obtained for each of the 85 SOA conditions: if a trial was not valid (see

below), the same SOA value was more likely to be tested again.

The luminance of the target was adapted separately for each condition using a

QUEST procedure (Watson & Pelli, 1983) so that each participant’s detection
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performance remained around 90%. We chose the 90% threshold in order to

collect sufficient trials that could be entered in our analysis and at the same

time require participants to pay attention. Because of the high number of tri-

als, involving multiple sessions over several days, the luminance value defined by

the QUEST procedure was adapted dynamically, based only on the last 40 trials.

Participants had to respond to the target by performing a saccade towards

it. A saccade was considered valid if it landed in one of two 2° square boxes

centered respectively on the object and upper flanker. Only valid saccades were

included for further analysis. Reaction times (RT) were defined as the time be-

tween target onset and the time at which the eye position left a fixation region

of 1° radius around the fixation point. Saccade durations were defined as the

interval between the eye leaving the fixation region and the eye landing on one

of the two boxes centered on object or flanker. To encourage participants to

respond as fast as possible, online RT measurement were used and a message

saying “TOO SLOW” was displayed if the RT of a given trial was above 2.5*SD

from average (the average was calculated based only on valid trials (see below)).

The experiment was stopped automatically when a participant obtained 4000

valid trials (split in blocks of 64). A trial was considered valid if (1) a target was

presented, (2) the participant made a valid saccade to the correct location and

(3) the RT was not an outlier (limits corresponding to 2.5*SD, updated online

after each trial by considering all previous trials, even non-valid ones).

5.3.3 Data Analysis

During preprocessing, we removed all trials in which the saccade duration was

above 70 ms, or the luminance value selected by the QUEST was outside the

2.5*SD limits (across all luminance values tested). For the RT analysis, we

considered only trials in which a target was present (15 out of 16 trials) and

the saccade was made to the correct location. This resulted in the inclusion of

72.67% of all trials on average (±5.62% standard error of mean across subjects).

To increase the number of trials per bin, SOA values were binned in groups

of 3 (resulting in a change of effective sampling frequency from 85 Hz to 28 Hz).

We validated in a separate re-analysis (not detailed here) that the exact position

of the bin limits did not affect any of our findings. All the results were analyzed

based on the binned SOA values. Single-trial RT values were then aggregated
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for each condition and SOA bin, outliers were removed (values outside 2.5 SD

around average), and averages computed to obtain RT time-series (average RT

as a function of SOA) for each of the 4 types of sequences (OFO, OFF, FOO,

FOF) and each subject.

We observed a strong negative trend in the RT time-series: early SOAs resulted

in much slower RTs for most subjects. We attribute the slow RT decrease to

the hazard rate although an additional forward masking effect could contribute

to the early RT’s ( 200 ms). To minimize the influence of these factors, RT

time-series were de-trended using a second order polynomial (as is commonly

done in most previous studies investigating oscillations of behavioral measures)

5.3.4 Frequency Analysis

RT time-series were analyzed in the frequency domain using both FFT and

Hilbert methods. The 28 SOA values over a one second window allowed for

a Nyquist frequency of 14 Hz. The complex FFT coefficients were squared to

obtain oscillatory power at each frequency (Figs 2C,D and 3C,D).

5.4 Results

In the current experiment we investigated these fluctuations in a target detec-

tion task in humans, directly mirroring one part of the monkey study by Kienitz

et al. (Kienitz et al., 2018). We presented a first stimulus, to which a second

one was added (Fig. 1). A target was then presented in either of the two objects

with many possible SOA’s, spanning a 1000 ms interval in 12 ms steps. The

participant was instructed to make a saccade to the target as fast as possible.

We analyzed the reaction times as a function of the variable SOA. The dense

temporal sampling of the target interval allowed us to quantify these behav-

ioral modulations using frequency decomposition methods (Fourier and Hilbert

transforms).

5.4.1 Fluctuations in RT time-series

To investigate rhythmic fluctuations in behavior, we performed a frequency

analysis on the RT time-series for each condition separately. Although the

average time courses (Fig. 2A,B) do not show evident oscillations (possibly due
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to small differences in phase or frequency across subjects), the power spectra

revealed a dominant oscillation at around 6 Hz for all conditions (Fig. 2C,D).

To test if the observed peak at this specific frequency could be due to chance, we

created 2000 surrogates by shuffling the 28 SOA-bin labels within subjects and

within conditions and recalculating the power spectra. P-values were computed

as the percentile of the mean power values within the bootstrapping distribution.

This allowed us to test the null-hypothesis that all frequencies share similar

power content. Both main data as well as the surrogates were de-trended. For

all four conditions the observed spectral peak at 6 Hz proved to be significantly

higher compared to the surrogate distribution (Fig. 2C,D; FOO: p = 0.0045,

OFO: p = 0.0012, OFF: p < 0.0005, FOF: p = 0.0255). We observed additional

significant peaks at 11 Hz (FOO: p = 0.043), 7 Hz (FOF: p = 0.0185), 14 Hz

(OFF: p = 0.0095) as well as 1 Hz (OFF: p = 0.003; FOF: p = 0.021). As these

additional effects were not consistent across the four conditions, we did not

explore them further. The 6 Hz spectral peak, however, was present in all four

conditions. Notably, the likelihood of all four conditions showing a significant

peak at the same frequency would be extremely small under the null hypothesis:

if the probability of one given frequency exceeding the statistical threshold is

0.05, then the likelihood of this event happening 4 successive times at the same

frequency is 14 (frequencies) x 0.054 (conditions) = 0.0000875, i.e. p < 0.0001.

We found no significant effect of stimulus sequence on the number of saccades

during catch trials.

5.4.2 Opposed sequences reveal anti-phasic RT fluctua-

tions

The spectral analysis illustrated in Fig. 2 reveals that all 4 experimental condi-

tions display significant 6 Hz oscillations in behavioral RT time courses. Do all

4 oscillations share the same phase, or does the phase differ depending on task

factors? In order to analyze potential differences in the phase of the observed

oscillations, we subtracted the RT time-series of conditions that had identical

target locations. These conditions differed only in the history of object and

flanker presentation times. Stimulus competition normally begins when the sec-

ond object appears on the screen; according to the idea of rhythmic attention

sampling, this competition would initially be biased towards the second object

(the last one to appear), then attention would move on to sample the first,

and rhythmically alternate between them on subsequent cycles (Rollenhagen
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Figure 2. Analysis of RT fluctuations for each condition. The four condi-
tions are illustrated at the top for reference; they vary based on the order of
presentation of the stimuli (Object-first or Flanker-first) as well as the site of
target presentation (Object, Flanker). (A,B) RT time-series averaged across
subjects (error bars indicate bootstrapped 95% CI) for each of the four condi-
tions, grouped according to the site of target presentation (Object in A, Flanker
in B). (C,D) Average power spectrum across subjects for each of the four con-
ditions (grouped as previously). Dotted lines indicate the bootstrapped 95%
confidence interval under the null hypothesis that all frequencies have similar
power. We observed a significant peak at 6 Hz for all four sequence types.

& Olson, 2005; Vanrullen & Dubois, 2011; Fiebelkorn et al., 2011; VanRullen,

2013). In other words, the phase of attention sampling (and thus the phase

of behavioral RT oscillations, for a fixed target location) should be opposite

for Object-first and Flanker-first sequences. Such an anti-phasic relationship

should be visible as an elevated peak in the power spectrum of the difference in

the RT time-series. Conversely, if oscillations for the two conditions shared the

same phase, the subtraction should reduce the amplitude of the 6 Hz spectral

peak.

As expected according to the rhythmic attention sampling idea, we observed

an enhanced spectral peak at 6 Hz for both time-course subtractions (Fig. 3),

indicating that the experimental conditions shared a frequency-specific oscilla-

tory component, however with opposite phase for the two stimulation sequences.
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For both comparisons, the amplitude of the 6 Hz peak in the subtraction was

higher than that measured in either of the original signals (compare values in

Fig. 3A,B with those in Fig. 2C,D), which is compatible with an anti-phase, but

not an in-phase relation between the stimulation sequences. The significance of

the 6 Hz peak (FOO minus OFO: p < 0.001, OFF minus FOF: p < 0.001,

Bonferroni corrected) was confirmed by comparing it to a null hypothesis distri-

bution, calculated by randomizing a subset of the target SOAs within subjects

and between opposing sequences (FOO and OFO, OFF and FOF) 2000 times.

The number of reaction times that were taken as the subset was determined by

the total number of reaction times recorded for that specific SOA during the ex-

periment, resulting in an identical number of trials per SOA in the original and

randomized datasets. This method revealed an additional significant peak at 3

Hz (p < 0.001) for the FOO minus OFO condition, however markedly smaller

than the peaks at 6 Hz.

Figure 3. Frequency Analysis of the difference in RT time series. Comparison
between conditions with identical target location (FOO vs. OFO in A, OFF
vs. FOF in B). Light grey areas indicates the bootstrapped 99.9% CI (99%
in darker grey, 95% CI in darkest grey). Red dots indicate frequencies with
significantly higher power compared to a null hypothesis distribution calculated
by randomizing the SOAs within opposing sequences.
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5.5 Discussion

Our experimental paradigm was based on previous primate studies that inves-

tigated the oscillatory responses to competing stimuli (Rollenhagen & Olson,

2005; Kienitz et al., 2018). The paradigms used in these previous papers were as

follows: A sequence of three stimuli was presented, Object followed by Flanker,

or vice versa, followed by a target that could appear either in the Object or in

the Flanker (Fig. 1). Firing responses of V4 and IT neurons selective for either

of the stimuli (Object, Flanker) were recorded. The authors observed that firing

rates oscillated at 4-5 Hz following stimulus presentation. Furthermore, if the

neuron’s “preferred” stimulus was presented second, the same oscillation was

observed but in anti-phase (compared to the condition with “preferred” stim-

ulus first). These oscillations were present but significantly weaker when only

one stimulus was presented (even when it was the neuron’s preferred stimulus).

Finally, the Kienitz et al.14 study further revealed direct behavioral correlates

of these oscillations, whereby rhythmic fluctuations of saccadic reaction times

accompanied the firing rate oscillations. Altogether, these findings imply that

the competition between visual neurons coding for distinct neighboring objects

in the visual scene is modulated at around 4-5 Hz. The authors suggested that

this modulation of competition might reflect a rhythmic attentional sampling

mechanism, initiated by the sequential presentation of the two competing ob-

jects.

Here we investigated whether a similar mechanism could lead to behavioral

theta-rhythmic fluctuations in humans. Using a similar experimental paradigm,

we provided strong evidence that all four stimulus sequences (i.e., regardless of

stimulus temporal order and target location) lead to rhythmic modulations in

saccadic reaction times. Spectral analysis of the RT-time series revealed that

6 Hz is the dominant frequency of these fluctuations. We also confirmed that

opposing sequences that differed only in the temporal order of the first two

stimuli (Object-first or Flanker-first, keeping target location constant), induced

fluctuations with opposing phase. This was shown by subtracting the two RT

time-series followed by an examination of the spectral content of the difference

wave. Our results are consistent with those of Kienitz et al., supporting the

idea that an attentional sampling mechanism may underlie the theta-rhythmic

fluctuations in behavior in monkeys and importantly extending them to humans.
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An increasing number of studies have reported rhythmic fluctuations in per-

ceptual performance. In the specific case of spatial attention, when multiple

objects are presented on the screen, attention seems to alternatingly switch be-

tween the attended objects (VanRullen et al., 2007; Dugué et al., 2011; Landau

& Fries, 2012; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013; VanRullen, 2013; Macdonald, Cavanagh,

& VanRullen, 2014; Dugué et al., 2015, 2016). This alternation is assumed

to be instantiated by a sequential attentional sampling process that leads to

behavioral oscillations that are out of phase for the different attentional tar-

gets. A crucial element in the investigation of attentional processes is the re-

lationship between behavior and neuronal processes. While it is difficult to

investigate theta oscillations measured from single cells in humans, there are

a number of electrophysiological EEG/MEG studies successfully relating theta

rhythmicity in the human brain to attention. Busch VanRullen (Busch & Van-

Rullen, 2010) investigated pre-stimulus oscillatory activity, by contrasting trials

in which target detection was successful to unsuccessful trials. They found that

the pre-stimulus phase in the theta band was predictive of stimulus detection,

however only for attended stimuli, indicating that attentional sampling operates

at around 7 Hz. Landau et al. (Landau et al., 2015) reported that pre-target

gamma-band activity was modulated at 4 Hz when two stimuli were presented

on the screen. Furthermore this modulation was predictive of task performance

and provided important evidence for the hypothesis that the presentation of a

relevant stimulus resets an ongoing attentional mechanism. These findings are

especially relevant in the context of our study, since it is based on the assump-

tion that the behavioral performance fluctuations are a result of a phase reset of

an ongoing attentional oscillation by the stimulus onsets in the display sequence.

The above mentioned studies indicate that the pre-stimulus phase of theta

oscillations can predict performance (Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Hanslmayr,

Volberg, Wimber, Dalal, & Greenlee, 2013; Dugué et al., 2015). This raises the

question of how ongoing and evoked (phase-reset) theta oscillations interact to

influence task performance. Insight can be provided by the findings of Dugue

et al. (Dugué et al., 2015): In their EEG experiment on visual search they ob-

served pre-stimulus theta phase opposition between successful and unsuccessful

search trials, together with stronger post-stimulus theta phase-locking as well

as higher post-stimulus theta amplitude for successful compared to unsuccessful

trials. This suggests that the pre-stimulus theta phase was indicative of both the

post-stimulus EEG signal and of task performance; to account for this relation
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between pre- and post-stimulus oscillations, they assumed that the presentation

of a stimulus only leads to a partial phase reset of ongoing theta oscillations.

While our paradigm, closely resembling Kienitz et al. (Kienitz et al., 2018),

was mostly concerned with covert attention, it remains unclear how our find-

ings would translate to overt attention. Would we observe similar periodic

fluctuations when observers are free to explore the visual scene? Interestingly

eye movements occur approximately every 200-300 ms even in absence of a task,

i.e. during free exploration (Otero-Millan et al., 2008). This rhythmicity is pre-

served if a target detection task is performed, in which participants can explore

the visual scene freely (Hogendoorn, 2016). A crucial piece of evidence in the

study by Hogendoorn is the fact that the phase of the behavioral oscillation did

not change as a result of the saccade, indicating that the saccades may have

been executed as part of an underlying attentional oscillation. One interpreta-

tion of these results is thus that a unique theta-rhythmic sampling mechanism

could underlie both overt and covert forms of spatial attention.

Kienitz et al. (Kienitz et al., 2018) suggested that center surround interac-

tions between neighboring stimuli in V4 might facilitate attentional stimulus

selection. The fact that the excitatory center of V4-neurons found by Kienitz

et al.14 showed maximal responses for stimuli measuring 2° of visual angle cer-

tainly restricts the conclusions that can be drawn in terms of larger objects or

of wider distances. It is thus an open question how the brain could instantiate

attentional selection among objects that are further spread across the visual

field. Would this interaction still arise in V4, or in hierarchically higher areas

with larger receptive field sizes spanning larger distances? It has been shown

that similar behavioral competition can result in anti-phase theta-band rhyth-

mic attentional sampling between two stimuli presented in opposite hemi fields

(VanRullen et al., 2007; Landau & Fries, 2012; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013), and that

corresponding neural correlates can be observed in visual cortex (based on MEG

source reconstruction) (Landau et al., 2015). The precise neural source of this

large-scale rhythmic attentional sampling, however, remains to be determined

by direct electrophysiological experiments.

Our paradigm used 3 stimuli (one object and 2 flankers) of which 2 (the ob-

ject and one flanker) were behavioral significant. It would therefore be highly

interesting to investigate how attention behaves if the number of potential tar-
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get positions is extended beyond 2. Similar experiments have been conducted

by Holcombe and Chen (Holcombe & Chen, 2013) as well as Macdonald et al.

(Macdonald et al., 2014). They suggest an attentional sampling mechanism with

limited capacity, such that multiple objects are sampled less and less frequently

with increasing numbers of objects. We intend to investigate this matter in

future experiments.

5.6 Conclusion

In conclusion we provided new evidence for a sequential attentional sampling

mechanism in the theta range (6 Hz) in humans. Our findings support those

of Kienitz et al. (Kienitz et al., 2018), and demonstrate similar behavioral

patterns in monkeys and humans. Our conclusions provide further insight into

how the brain resolves potential competition by using attentional mechanisms

to rhythmically select relevant stimuli.
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Attention warps time: How saccadic mechanisms

can influence Temporal Order Judgements.

In the previous chapter i presented findings that highlight the rhythmic nature

of attentional selection. These findings allowed us to link attentional rhythms

closely to neural oscillations. Importantly however we have only investigated

covered attention until now, and have ignored saccades as a tool for attentional

selection. Both of these systems need to be neatly orchestrated to provide us

with a stable vision in the light of fast and frequent eye movements. The process

implementing this function is referred to as saccadic remapping.

In order to perform successful saccadic remapping the visual system needs to

detect the features and position of all relevant items in the visual field, then

perform the saccade, and then match these items to the objects in the shifted

visual field. We assumed that this process recruits attentional sampling that

processes relevant objects in a sequential fashion. In the following paper we

describe an experiment in which we activate saccadic remapping processes with

a strong full field mask. Interestingly this leads to reversal of perceived order

for two stimuli that were presented right before the mask. We hypothesize that

this effect might be caused by the mask-induced interruption of theta rhythmic

activity that sequentially samples stimuli for saccadic remapping.
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Chapter 6

Full Field Masking Causes

Reversals in Perceived

Event Order

The following chapter contains the original manuscript that appeared as: Chota,

Samson, et al. ”Full Field Masking Causes Reversals in Perceived Event Order.”

Frontiers in Neuroscience 14 (2020): 217.
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6.1 Abstract

We generally experience a stable visual world in spite of regular disruptions

caused by our own movements (saccades, blinks) or by the visual input itself

(flashes, occlusions). In trying to understand the mechanisms responsible for

this stability, saccades have been particularly well-studied, and a number of

peri-saccadic perceptual distortions (spatial and temporal compression, failure

to detect target displacement) have been explored. It has been shown that some

of these distortions are not saccade specific, but also arise when the visual input

is instead abruptly and briefly masked. Here, we demonstrate that another

peri-saccadic distortion, the reversal of the temporal order of a pair of brief

events, may also be found with masking. Human participants performed a

temporal order judgment task, and the timing of stimuli and mask was varied

over trials. Perceptual order was reversed on 25% of the trials at the shortest

stimulus to mask intervals. This was not merely a failure of target detection,

since participants often reported these reversals with high subjective confidence.

These findings update the constraints on models of stability around disruptions.

6.2 Introduction

Our visual system is continually challenged by disruptions, both in the form of

externally imposed interruptions and internally generated saccadic eye move-

ments. Characterizing the way that our brains build perceptual continuity in

the face of these events can yield useful insights into the underlying mechanisms,

as can the errors that are generated in the process.

Saccadic eye movements have been particularly well-studied in this regard, with

several peri-saccadic illusory percepts characterized: displacement of an object

during a saccade may go unnoticed [“saccadic suppression of displacement,”

(Bridgeman, Hendry, & Stark, 1975; Deubel, Schneider, & Bridgeman, 1996)]

and both the spatial and temporal separation between briefly presented objects

around saccade time is compressed (Ross, Morrone, & Burr, 1997; Lappe, Awa-

ter, & Krekelberg, 2000; Morrone, Ross, & Burr, 2005). These features were long

identified with saccades and so were principally discussed within that context

(Melcher & Colby, 2008). However, a number of studies have suggested that

similar effects can be obtained during fixation if the visual scene is disrupted,

by a saccade-mimicking shift of the stimuli (Mackay, 1970; O’Regan, 1984; Os-
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tendorf, Fischer, Gaymard, & Ploner, 2006), or even by simpler manipulations

such as flicker (Terao, Watanabe, Yagi, & Nishida, 2008) or a brief visual mask

(Zimmermann, Born, Fink, & Cavanagh, 2014). This has led to the suggestions

that these illusory percepts are not limited to saccades, but that the spatial

and temporal compression may reflect more general mechanisms responsible for

visual continuity in the face of disruptions (Zimmermann et al., 2014).

In the course of working with the masking paradigm used by Zimmermann et al.

(2014), we noted another perceptual illusion: temporal reversal of a pair of brief

visual events, that is, the later of two stimuli was perceived as occurring first.

Again, a comparable illusory percept has previously been described for saccades

(Morrone et al., 2005). To pilot our observation, we presented the demonstra-

tion video (Supplementary Video 1) as a repeated loop to 19 colleagues and

found that 13 of them (including 4 out of 6 authors) reported seeing a temporal

reversal (that is, they perceived the yellow probe as occurring before the red

target).

During our pilot, the reports of mask-triggered, perceptual reversals were vari-

able and did not reliably occur in every participant. When tested in the context

of saccades, Morrone et al. (2005) reported a maximum reversal rate of almost

100 percent for their two participants as did Binda et al. (2009); however,

further reports, also with saccades, suggest much lower probability of reversal

perception on average (Kitazawa et al., n.d.; Kresevic, Marinovic, Johnston, &

Arnold, 2016). In particular, Kresevic et al. (2016) found that just 7 of their

11 participants experienced robust occurrence of reversals with substantial in-

terindividual variability in the proportion of reversals and the timing of the peak

effect.

Here, we describe and formally test a masking procedure that yields this illusory

reversed order percept in the majority (9 out of 14), but not all participants,

and present results characterizing the temporal dynamics of the illusion (the

effects of relative timing between the successive visual targets and the mask).
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6.3 Materials and Methods

6.3.1 Participants

Fourteen participants (8 male) were tested, aged between 21 and 34 years old.

All were naive to the goals of the experiment. All participants provided written

informed consent. They were not preselected based on perception of the reversal

in the demonstration video, and no authors were included. The experiment was

carried out in accordance with the protocol approved by the Centre National

de la Recherche Scientifique ethical committee and followed the Code of Ethics

of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).

6.3.2 Stimuli

The stimuli (Figure 1) comprised a fixation point, two briefly flashed objects

at variable stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs), and a full field mask, details

as follows. Stimuli were generated using the Psychtoolbox extension (Brainard,

1997) for Matlab (Mathworks), and presented on a CRT monitor (100 Hz frame

rate, 800 × 600 pixel resolution, 36.5 × 27.2 cm screen) at a distance of 57 cm

from participants, who were seated with head position maintained at the center

of the monitor by a chinrest. Stimuli were presented against a mid-gray back-

ground (CIE xyY 0.30 0.30 6.1). The fixation point was a black cross, situated

toward the left of the screen (7.2° of visual angle from midline), at mid height,

and was present continuously. The eccentric position of the fixation cross served

to simulate conditions for an experiment with saccades toward the targets.

Two stimulus objects were presented to the right of the fixation point, also

at mid screen height. The first, which we shall refer to as the “target,” ap-

peared with unpredictable timing relative to trial start (equal probability from

300 to 800 ms), for a duration of 50 ms. All other timings are described relative

to target appearance. The target was presented 7.2° to the right of the fixation

point, and comprised a red rectangle (CIE 0.54 0.32 4.65) with a 2-pixel wide

blue border (CIE 0.18 0.15 1.8), the whole measuring 3° tall by 0.9° wide.

The second stimulus object, which we shall refer to as the “probe,” was pre-

sented 2° to the right of the target, and with similar characteristics, except that

the rectangle fill was yellow (CIE 0.41 0.48 11.6). The probe was presented for

a duration of 20 ms, with variable SOA relative to the target across trials, from
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Figure 1. Stimulus paradigm. Participants maintained fixation on the black
cross throughout. After a variable delay from trial start (300-800 ms), a target
appeared (red, 50 ms duration), and with variable SOA around that (-20 to 160
ms) a probe (yellow, 20 ms duration). Note that the target and probe are at
non-overlapping locations (see text for details). A full-field pixelated mask was
presented (50 ms duration) at one of 3 delays after target onset: 50, 100, or 150
ms. There was also a no-mask control condition. For a demonstration of the
illusion we refer to the video in the Supplementary Material.

20 ms before to 160 ms after, in 10 ms steps. The choice of SOA’s and stimulus

duration was determined by prior piloting to maximize illusory reversals.

The mask comprised a full-screen flash of pixelated white noise (see Figure

1), with square “pixels” measuring 1.1° each side, and each pixel taking a ran-

dom luminance value (equal probability from minimum screen luminance, CIE

0.13 0.08 0.0, to maximum screen luminance, CIE 0.29 0.30 17.1). The mask

was presented for a duration of 50 ms, with variable SOA relative to the target

across trials, at 50, 100, or 150 ms. When mask and probe were simultaneously

present, the probe was always drawn over the mask (that is, the mask did not

directly conceal the probe).
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There was also a control condition in which no mask was included. In to-

tal, 76 conditions (19 probe SOAs × [3 mask SOAs + 1 control]) were presented

in random order, with 25 repeats of these blocks resulting in 1,900 trials per

subject. All trials were collected over the course of 1–2 sessions per participant.

The participants’ task on each trial was to report whether the target (red/leftmost)

or probe (yellow/rightmost) appeared first, using a key press (target, “F”; probe

“J”). If unsure, participants could indicate this (while still making a forced tar-

get/probe first choice) by using a different key pair (target, “G”; probe, “H”).

Responses were not time limited, and the response key press launched the next

trial. Pauses were included between blocks (terminated by the participant press-

ing the space key).

To enable readers to experience the illusion for themselves, we include a video

of the stimulus paradigm (Supplementary Video 1), with timings that typically

generate the illusion on a proportion of trials in most participants using a typ-

ical monitor with 60 Hz refresh rate: target duration 50 ms, target:probe SOA

117 ms, probe duration 17 ms, target:mask SOA of 150 ms, mask duration 50

ms, although note that the precise timings obtained will obviously depend on

the video display equipment used.

6.3.3 Data Analysis

Data were analyzed and prepared for presentation using Matlab (Mathworks).

For single participant performance data, we show the maximum likelihood esti-

mate (mle) with 95% confidence intervals (CI; Clopper-Pearson method, Matlab

binofit function). Where the difference from control performance is shown, we

again show mle with 95% CI [Newcombe’s CI, see (Newcombe, 1998; Brown &

Li, 2005)]. For the group averages, we show the mean ± standard error (SEM;

n = 14 throughout). Maximum likelihood estimates were calculated for each

participant individually and then averaged to obtain mean and standard errors

displayed in the group averages.

Statistical analysis of the group averages was calculated by performing t-tests

for each Target:Probe SOA. P-values were corrected for multiple comparisons

using False Discovery Rate (fdr). Statistical analyses of single participant data
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was performed using a Chi-square test with Yates correction. For single partic-

ipant statistical analysis, only the peak SOA’s at 10 and 20 ms prior to mask

(selected based on the group average) were included.

6.4 Results

For the control task with no mask (black curves repeated in each of Figures

2A–C), the psychometric function followed a predictable trend, with accurate

reporting of “probe first” (yellow first) for early target-probe SOAs, and “target

first” (red first) for late (> 95% accuracy for SOAs of <0 and >50 ms). Bearing

in mind that the red target (50 ms duration) had a longer presentation time

than the yellow probe (20 ms), the expected point of subjective simultaneity is

at an SOA of 15 ms, assuming that perceptual timing for these brief stimuli is

based on the midpoint of stimulus duration. This assumption appears to hold up

as the data show a value of about 16 ms for subjective simultaneity (Figure 2A).

Figure 2A (red trace) shows the effect of including the mask 150 ms after the

red target onset. For most target-to-probe SOAs, performance was unchanged

from the control condition (black trace). However, when the mask closely fol-

lowed the yellow probe (probe to mask intervals of 20 ms or less, SOA of 130

ms or more), the probe was erroneously perceived as occurring before the target

on a about 25% of the trials, in spite of the long target to probe delay. We

will refer to these perceptual errors as “temporal reversals.” Figure 2B (green

trace) shows that effects were similar for mask 100 ms after the red target onset,

with temporal reversals observed for probe timing close to or during the mask,

reaching over 30% reversals for the probe to mask interval of 10 ms.

Reversals were again observed for mask onset at 50 ms following the red target

offset (Figure 2C). In this condition, it is clear that the reversals continue after

the mask presentation. Note also that this early mask condition showed some

reversals even when the yellow probe physically preceded the red target (the

two leftmost tests at negative SOA in Figure 2B). In this case, the yellow probe

was erroneously reported as following the red on about 10% of the trials. Im-

portantly the mask did not have to temporally overlap with the probe in order

to induce reversals: they could arise for probe onsets 30 ms or more before the

mask onset (Figure 2B; again, note that probe duration was 20 ms) or after
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Figure 2. The frequency of re-
porting probe first as a function of
Target:Probe SOA and mask timing.
(A) The red curve shows mean per-
formance (N = 14) for mask on-
set at 150 ms after the red tar-
get onset (mask timing indicated by
the shaded area on the plot). The
black curve, this plot and the fol-
lowing plots, shows performance in
the control task, with no mask in-
cluded. The vertical line indicates
the Point of Subjective Simultaneity
(PSS). For most probe timings, per-
formance was unaffected by the in-
clusion of the mask. However, when
probe onset was close to the time of
mask onset, performance fell, that is,
on a substantial fraction of trials, the
probe was reported as occurring be-
fore the target, in spite of a >100 ms
delay between them. Gray shaded
areas indicate SOA’s for which re-
versals were observed. (B,C) As for
(A), except that the mask onset was
at 100 ms (B) or 150 ms (C). Note
that the same control curve is dupli-
cated across plots for ease of refer-
ence. Error bars show ±1.0 SEM.

mask offset (Figure 2C).

Results compared to the control baseline with the data aligned to the mask

onset are shown in Figure 3. T-tests on the group averages revealed several

SOA’s for which significantly more reversals were reported in all three mask

conditions. Especially when probes were presented immediately prior to mask,

reversals are frequently reported (students t-test, p < 0.05).
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Figure 3. Task performance aligned to mask onset. Difference from control (no
mask) performance (masked minus control). Mean result across participants (n
= 14; error bars show SEM). Blue curves show results for mask onset at 50 ms,
with mask timing indicated by the shaded gray area; likewise, green curves for
mask onset at 100 ms, and red curves for mask onset at 150 ms. Blue, green
and red horizontal bars denote the SOA’s for which significantly more reversals
were reported compared to 0 (students t-test, p < 0.05, false discovery rate
correction).

6.4.1 Individual Differences

The individual results were quite variable. Five participants (Figure 4, S.B.,

M.A., M.M., S.C., L.T.) showed significant effects in all three masking con-

ditions, with strong temporal reversals around mask timing for positive tar-

get:probe SOAs (Chi-square (with Yates correction, p < 0.05) tested on SOA

10–20 ms before mask onset). Four more participants (Figure 4, B.C., D.L.,

C.L., B.D.) showed a significant number of reversals in 2 out of 3 masking con-

ditions. The remaining subjects showed significant reversals only in one (G.E.)

or in none of the conditions (M.H., B.Z., J.K., B.H.).

We also observed some reversals for negative SOAs in the early mask condi-

tion in 10 out of 14 subjects. This was not unexpected since negative Probe:Mask

SOA’s in the early mask condition mimic the experimental parameters of pos-

itive Probe:Mask SOA’s by simply swapping the timing of Probe and Target

relative to the mask.
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Figure 4. Task per-
formance aligned to
mask onset (masked
minus control). Re-
sults for individual
participants (mle).
Blue curves show re-
sults for mask onset
at 50 ms, with mask
timing indicated
by the shaded gray
area; likewise, green
curves for mask
onset at 100 ms,
and red curves for
mask onset at 150
ms. Colored stars
indicate significant
increases in reported
reversals compared
to 0 (control/no
mask) for blue (50
ms), green (100 ms),
and red (150 ms)
mask conditions at
10–20 ms before
mask onset.

Participants were also required to include an indication of “high” or “low” con-

fidence in their response on each trial (see Methods). High confidence trials

indicate that participants clearly perceived the relative timing and detected

both stimuli. Figure 5A shows that the analysis of only high confidence trials

(78.7% of trials) resulted in a very similar pattern of temporal reversals over

time, and only a slight reduction in the proportion of reversals reported. This

shows that on trials where participants reported reversals, they most often had

a clear subjective perception of both stimuli and their (illusory reversed) tem-

poral order. Figure 5B shows the confidence ratings reported at the SOA’s for

which the strongest effects were observed (10–20 ms before mask, for every mask
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condition, respectively). We separated subjects into two equal groups, one “fre-

quent illusion” group, showing strong perceptual reversals and one “infrequent

illusion” group, showing weak perceptual reversals. Separation was based on the

frequency of reversals observed for SOA’s prior to mask [10–20 ms, determined

by a Chi-square test (p < 0.005)]. We did not find any significant differences in

confidence ratings between the frequent reversal group (S.B., M.A., B.C., M.M.,

S.C., C.L., L.T.) and the complementary infrequent reversal group for any con-

dition (students t-test) suggesting that differences in reported confidence do not

suffice to explain perceived reversals.

Figure 5. Analysis of confidence ratings. (A) Performance for high-confidence
only responses. As Figure 3, except that only trials where participants re-
sponded with high confidence were included (mean across participants, ± SEM;
n = 14). Faint dashed traces in the background show results for all trials
for comparison. (B) Confidence ratings for the two SOA’s for which reversals
were reported most frequently [10 and 20 ms before MASK onset, see (A) for
reference]. Participants were statistically divided into two equal groups, one
“frequent illusion” (black bars) group and one “infrequent illusion” group (gray
bars), based on the number of reversals that were observed for each subject
for SOA’s 10–20 ms before Mask [Chi-square test with Yates correction (p <
0.005)]. No significant difference in confidence was observed between subjects
reporting frequent reversals and subjects reporting infrequent reversals for any
mask condition (students t-test, p < 0.05). Error bars represent SEM.

6.5 Discussion

In this study, we have described a visual illusion whereby the temporal order

of a pair of stimuli may be perceptually reversed when a visual disruption (full

field mask) is presented.
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This illusion resembles the phenomenon of temporal reversal previously de-

scribed for events close to the time of saccades (Morrone et al., 2005; Kresevic

et al., 2016). It has recently been shown that other visual phenomena, typically

considered as “peri-saccadic,” can also be produced by visual masking in the

absence of saccades: spatial compression, temporal compression, and suppres-

sion of displacement (Zimmermann et al., 2014). Those results were taken to

imply that the mechanisms underlying these phenomena might not be saccade

specific, but rather reflect a more general mechanism to match corresponding

visual objects across disruptions in space and time. Of course, despite the simi-

larities between saccade- and mask-induced phenomena, the possibility remains

that different or additional mechanisms are at play in the case of saccades. The

present results contribute to this discussion as they show that yet another peri-

saccadic phenomenon (temporal reversal) occurs for externally imposed visual

disruptions.

While the original report of peri-saccadic temporal reversal presented data from

a pair of participants who each experienced very robust reversals (approaching

100 percent of trials for optimal SOAs; (Morrone et al., 2005; Binda, Cicchini,

Burr, & Morrone, 2009), more recent reports suggest much lower probability

of reversal perception on average (Kitazawa et al., n.d.; Kresevic et al., 2016)

similar to the levels we found here for mask-driven reversals. In particular, Kre-

sevic et al. (2016) present individual data from 11 participants that emphasize

the strong inter-participant variability in the perception of perisaccadic rever-

sals: only 7 of their 11 participants experienced robust occurrence of reversals

(greater than chance report level; around 80 percent reversals for each of those

participants). Other participants reported 50 percent or lower reversals, and

substantial variability in the timing of peak effect. The amplitude, time course

and inter-participant variability of the effects are comparable for the saccade-

and masking-triggered reversals. In particular, in the data of Kresevic et al.

(2016), the peak timing for reversals was between 31 and 70 ms before the sac-

cade onset (for 7 of 11 participants, including all of those with greater than

chance levels of reversal). Since their two stimuli were separated by 50 ms, their

peak effect occurred when the second stimulus appeared in the ±20 ms around

saccade onset. This is comparable to our observed probe to mask timing for the

peak effect seen in Figure 3 where it is clear that most temporal reversals are

perceived when the time of probe presentation is just before or overlaps with
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the mask.

There are a number of suggestions for the origin of these temporal reversals,

and here we will describe proposals arising from saccade and masking stud-

ies, as well as address possible confounds. First, it could be suggested that

temporal reversals are simply an exaggerated version of temporal compression,

that proportion of trials on which temporal compression was extreme enough

to reverse the apparent order of stimuli. Both reversals and compression are

found perisaccadically (Morrone et al., 2005; Binda et al., 2009) and with mask-

ing (Zimmermann et al., 2014). Binda et al. (2009) proposed that temporal

compression could account for the perception of reversals in a temporal order.

Briefly, the probability of observing a reversal under such a model depends on

the overlap between two probability distributions, one each for the perceived

timing of the “target” and the “probe.” Reversals can occur within the over-

lapped regions and as compression pushed the distribution means together, the

overlap increased, and according to the authors’ model, so did the frequency of

reversals. However, those results were for very short interstimulus intervals in

the temporal order judgment task (8 or 20 ms) where there is clearly a large

overlap between the distributions of the two judgments. This explanation can-

not easily be extended to our data, with far longer intervals of up to 160 ms and

more. To do so, the mask would have to dramatically broaden the probability

distribution for the probe so that it overlapped with that of the much earlier

target and, if this were the case, there should be more reversals for the condi-

tions with shorter intervals between the target and the probe where there would

be even more overlap. This did not happen: of the 9 participants showing high

levels of reversals for late probes (Figure 4). Five of them show higher peak

levels of reversals for longer vs. shorter target to probe SOAs (i.e., S.B., green

peak higher than blue; S.C., red peak higher than blue).

Second, Kresevic et al. (2016) proposed that their data are consistent with per-

ceptual insensitivity: the neural onset transient for a stimulus near to/during

saccade time may be suppressed, leading to temporal ambiguity and necessi-

tating a TOJ inference based on other cues than the unreliable temporal sig-

nals. For the majority of participants this would be apparent as a decrease in

performance toward chance level, but, depending on biases in the inferential

process (e.g., individual differences in assumptions about the temporally am-

biguous stimulus, or in the assignment of attention), a subset of participants
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could show more systematic (substantially above chance) reporting of reversals,

a feature apparent in each of the pertinent data sets [current Figure 3; as well

as (Morrone et al., 2005; Kresevic et al., 2016)]. A related account is that the

visual disruption (mask or saccade) decreases the effective contrast/salience of

stimuli, an effect that would be strongest for the stimulus closest in the time

to the disruption. It has previously been shown that, in a simple TOJ task,

a lower contrast stimulus is often perceived as having occurred before an ear-

lier, higher contrast stimulus (Bachmann, Põder, & Luiga, 2004), although their

finding of temporal reversal was restricted to short (<50 ms) SOAs. Kresevic

et al. (2016) tested whether this might account for temporal reversals in their

paradigm by repeating the experiment but replacing the TOJ task with a rela-

tive salience judgment. They found saccade-related suppression of salience, with

timing matching the generation of reversals, supporting the above hypothesis.

However, they actually found that salience suppression was more robust than

temporal reversals across participants, and so concluded that additional factors

must contribute on a participant-specific basis. Nonetheless, salience suppres-

sion remains plausible as a contributing factor in the generation of reversals in

our mask-based paradigm.

An additional argument against the contribution of general temporal impre-

cision is that the results calculated only from the higher confidence trials show

the same reversals and timing (Figure 5A). Furthermore, when comparing par-

ticipants who frequently perceived reversals to those who did not perceive the

illusion, confidence ratings did not differ (Figure 5B). These data suggest that

while subjectively the temporal order of stimuli appeared clear to participants,

a subset of them nevertheless consistently reported the wrong order, suggest-

ing an illusion rather than an imprecision. To illustrate this we refer to the

demonstration video of the stimulus paradigm in the supplementary materials

(Supplementary Video 1). The illusion is best seen with the video set to loop

repeatedly. Fixation should be maintained on the cross at the left of the win-

dow, with attention focused on the yellow (rightmost) bar. The task is to judge

the order in which the red and yellow bars appear: a temporal reversal would

be evident if the yellow bar were perceived first. Participants who do report

reversals do not report difficulty in perceiving both target and probe (once ac-

customed to the stimuli and attending to the correct spatial location).

Another factor to consider is the potential role of “prior entry,” whereby an
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attended stimulus gains a temporal advantage in processing, and can be per-

ceived as occurring before an earlier stimulus (Hikosaka, Miyauchi, & Shimojo,

1993; Spence & Parise, 2010), superficially similar to the temporal reversals de-

scribed here. However, the absence of temporal advantage for the probe in our

control (no mask) task showed no evidence of bias favoring the yellow probe over

the red target in our stimuli. There are several other paradigms involving tem-

poral reversals that deserve mention, namely masked priming (Scharlau, 2008),

attentional blink (Akyürek et al., 2012; Spalek, Lagroix, Yanko, & Di Lollo,

2012), and motion-induced blindness (Wu, Busch, Fabre-Thorpe, & VanRullen,

2009). While having some resemblance to our paradigm we think that all of

these examples are fundamentally different from the effects that we observe.

In the masked priming paradigm of Scharlau (2007) the temporal order of a

prime-mask and a subsequent stimulus is probed. No mask is presented that

influences the two TOJ stimuli. In contrast we probe temporal order of two

stimuli that are followed by a full field mask which has notable results as can be

seen in our findings. Attentional blink phenomena are usually measured using

rapid serial visual presentation and can be observed at SOA’s of more than 100

ms. We observe reversals for much smaller SOA’s between Probe and Target,

starting at 30 ms and reaching full effectivity at 50 ms (see Figure 2C). Under

very specific conditions motion induced blindness can result in temporal reversal

of an inhibited and a flashed object. However, since all of our stimuli are clearly

visible and at no point of time under the influence of motion induced inhibition

we find it difficult to see clear parallels to our findings.

A last potential confound that we want to address are unintentional eye move-

ments during the experiment. Saccades that are time-locked to the stimuli or

mask could have potentially resulted in the pattern that we observed through

actual peri-saccadic effects as described in the literature (Morrone et al., 2005).

However, eye movements that are triggered by the onset of the stimuli should

result in very similar patterns in experimental and control conditions. Instead

we find that the mask was crucial to reveal reversal effects. It is conceivable that

the mask itself triggered eye movements but it is unlikely that this could give rise

to our results for two reasons: (1) the mask was a full field noise mask without

features that could draw attention. It is therefore highly unlikely that atten-

tion would be drawn enough to elicit frequent and consistent eye movements

that would be necessary to result in a saccadic effect. (2) if the mask indeed

elicited reliable saccades we would expect the reversals to follow the patterns
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that were previously observed in the literature (Morrone et al., 2005; Kresevic

et al., 2016), namely a peak reversal around 50 ms before saccade onset. As-

suming a saccadic reaction time of 100–200 ms in response to our mask, we

should expect the peak reversal to happen around 50–150 ms after mask onset,

which we clearly show to not be the case, with our peak reversal happening at

10–20 ms prior to mask.

Reversals were reported even for the longest intervals tested between the first

and second stimulus (160 ms). From the shape of the curves in Figures 2, 3,

this range could plausibly extend tens of ms beyond this. The original report

of perisaccadic reversals also included reversals for grouped data from inter-

stimulus intervals of 76–200 ms (Morrone et al., 2005). These values put the

temporal reversal phenomenon into the category of illusions which seem to em-

phasize the re-writeable nature of conscious perception (Eagleman & Sejnowski,

2000; Scharnowski et al., 2009; Herzog, Kammer, & Scharnowski, 2016): 160

ms is ample time for the signal from the onset of the first stimulus to be pro-

cessed by much of the cortex, and yet the subsequent appearance of the second

stimulus can still be perceived as occurring first.

In particular, Zimmermann et al. (2014) have suggested that peri-saccadic/masking

effects reflect a correspondence process that links targets of interest across in-

terruptions in visual input. We would like to close by proposing a model of

the temporal aspects of that process. We suggest that after a visual disrup-

tion, the representation of the scene must be updated by linking each item that

had been attended prior to the disruption to its post-disruption version. Be-

cause this process is serial (at least, for items within a certain spatial scope),

items are updated, thus perceived, one by one. Because this updating process

most likely relies on delayed feedback from higher order areas (Enns & Di Lollo,

2000; Fahrenfort, Scholte, & Lamme, 2007; Binda et al., 2009), visual disruption

shortly after the probe might interfere with the updating process of the target

but not with the probe. It is possible that this disruption causes the updating

of the target to be delayed to later position in the sequential updating process

and thus its perception is delayed. We assume that the rate at which atten-

tion deals with each item in turn is linked to neuronal oscillations in the theta

(4–8 Hz) or alpha (8–12 Hz) frequency bands (VanRullen et al., 2007; Busch

& VanRullen, 2010; Landau & Fries, 2012; Fiebelkorn et al., 2013). Directly

supporting the link between these lines of argument, we recently described a
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correlation between the phase of a theta frequency oscillation and the amount

of perisaccadic mislocalization observed across trials (McLelland et al., 2016).

Different theories of oscillatory processing have in common the idea that dis-

crete items would be processed one by one, serially, either across (Fries, 2015) or

within (Lisman & Jensen, 2013) the cycles of a slow oscillation. A dependency

on the oscillatory phase might also explain why illusory reversals are not expe-

rienced in every trial. We speculate here that this serial nature of processing

could underlie the finding of temporal reversals.

6.6 Conclusion

In conclusion, we have shown that masking can result in a perceptual reversal of

the temporal order of a pair of brief events. This is reminiscent of the temporal

reversal previously described around the onset of saccades, although we cannot

demonstrate here that there is a common underlying mechanism. This mask-

based paradigm may nonetheless be very useful in exploring mechanisms of

temporal order perception at fast timescales, because it affords greater temporal

control and repeatability than equivalent saccadic paradigms.
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Chapter 7

General Discussion

Evidently the brain needs to implement several stages of complexity reduction

to handle the vast amount of incoming information. In this thesis I provide

evidence that this is partially done via multiple periodic sampling mechanisms

that collect, transform and transfer information rhythmically. These sampling

mechanisms appear to differ in their properties in a hierarchical fashion, po-

tentially reflecting the increasing complexity that generally governs the visual

processing pipeline. During my doctorate I tried to show that these processes

are intrinsically linked to neural oscillations and that we can measure their

hidden states by probing behavior in a dynamic fashion. More specifically I

aimed at expanding on the current literature by applying much needed causal

methods using non-invasive brain stimulation methods and visual entrainment

sequences. I was able to demonstrate that oscillations have profound effects

on attention and temporal perception, and presented supporting evidence that

their supposed functional role in vision might generalize to other modalities.

I aimed to answer the following research questions:

1. Is the occipital alpha rhythm causally involved in discretely sampling vi-

sual information? (chapter II and III)

2. Is there a link between oscillatory activity and rhythmic sampling in the

somato-sensory system?(chapter IV)

3. Can we manipulate theta rhythmic activity to modulate attentional sam-

pling? (chapter V and VI)
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7.1 Is the occipital alpha rhythm causally in-

volved in discretely sampling visual infor-

mation?

The experiments in chapter II and III were aimed at directly interfering with

the occipital alpha rhythm through rhythmic entrainment and observing the

resulting effect on time perception. In chapter II we used a rhythmic visual

stimulus to control the oscillatory alpha phase which allowed us to probe it’s

perceptual consequences on a visual illusion called the flash-lag effect (FLE).

In the FLE a static stimulus that is briefly flashed next to a moving stimulus,

is perceived to ”lag” behind the moving stimulus. The FLE is assumed to be

caused by a discrete periodic updating process that operates in the alpha band

(Chakravarthi & Vanrullen, 2012; Schneider, 2018). In our first study we aimed

at providing causal evidence for this hypothesis. We found that the perceived

lag was dependent on the phase of the background entrainer, supporting the

idea that the alpha rhythm instantiates discrete windows that are used to sam-

ple and to update stimulus positions.

In chapter III I present a study that used a similar entrainment paradigm. Here

we used alpha rhythmic TMS to entrain 10 Hz oscillations. After entrainment

we presented 2 stimuli on which participants performed a temporal order judge-

ment (TOJ) task. Based on the hypothesis of discrete perception (VanRullen

& Koch, 2003; VanRullen, 2016) we hypothesized that the TOJ performance

should be modulated by the phase of the entrained oscillation. Underlying this

assumption is the fact that alpha phase was shown to determine if two stimuli in

close temporal proximity were perceived as simultaneous or sequential (Valera

et al., 1981; Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016; Ronconi et al., 2018). Similarly to

these studies we found that TOJ-performance was modulated at 10 Hz indicat-

ing a dependency on alpha phase.

The two studies on discrete perception use two different means of entrainment

to show effects on two different measures of relative timing perception. What

follows is a critical assessment as well as a discussion on the conclusions that

we can draw from our results. The two entrainment studies, while showing

strong and convincing results, are limited by a few methodological and concep-

tual difficulties. First of all both studies make strong claims about the causal
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relationship between alpha oscillations and discrete perception. However to ir-

refutably solidify this claim we would have had to perform EEG measurements

and show that alpha phase is indeed modulated and directly correlated with

perceptual outcome. While this would have been beneficial we are nevertheless

confident that our conclusions are valid because of the following reasons. Visual

entrainment and rhythmic TMS have shown to be efficient in controlling power

and phase of oscillatory alpha activity (Romei et al., 2010; Thut et al., 2011;

Spaak et al., 2014; Ronconi et al., 2018). Our stimulation procedure closely

mimics the procedures applied in these studies. It would therefore be surprising

if alpha oscillations would not be entrained in our case. Moreover it is impor-

tant to consider how and at which cortical location we effectively entrain alpha

oscillations and which conclusion this lets us draw about the cortical origin of

our effect. In the case of visual entrainment it is plausible that multiple areas

along the visual pathway get entrained, starting from the LGN and reaching

up to the multitude of areas to which the LGN and V1 project (Schmid et al.,

2010). By applying TMS directly to the primary visual cortex we are somewhat

able to exclude the LGN, a highly connected area, and its projections from the

list of potential candidates. In the future it might be beneficial to precisely

locate a neural correlate of temporal perception instead of relying on behavioral

reports. A potential way to investigate this might be through concurrent fMRI

and EEG measures or intracranial recordings.

Another tricky issue to address is that of experimentally differentiating between

”soft” and ”hard” versions of discrete perception. In both cases the fluctuations

in time perception are caused by fluctuations in excitability. In the ”hard” ver-

sion excitability directly influences time perception by implementing discrete

perceptual windows. In the ”soft” version excitability indirectly causes changes

in time perception e.g. by reducing visibility of a stimulus in a sequence and

thus biasing participants to report the more visible stimulus as occurring first.

While an ”all or nothing” modulation of behavior would strongly favour the

”hard” version it is not likely that we will ever be able to measure such. This is

simply because of the fact that the brain is a noisy organ and that measuring

behavior can only ever approximate the true underlying perception. Given the

distinction between hard and soft it is key to design tasks that allow us to con-

trol for excitability related changes in visibility. In the flash-lag study we tried

to do this indirectly by choosing a task in which both stimuli (the cue and the

clock hand) should be equally affected by the alpha phase at the time of our
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probe. In the TMS study we were able to make a far stronger point on this front.

In the majority of trials we presented two stimuli and participants had to judge

the temporal order. Sometimes however we presented only a single stimulus

to which the participant had to respond with a ”single stimulus” response. By

measuring the number of single stimulus responses during two stimulus trials we

could estimate how low versus high excitability influences stimulus visibility. We

found that different alpha phases had no impact on stimulus visibility and could

therefore exclude visibility fluctuations as a cause of our TOJ fluctuations. In

addition to that our participants underwent extensive training sessions in which

we artificially deteriorated the visibility of one of two stimuli. The intend was

to discourage participants to rely on subjective visibility which might be af-

fected by excitability. We are confident that our study assessed the problematic

of excitability fluctuations as possible cause for relative timing perception in a

convincing way and added significantly to the current pool of literature.

Why does the visual system discretize its input? Over time several hypoth-

esis have been brought forward in this regard. On the one hand I forward that

precise temporal relationships (SOA’s smaller than 100 ms) might not be be-

haviorally important enough to be made consciously available. Our visual scene

tends to stay relatively stable over time and behaviorally meaningful changes

usually occur over longer time periods. This can be nicely demonstrated by

watching manipulated videos in which the frames are randomized every 100 ms,

thus destroying temporal relationships in a similar fashion as the visual system

presumably does. These altered videos do look strange but the ”story” as well

as the causal relationships between events stay to the largest part interpretable

and comprehensible. If the brain can afford to discard information that is not

relevant then it will most likely do so. This is the argument of complexity re-

duction in temporal perception. On a computational level concentrating neural

activity to certain time points might be more energy efficient and might allow

for more effective neural communication (Varela, Lachaux, Rodriguez, & Mar-

tinerie, 2001; Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009; Fries, 2015).

Where should we go from here on in the field of discrete perception? An impor-

tant question that will need to be answered in the future is how exactly neurons

encode relative timing using their most basic and important means of com-

munication: spikes. Intuitively one would think the sequential presentation of

stimuli naturally separates them in time in the brain as well. Interestingly how-
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ever previous models have proposed that spiking neuronal ensembles that encode

stimulus information through their firing latencies produce far more human-like

behavior. (Thorpe, Delorme, & Van Rullen, 2001). If this was the case then

the information contained in the relative timing between spikes would be pre-

occupied with stimulus features and could not encode relative stimulus timing,

at least within short intervals. This would be loosely similar to something like

a Heisenberg uncertainly principle for latency codes. You can either measure

what is encoded OR when it’s encoded. Importantly a crucial assumption of

these models is that spiking latencies need a reference of sorts (VanRullen &

Thorpe, 2002). It is plausible that the phase of neural oscillations provides this

reference which might in turn mean that all spikes relative to a phase within one

oscillatory cycle encode stimulus features and cannot encode time (Masquelier,

Hugues, Deco, & Thorpe, 2009). This kind of model would predict fluctuations

in relative timing perception at a frequency of specific oscillations, just as we

showed in our studies. Unfortunately we have little evidence on how exactly

the brain encodes relative time and so further research is needed. Spike latency

models might be an interesting direction to pursue in this regard.

One of the most interesting remaining questions, and also one of the most hard

ones to solve, is how the brain ”qualia”-tively fills the gaps between discrete

snapshots. Although I do not have an answer to it there is an analogy that

might help us understand how our brain might achieve this occlusion. Our vi-

sual scene contains a blind spot corresponding to the location where our retina

connects to our optical nerve. There is no visual information coming from this

part of the visual field and still, somehow our brain is perfectly able to gen-

erate the illusion that our visual field is complete. Perhaps it is this kind of

mechanism, not in space but in time, that might give rise to our impression of

continuous visual flow.

7.2 Is there a link between oscillatory activity

and rhythmic sampling in the somatosen-

sory system?

The studies in chapter II and III demonstrated how oscillations modulate the

excitability and therefore the gating of information in the visual cortex. In
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Chapter III we explored which effects these neural rhythms have on ongoing

stimulus processing. Previous work in our lab has shown that the impulse

response function (IRF) calculated by cross-correlating white noise luminance

sequences and the corresponding EEG contains strong and long lasting rever-

brations at 10 Hz (VanRullen & Macdonald, 2012). We replicated these findings

in the somatosensory system using vibrotactile stimulation. We found the os-

cillatory frequency of the IRF’s to be correlated to the resonance frequency of

the somatosensory system at 25 Hz. Our findings demonstrate that these IRFs

are a more general transmodal signature of cortical processing, potentially re-

lated to complexity reduction mechanisms, sequence learning and/or predictive

coding (Chang et al., 2017; Alamia & VanRullen, 2019).

A striking feature of perceptual echoes is that they link strong oscillatory ac-

tivity directly to active stimulus processing in frequency bands that usually de-

synchronize as a result of stimulation (Pfurtscheller, 1981; Pfurtscheller et al.,

2002; Cheyne et al., 2003; Gaetz & Cheyne, 2006). While certain frequencies,

like the gamma band, are known to increase during stimulus processing, alpha

(and arguably beta) is currently understood as a mostly inhibitory signature be-

cause of it’s reliable opposite behavior. (Başar et al., 1997; Klimesch, Sauseng,

& Hanslmayr, 2007; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Mathewson et al., 2011). The

discrepancy between endogenous alpha/beta and IRF alpha/beta can be ex-

plained in several ways.

One might assume that IRF alpha/beta and endogenous alpha/beta are gen-

erated by different populations, the former being functionally significant for

stimulus processing and the latter being of inhibitory nature. This however

leaves several questions open. Why do we observe no alpha/beta oscillatory

activity in single trial ERP’s? And why do both rhythmic signatures share such

close resemblance in frequency and topography? Intuitively such strong simi-

larities might make functional separation difficult but not impossible.

The alpha component in the IRF is not simply explained by a general increase

in endogenous alpha but could instead be explained by an increase in phase

locking (Chang et al., 2017). Due to the nature of the cross-correlation we must

interpret the echo reverbrations as phase locked to single luminance increments.

It is therefore conceivable that all luminance increments give rise to perceptual

echoes but since they are slightly shifted to each other they cancel out in the raw
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time course. Perceptual echoes might be a common occurrence in electrophysio-

logical studies but might never have been discovered before due to these reasons.

Recently two new studies have shed light on the functional significance of per-

ceptual echoes. Repeated presentation of the same luminance sequences leads to

an increase in echo alpha power (Chang et al., 2017). They interpret the echoes

as signatures of sequence learning. A secondary study by Alamia and VanRullen

proposed a new model of echo generation in which these previous findings neatly

integrate (Alamia & VanRullen, 2019). Using a simple hierarchical predictive

coding model with inhibitory feedback Alamia and VanRullen showed that bio-

logically plausible communication delays leads to identical perceptual echoes to

those found in human EEG. Furthermore they showed that the oscillatory IRF’s

behaved like travelling waves, a previously shown effect (Lozano-Soldevilla and

VanRullen, 2019), moved from anterior to posterior areas when no visual stim-

ulation was present and reversed their direction when stimulation was present,

both in the model and in human EEG (Lozano-Soldevilla & VanRullen, 2019).

These findings make an interesting point that the IRF’s might be a signature

of predictive coding. The changes in echo amplitude demonstrated in the find-

ings by Chang et. al. can therefore be interpreted as a change in predictability

of the luminance sequence. These findings are relatively new but nevertheless

promising. More research, especially into the spatial component of oscillatory

activity as well as its causal role might help to understand these processes more.

Previous attempts to find similar echoes in the auditory domain were not suc-

cessful (İlhan & VanRullen, 2012). Potential explanations for this are manifold.

The authors used high frequency carrier waves that were amplitude modulated

in a random fashion. Similar to the visual system the stimulus was designed

to interact with the first stage of neural processing. The low-level architecture

of the auditory system however is substantially different from that of the other

two domains. Raw auditory signals undergo a mechanical frequency decompo-

sition in the cochlea before being interpreted by sub-cortical structures like the

cochlear nuclei and finally by the auditory cortex (Ehret & Romand, 1997). If

the perceptual echoes are a higher level cortical phenomenon involving feedback

loops and neural oscillations, the stimulus design to elicit auditory echoes might

have to be more complex, potentially in the syllable or even semantic domain.

This makes designing white noise sequences difficult.
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What is the relationship between perceptual echoes and rhythmic perception?

If we could quantify the neural representation (or auto-correlation) of static

objects that are sampled at a certain rhythm then we would see periodic fluc-

tuations in the amount of neural representation of this object. And these fluc-

tuations should appear at the same frequency as our sampling rhythm. Princi-

pally the perceptual echoes represent this effect by quantifying the amount of

correlation between the input and the EEG and demonstrating it’s oscillatory

behavior. There are however two important differences. For one the correlation

between EEG and stimulus measure the similarity between sequences and not

static features. And second the IRF correlation is represented in lags and not

real time. At the present moment the relationship between discrete sampling

and perceptual echoes is not one that we can make confident claims about.

7.3 Can we manipulate theta rhythmic activity

to modulate attentional sampling?

The experiment in chapter V investigated the rhythmic nature of attentional

selection. In order to tightly link the observed behavioral rhythm to neuronal

oscillations we designed our experiment to closely mimic a previous study in

which this relationship was established in macaques. Only a handful of studies

in the attentional literature have found intracranial neural oscillations that di-

rectly correlated with attention in the 4 to 8 Hz band in humans or macaques

(Helfrich et al., 2018; Kienitz et al., 2018; Spyropoulos et al., 2018; Fiebelkorn et

al., 2018). Our experiment provides a neat link between these studies, especially

the study by Kienitz et. al. and the more frequently found behavioral oscilla-

tions in behavioral and EEG studies in humans. Replicating Kienitz findings in

humans was therefore an important step to better understand how oscillations

enable facilitation of stimulus processing.
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Figure 6. Theta rhythmic neuronal activity resulting from receptive field in-

teractions. Reproduced from Kienitz et. al. (2018)

While the findings by Kienitz are very intriguing they nevertheless raise many

questions about how the brain uses oscillations to select relevant stimuli. Ac-

cording to their findings stimuli in close proximity that fall in overlapping re-

ceptive fields of separate neurons are subject to an oscillatory competition that

fluctuates at 4 Hz (Figure 6). But how does this mechanism work for stimuli

that are further apart? What if more than two stimuli have to be attended?

What if irrelevant stimuli lie on the opposite site of the off-surround of the re-

ceptive field which also benefits from the periodic increase in spiking activity?

In theory the visual system contain neurons that encompass extremely large re-

ceptive fields, even spanning over separate visual fields (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962;

Sanderson, Bishop, & Darian-Smith, 1971). However this increased size should

lead to a less and less precise stimulus selection as more and more irrelevant

information is covered by the receptive fields. On the other hand it has been

found that receptive fields in V4 and other regions respond to a variety of

curved contours, complex patterns and asymmetric shapes (Hubel & Wiesel,

1968; De Valois, Albrecht, & Thorell, 1982; Ben Hamed, Duhamel, Bremmer,

& Graf, 2001). This could hypothetically enable the visual system to isolate

relatively complex patterns and involve them in mutual rhythmic inhibition us-

ing only 2 neurons as was shown by Kienitz et al. It has been proposed that

the sampling of more than 2 stimuli leads to a decrease in the rate in which

individual stimuli are sampled (Holcombe & Chen, 2013). One could imagine

that given three or more stimuli, the neurons processing the respective receptive

fields would engage in a 3-way mutual rhythmic inhibition at a 2.6 Hz rhythm.

All in all the findings by Kienitz are very insightful but do not fully explain how

rhythmic attention samples more complex scenes and multiform objects.
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Another important finding to discuss is that the theta rhythmic effect was found

in V4 and not like in other studies in PFC (Helfrich et al., 2018; Spyropoulos et

al., 2018; Fiebelkorn et al., 2018; Gaillard et al., 2020). This raises the question

whether theta rhythmic activity was induced in a stimulus dependent bottom-

up fashion or if the oscillatory activity was driven or modulated by higher level

areas like the FEF. Microstimulation of the FEF has been shown to modulate

responses in V4 in corresponding receptive fields, indicating that V4 receives

top-down signals from the FEF (Moore & Armstrong, 2003). How much of the

observed effects can be explained by these signals remains to be seen however.

Chapter VI was concerned with a peri-saccadic distortion of temporal order

perception. We proposed that a likely mechanical cause for our observations is

that full field flashes trigger saccadic mechanisms related to displacement and

suppression. This makes intuitive sense because saccades are the most frequent

and probable reason for brief and intense global changes in our visual stream.

Notably out of the three types of signals that have functional relevance for sac-

cadic mechanisms of visual stability, reafference, proprioception and corollary

discharge, reafference and proprioception have been described as the least sig-

nificant ones. This claim has been challenged by recent findings that replicate

traditional peri-saccadic illusions solely by manipulating reafferent signals like

stimulus position, flicker and full field masks (Mackay, 1970; O’Regan, 1984;

Ostendorf et al., 2006; Terao et al., 2008; Zimmermann, Fink, & Cavanagh,

2013; Zimmermann et al., 2014). What then is the role of these saccadic mech-

anisms triggered by reafferent signals? Saccades introduce violent shifts in our

visual field which need to be stabilized (Wurtz, 2008). Watching shaky cam-

era footage intuitively makes the need for this mechanism very clear. There

is two questions to be addressed here. One is how the brain knows that the

world remained stable after a saccade. The second is how the brain creates

the impression that the world is stable despite violent changes. The latter is

far more difficult and will not be discussed here. A popular theory on how the

visual system solves the former problem is the transsacadic memory hypothesis

(Deubel, Schneider, & Bridgeman, 2002; Deubel, Bridgeman, & Schneider, 2004;

Deubel, 2004). According to this idea the visual system stores the features of

a saccadic target in memory before the saccade. After the saccade, the stored

features can be compared the the features of the target. If they are the same

then the world can be assumed to have remained stable. Without going into de-
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tail there is a bit of evidence that supports this theory (Wolf, Hauske, & Lupp,

1980; Moore, Tolias, & Schiller, 1998; Kusunoki & Goldberg, 2003; Mathôt &

Theeuwes, 2010). Another way to describe this process is that after the saccade

the visual system needs to reconstruct the location and timing of events based

on information from before and after the saccade (Zimmermann et al., 2014).

We have proposed a possible interpretation our findings: objects are sampled

sequentially and are transferred to a memory storage containing position, fea-

tures and relative timing of the two discrete events (Melcher, 2009). The mask

triggers saccadic mechanisms that initiate reconstruction of these features under

the erroneous assumption that a saccade has been made (Zimmermann et al.,

2014). The misinformed reconstruction then leads to errors in perception and

in our case specifically time perception since objects have been sampled stored

as discrete temporal events that can be reversed. I would like to extend this

interpretation by proposing that the erroneous reconstruction of object position

(peri-saccadic displacement) and object features could also give rise to the ob-

served effect on temporal order judgements. Object position and features are

also subject to illusions in the time surrounding saccades (Ross et al., 1997;

Lappe et al., 2000; Morrone et al., 2005; Herwig & Schneider, 2014). Temporal

order judgements require the observer to identify separate objects before judge-

ments about relative timing can be made. If object features, object position or

both would be misattributed this could lead to reliable reversals in reported tem-

poral order as we observed them in our experiment. Especially changes in object

position have been shown to go unnoticed for displacements for up to a third

of the saccade, potentially aiding in disguising positional swaps (Bridgeman et

al., 1975). Which of these factors gives rise to our findings cannot be disentan-

gled based on our results and requires further experimentation. Given previous

work that related peri-saccadic errors and attentional fluctuations to the phase

of theta oscillations (McLelland et al., 2016; Chota et al., 2018; Kienitz et al.,

2018) and the fact that attention plays such a big role in saccadic mechanisms

(Melcher, 2009) it is likely that attentional sampling and our interference with

its oscillatory mechanism plays a role in these peri-saccadic reversals of time.

7.4 On oscillations as cause or consequence

The work I have been presenting here makes a strong case for the causal role

that oscillations play in visual perception. One might get the impression that
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the brain implemented oscillatory mechanisms to solve a multitude of problems

like information collection and complexity reduction. How much of a causal role

oscillations play however is debated.

Experiments, among others from our own lab, have shown that in order to

create oscillatory systems it could be sufficient to implement very simple in-

hibitory feedback loops. This suggests that oscillations might be more of a

by-product of other ongoing processes than an intended mechanism. Indeed it

is not immediately evident which lower brain function could not be implemented

if oscillations were not present. Evidently these propositions rise many inter-

esting and important questions that we as oscillation enthusiasts will have to

answer at one point. I think it is possible that oscillations might have emerged

from other processes that involved inhibitory feedback loops like traditional pre-

dictive coding (Bastos et al., 2012; Alamia & VanRullen, 2019). However I do

not think that this means that they do not have a function now. Given that

oscillatory activity somehow suddenly emerged I would find it surprising if the

brain did not find a way to leverage the temporal structure that they provide.

Oscillations might even be a phenomenon that impair functionality in the brain.

After all information theory tells us that a perfectly synchronized system carries

the minimum amount of information. Whatever of the two it is, I think that a

highly sophisticated system like the brain will adapt to rhythmic activity, most

likely in a rhythmic fashion. The end product of this long evolutionary adap-

tation process might result in an actual causal role of oscillations in important

brain functioning.

7.5 Conclusion

The collection of studies in this thesis support the idea that neuronal oscillations

at multiple frequency bands are causally involved in the process of selecting and

processing information. I have shown that we can manipulate oscillatory activity

and that this has effects on the dynamics of the sampling process as well as the

perceptual outcome. My findings cover two dominant frequency bands, alpha

and theta, each with dissociable functional mechanisms. Moreover I was able to

provide support for a link between oscillatory activity and periodic information

processing in the tactile domain. In conclusion my work highlights the close

and causal relationship between oscillatory activity and neural sampling.
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7.6 Moving on: De-synchronizing oscillatory ac-

tivity

What could be the next step in probing the causal role of neural oscillations? In

the last years me and other researchers have started to shed light on this ques-

tion with a series of experiments that directly increase oscillatory activity us-

ing non-invasive brain stimulation methods or neurofeedback training programs

(Hanslmayr, Sauseng, Doppelmayr, Schabus, & Klimesch, 2005; Romei et al.,

2010; Thut et al., 2011). While being extremely insightful, these experiments

have almost all only been able to increase oscillatory activity up until now. This

presents an incredibly interesting opportunity since, given that oscillations are

assumed to actively implement basic neural mechanisms, their absence should

lead to severe changes in cognitive functioning. This is supported by the fact

that the most notable visual perceptual changes e.g. under the influence of

psychoactive substances, are accompanied by strong desynchronization of low

frequency oscillations (Kometer, Schmidt, Jäncke, & Vollenweider, 2013). From

a medical perspective neuronal de-synchronization might provide us with the

means to more efficiently treat mental disorders like ADHD which is character-

ized by a disability to reduce alpha oscillations in task contexts (Lenartowicz,

Mazaheri, Jensen, & Loo, 2018). It appears that a vast number of fields, both

fundamental and clinical, would benefit from a way to dynamically up- or down

regulate oscillatory activity in a non-invasive fashion.

We could potentially achieve neural synchronization and de-synchronization us-

ing an online EEG-TMS neurofeedback approach that I envisioned and proto-

typed in the last year of my PhD. The general approach is to record the EEG

and analyze the phase of an a priori chosen frequency e.g. the alpha band in an

ongoing fashion. The instantaneous phase will inform us about the current state

of the underlying oscillatory population. Strong oscillatory power is assumed to

reflect a large synchronized population. Given that we detect a certain phase

in the EEG signal we can trigger a TMS pulse that is administered directly

to a pre-selected area that we record the EEG signal from. TMS pulses are

assumed to lead to a phase reset in a small population of neurons. Stimulating

at certain phases of the oscillation should therefore lead to an increase in oscil-

latory power because we recruit more neurons into the common oscillation. On

the other hand, stimulating at the opposite phase should lead to a decrease in
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oscillatory power because we reset the phase of a subpopulation to the opposite

phase compared to the dominant oscillation. By selecting the appropriate phase

we are able to synchronize or de-synchronize oscillatory power at a selected fre-

quency band on demand, and in turn increase or decrease the functionality of

the underlying oscillation. A similar approach has already been done by Huang

et. al. who used visual stimulation to increase or decrease alpha power (Huang

et al., 2019) (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Neural Synchronization and De-synchronization via external mag-

netic phase-dependent neurofeedback. Adapted from

We collected data for 4 subjects using this novel approach. The TMS-EEG

neurofeedback system was continuously recording 200 ms data segments from

channel Pz and performed an online fourier transform. 10 Hz phase angles

were extracted and TMS pulses were administered at 1 out of 4 different phases

(0°,90°,180°,270°) corresponding to 4 experimental conditions. In a 5th control

condition we replayed the tms sequence from 2 trials ago, therefore tms pulses

should have a random relationship to the underlying alpha phase. Trials were 12

seconds long, starting with a cue that indicated near-threshold target locations

(left/right), followed by an 8 second long tms-window in which between 3 and

18 tms pulses were applied. Targets could appear only in the last 4 seconds.

The number of tms pulses per trial varied depending on if the algorithm de-

tected high enough alpha power to extract a reliable phase in a given 200 ms

window. The TMS coil localization procedure was identical to the one described
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in chapter III.

We hypothesized that one of the stimulated phases should lead to synchro-

nization of alpha oscillations while the opposite phase should lead to a de-

synchronization. We could confirm this in preliminary data of 4 subjects (Figure

8 Row 2). Furthermore we hypothesized that trials in which de-synchronization

took place should show better behavioral performance compared to synchro-

nized trials. Although performance correlated with alpha power modulation

this effect was driven mostly by high alpha power leading to decreased perfor-

mance compared to the replay condition and not by performance increases due

to de-synchronization (Figure 8 Row 3, Column 4). Data collection is ongoing

and will allow us to statistically access our findings.
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Figure 8. Grand average of phase dependent alpha power modulation and be-
havioral performance. Separate rows depict data taken from different times
during the 8 second long stimulation window. Row 1 (0 to 8 seconds) Row
2 (0 to 4 seconds) Row 3 (4 to 8 seconds). We decided for this separation
because targets were always presented in the late (4 to 8 second) window. In
addition we observed stronger alpha power in the early window (0 to 4 seconds)
compared to the late window. Column 1. We calculated the mean alpha power
for respective phase conditions (peak,trough,ascending,descending) for individ-
ual subjects. Although we observed a relatively consistent relationship between
phase and alpha power on an individual level (Opposite phases resulted in op-
posite effects on power), subjects differed in the exact phase condition that led
to maximal synchronization/de-synchronization). The circular nature of our
phase condition allowed us to realign our individual data to the phase condition
with the highest alpha synchronization (O°). We observe that stimulation at
opposite phase (180 °) tends to result in alpha power decreases in the first 4 sec-
onds when alpha power was high. Column 2. Performance relative to Replay
condition. Overall TMS seems to have a detrimental effect on behavioral per-
formance in the contralateral hemifield. Column 3. We correlated alpha power
and behavioral performance within our 4 phase conditions on an individual ba-
sis. Displayed are the mean correlation coefficients. In the Late time window
(during target presentation) alpha power negatively correlated with detection
performance in line with previous findings. Column 4.. Can we increase tar-
get detection by de-synchronizing alpha oscillations? Conditions in which alpha
power was maximally de-synchronized do not show improved performance com-
pared to the replay condition. Power-Behavior correlation seems to be mostly
driven by inhibitory effects of high alpha power.
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